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FOREWORD

This study is a part of the Mission Identification Program; Phase I,

Long Range Forecasting, and was performed under OAR Work Unit

7909-00-02, "Mission Analysis Methodology" by the Office of Research

Analyses with the assistance of other organizations.

In this report, forecasting is interpreted in its most general sense;

that set of processes, both logical and empirical, involved in obtaining

decision information with regard to future conditions. It does not pre-

sent a forecast or a method of forecasting. It is in essence an investi-

gation of the fundamental theory and problems, and pitfalls, related to

long range forecasting. The utility of this study is that it provides to.

those in the planning operation a clearer understanding of the forecasting

process and hence should improve the quality of the forecasting art.

C UDE D. STEP-NSON, R.
Major, USAF
Study Manager
Office of Research Analyses

This report has been reviewed and is approved for publication.

GERHARD R. EBBR T ). SPR!L , D
Technical Director Colonel, USAF

Commander
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ABSTRACT '

Theory and Problems of Long Range Forecasting defines fore-

casting as a system of logical processes implicit in planning and decision

making. The system is analyzed to components and functions. Key I
points and barriers to more effective operation are identified, with

t opportunities for avoiding or reducing some of the barriers, and prom- j j
ising avenues for further research. The alternative to effective fore-

casting is surprise. The characteristics of an effective forecast are• I
reliability and relevance. Reliability is a function of consistent logics

and valid premises, with the latter a major barrier. Relevance is the

relationship between knowledge of facts and knowledge of human values,

with the latter a present barrier. Criteria are developed for estimating

the potential effectiveness of a given forecast or forecasting methodology.

These criteria are combined in a structured series of questions for ease

of application. Natural science and technological forecasting are found

to be high in reliability but low in relevance for most planning and deci-

sion making. Social science and threat forecasting are typically high in

relevance but low in reliability. Empirical research to increase the

validity of social theories is the most promising avenue for improvement

of forecasting, planning and decision making.
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INTRODUCTION f
The Mission Identification Program of the Office of Research Analyses

was designed to assist Headquarters, Office of Aerospace Research and

Headquarters, Air Force, in the tasks of long range policy, mission

structure, force posture, research and development planning. AUl Air
I

Force planning activities require information in regard to future threats

against United States interests and security. Some planning activities,

notably those involving basic research decisions, require threat informa-

tiun at time ranges up to twenty years in the future because of inherent

lapse-times between initial decision and operational systems in the field.

Potential threats to United States interests and security arise from

stresses within the international social, economic, political, military and

technological environments. However, present state-of-the-art in the

forecasting of these environments to a twenty year range leaves much to

be desired.

With these considerations, definition of the Mission Identification

Program recognized a need for further improvement of long range fore-

casting in general as a prerequisite of improved environmental projec-

tion, threat and mission identification, and thus improved information

for Air Force planning activities. A basic research task addressing the

theory and problems of forecasting anything was designated as part of

the initial phase of the program. Study began in September 1966 and was

completed in November 1968.

The method employed for this study Is very similar to that used in

technological barrier research, wherein complex systems are analyzed

to their components and functions in order to identify key points and bar-

riers to more effective operation, opportunities for avoiding or redacing

some of these barriers, and promising avenues for further research.

Based on this approach, the following topics are considered in this report.
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1. Background discusses the context of forecasting, its relationship

to planning, decision making and the ability to consciously direct change,

the development of an accelerating demand for forecasts, and the develop-

ment of efforts to meet this demand.

2. The Nature of Forecasting considers basic definitions, the sys-

tem, its component processes and its products, -the characteristics of an

effective forecast and the consequences of ineffective forecasting.

3. The Problem of Reliable Forecasting analyzes the organization

of knowledge, the roles played by various modes of reasoning with their

typical sirengths and weaknesses, the transfer and the quality of knIwl-.

edge, as these relate to the problems and potentials of forecasting.

4. The Problem of Relevant Forecasts shows relevance as the

relationship between knowledge of present or future facts and present or

future values. From this reference, the normative aspects of forecasting

are defined and discussed.

5. The Temporal Dimension considers the require-nents for static

and dynamic reference systems, time-series observations, and some of

the problems typically associated with dynamics and causality. Areas

for additional research are outlined.

6. The Matter of Biased Forecasts discusses the nature and

symptoms of conscious and unconscious bias, as these appear in "self-

defeating" and "self-fulfilling" predictions. Bias is shown to be a norma-

tive problem akin to salesmanship, which affects both relevance and

reliability. Some approaches to the validation of biased forecasts are

outlined.

7. Potentials for Increased Effectiveness combines the findings of

earlier sections into a critical path network designed to maximize both

reliability and relevance. Typical barriers and alternatives for avoiding

them are identified. A list of criteria and pseudo-criteria of reliability,

and a list of criteria for ascertaining the relevance of a given forecast to

viii



* the needs of a particular set of planners are presented. Attention is

directed to the nature and criticality of key problem ele:ments and subject

areas which underlie barriers to both relevance and reliability at the

present time. Avenues for improvement are suggested.

8. Conclusions lists those findings of the study considered to be

fundamental to understanding the nature and problems of long range fore-

casting in any subject area, and to the progressive improvement of fore-

casting, planning and decision making in general.

Ap.?endix A: An Interroration Model for the Evaluation of

Forecasts and Furecasting Methods is a structured series of questions

designed to investigate the relevance and reliability of a given forecast or

forecasting methodology. It provides information concerning needed basic

research, requirements for empirical validation studies, and a fairly rig-

orous estimate of the potential effectiveness of forecasting in a given

subject area.

Appendix B: Customers' Checklist is an abbreviated interroga-

tion model designed for use by planners and decision makers who do not

have time to go through a detailed evaluation, but nevertheless wish to

j ~ assure themselves that the major points have been considered.

V •The author recognizes the extreme difficulty inherent in forecasting

and the improvement of forecasting. The present study is not considered

to be final, but only one attempt to apply the systems approach to the

apparently endless task of progressively reducing uncertainty. It is not

designed to provide a forecast or a method of forecasting, but only to

assist in some small measure those who are charged with so doing.

Whatever utility this study may have must rest with the practicing fore-

caster, planner and decision maker.

BEN H. SWETT, Major, USAF

Principal Investigator
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FUNDAMENTAL T1=C2'Y AVDP~z: ~.Lz TO
LONG RA& GZ FC:..ZCraZLG

I. BACKGROUND

For the purposes of this study, forec:: +tr-z is defined in its Mort

general sense; i.e., that set of processes involved in db-Amir- 7.-. -

tion in regard to future conditicns. This broad definition w-as c~oz= in

order to establish a frame of reference •hich would not arbt. ---- rl cz-

elude any conceivable means of obtn4=-:=Z such informatimn. Thl CzZX::a

of "process" was indicated by our overall objective of improv~ln- 'La

".., product, and our preference for a systems approach. Section a, The

Nature of Forecasting, will tighten this definition by specifying the proc-

esses involved.

1. Context

In this general sense of the term, there is nothing new or •ue

about forecasting; both the desire and the ability are probably as cid as

the human race. Anticipation and prejudice, hope and dread, threat r=d

promise, superstition and scientific prediction all share the ccr-mcn

property of referring to future ccnEtions or the expectation of future

conditions. Such expectations, in one form or another, appear to be a

natural and universal characteristic of human beings.

Why do we concern ourselves with the future? Why not sizýly- v',-t

and take things as they come? In cther words, what is the we cI try!.g

to forecast anything?

We do so because the "power of prediction" is more than an idle

combination of words; the ability to forecast is one of mankind's most

basic tools.

For thousands of years. man has been notable for not only.ri" -.

himself to his environnient as t-her species, but for pere-isrst-ty r;z;'.

ing to adapt his environient to himeelf. Because the word "o:.....:•:-o"

implies "murroundlnas. " man's environmennt inclvdee hU nm-2el f ttc



Is~ti~h:3 la-a created. To aea,t s' eai means to alter or cl=-e

it in a sjpecific vway. Th1-us, man = typically causes c*-=.-es which would *
not occur if the no=-huma-n world were left to itselfý. Further. he usually

does this with some purpose or goal in mind. He not only attempts to

cause clinge, but to direct it as well.

It io in this cczte~at ~at thie abiity to forecast represents a major

tQ01 ef tL., r-e. 'U\e Pe z-C to eLtar the Paat, and relatively

powazrklzz to alt-or the proe-c-.t. (~:zf 1) Onily throuZgh the future ef.Zecta

of our p azect acticza do wie act-ally izmflucace our envircn-ment. Even

there, we are limlited by tle relstively smaial arnounts of biolo-ical energy

* we have iul~erit-ed. It Is the ability to forecast which allows us to antici-

f pate = tural dy--mics, to cbtain previews of desirable and undesirable

eon~2te~s =d to foresee thea potc-ntialI consequences of our own actions.

Becauso h po~wer of preediction !iwMes the ability to see the outcome

before Cie act, it further ilkapA s the possibll )r of cboos1=, bot-ween

alten2~vo cticzs- (or accn)before =11=3ac commit-man'' to any

of tharn.

Tiozhth.e oels-clive tz4 Uinnly a--lication of our e=Z11 energies

Mzade - by Lthe at-Ully to foreeanat. we are abe to set Lý!.o motion

c~Ltve eect w~Zn te r---aal wl-.ics which hn la our
entr-es Z-a-d Proviie th CA- &C-IreZI tc .71e i is true thnat we tan
cause~ ~ ~ ~~~ A :c i e ~c pre-ic

chaz,;s uwhich Y,-- czziact cause, it is cz-ly when we are able io comnbine

both the power of prediction and our small power of ctusaticn that we

armin to effective power In Vhe fullest sense of that term: t~ to
c-c~.r ~~t ~' ~-' Tito io the utility of forcacntiL.,f: that it form~s

a prorequ~.'o cf gucA zr



From this discussion, it may be seen that all planning and

decision making requires some form of forecast, no matter how q=4c.2y

and intuitively derived. A plan is essentially a decision or series of

decisions made in advance for the purpose of directing change; decisicz

is a conscious choice between perceived alternative cours.es or acticn=:.

Thus, it is impossible to make either pl-=ns or decisions withott aleo

making forecasts about the likely outcome of each alternative; the fore-

cast is implicit in the plan.

Because a forecast is implicit in any plan, the planner does not Iave

a choice as to whether he will make a forecast. He does, however, Iave

a choice as to whether the forecast will be made openly, objectively and

systematically so it may be subjected to the review and criticism of

others, or intuitively, subjectively and arbitrarily, thus making review

I . and criticism difficult or impossible. It is just such review and crIticism

which is required for the prcgressive refinement of forecasting. (Ref 2)

3. Develc'.nent of Dcrr--nd

An intuitive recognition of the power inherent in the ability to

forecast has led to a long series of efforts to improve it, thin study being

only one of the more recent. The search itself has provided me~ivatlca

for scientific development, and the acid tcst of scientific hyýh0e1es. It

has also led into the areas of prophecy, astrology and augury. The

urgency of this recognized need for better forecasting has not diminished

over the years, and has increased rapidly in the last quarter century,

due to the combination of several facilitating factors.

One of these factors has been the continued evolution of :-e•ponsible

leadership. In modern political, economic and military environments,

individwal leaders are increasingly held accoeptable for the results of

their decisions. The st.tes'.nan, inar.ager or con.....ander whQo leads 1-4-a

3
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o•=-•niticon into dire straits through a lack of foresight is far lees im-

* o to rcj76acement than he was formero,,. Thus, accurate foresight

has become a criterion for the continued exercise of authority, to some

degree replacing the right of birth, of wealth, and similar criteria. The

result is an increased demand for the services of professional fore-

casters and advisors to avngment the leader's own abilities.

A secmd iretus for looking ahead came about as a side-product of
Che scic-,Sic -md i trinl revolutions. As con'i.ued devclc -cnt in

theve areas became dissemi-ated into operation-I tecknology, it dra-

* m=ticafly increased man's capability to alter his environment. Increased

capability implies an increase in the nu-mber of alternatives available,

and this an increased need to forecast the potential consequences of each

before makling a choice among them. Increased capability also implies

more far-reaching effects, in scope and in time. The consequences of

mnodrn technology range far beyond our present ability to foresee them.

Concern as to whether such effects will lead to desirable or undesirable

coniticns has increased the der.and for improvement of forecasting.

(r' ef 3)
Alco fronm scicnce and tech•c•ogy has come an acceleratin- rate of

ch-nn~e. We epeak of an imcreasin-ýly dynamic world. In a static situation,

or �c� vre cL e is very slow•, forecactiz.' is e-tremely simple: the

fure will be tLe came as the part a-d preseat. In an absolutely random

sit-..ticn or cza- where every ctz•:;e is unique, forecacting is imrpossible.

Betw•cn thoze two limits, the need for accurate foresight is directly

related to the rate of change. The faster things are moving, the farther

ahead and the more clearly one needs to see. Both delayed response and

overcorrecticn are syrnt-ems, of itadequate foresight.

thA ird source of & ni for improved forecasting came aboY pri-

Srrzr:zy in t3le UZn.11Cd Cp .. s as a great but subtle shift of -ti"tude during

4
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World War II. Subsequently, it spread to almost all countries, or to i

groups within those countries, through the explosive impact of modern

communications. In the United States and some western countries, the

masses of people began to look to the future in a different way. Deferred

spending and consumption, postponed families and educations, anticipated

housing, business, social and technological opportunities all contributed

to the expectation of an attractive future, rather than a dark and fearful

unknown. "After the war..." became the slogan of anticipation. Per-

sonal, social, corporate and national planning for such a future became

habitual, and even the uncertainties inherent in forecasting have not

returned the majority to its traditional orientation of looking only to a

comfortable and understandable past.

In other countries, people also began to be concerned with the future.

They compared their present and projected conditions with those of other,

more developed nations, classes, or individuals. The contrast in many

cases was seen as intolerable, but no longer impossible to remedy. The
result was a "revolution of rising expectations, " increased pressure for

attainment of these expectations, and so increased demands on fore-

casters, planners and decision makers.

A fourth type of demand pertains to the range of fcrecasts. The

utility of increased range was demonstrated by a number of instances

wherein actions based on short range forecasts tended to defeat their

original purpose in the longer range. One such example was the launch-

ing of Sputnik I, which temporarily increased Soviet prestige at the sub-

sequent cost (to them) of stimulating United States missile and space

programs, research, and scientific education. Another was the U.S.

support of dictatorial regimes as a defense against communist insur-

gency, which in some cases such as Batista's Cuba served to increase

popular unrest, and so opened the door to the very thing it was designed

Sb
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to prevent. And a third was the over.mphasis on heavy industry in coun-

tries like India before an adequate base of food production, population

* control and national infrastructure was established, which, contrary to

- optimistic forecasts, acted to dilute economic development rather than

S to accelerate it.

j This discussion of the demand for forecasts-may serve to illustrate

the direct relationship between the ability to forecast and the number of

alternatives available for decision. Increased availability of alternatives

implies increased need to forecast their consequences, but increased

ability to forecast also implies increased latitude for choice through

identification of otherwise unperceived alternatives. Developed countries

tend to find themselves in the former condition, and the less developed in

the latter. Both require improved forecasting, planning and decision

maling, although for different reasons.

4. Development of Su',•ly

With such a widespread and urgent demnnd established, planners

of all sorts have attempted to extend forecasting in both range and scope.

In the United States, the concept of cost-effectiveness was initially intro-

duced to evaluate current operations, but soon showed even greater

potential when applied to proposals. When it was directed to the evalu-

ation of development programs, and then to basic research and policy

decisions, the cost-effectiveness concept led long range planning and its

attendant, long range forecasting, outward in time from one year to

three years. then to five, ten, twenty, and in some cases, fifty years.

At the present, short range forecasting is generally understood as

implying ranges up to five years, midrange five to ten years, and long

range from ten to twenty years. These are not, however, definitions.

For this study, long range forecasting is considered to lie in the vicinity

of twenty years.

6



As the range of forecasting excpanded, so has the sco-a of suý-c

matter and the number of institutions involved. Forecasts are now

available on subjects ranging from family genetics and election retv: s

to solar cycles, atomic proliferation and urban renewal.

For their own survival in a competitive environment, business and

industry have included forecasters in both their tnarketing and pro•ucdl =

divisions; rational governments have established special advivory bc7.7:3,

"brain trusts," and "task forces." Some of these have become pec:- I
nent institutions or departments of government. Technological forc:- ct

ing, with its importance to military. industrial, and national pl.a=ers, j
has developed from the hazy conjectures of the war years to a major j
enterprise affecting the highest level of corporate and national decisien.

(Ref 4)

Added to these "serious" or professional forecasters are the much -

larger numbers of no less serious but often less professional efforts on

the part of experts in nearly every field. Today nearly every book,

article or report may be expected to conclude with a forecast; a public

speech without a prediction is rare, and the popular information media

are saturated with various opinions of future conditions. In sum, there .

is absolutely no shortage of forecasts or forecasters.

However, despite the profusion of predictions, demand co=I.mras
to increase. Apparently this is because the true demand is not o--ly for

more forecasts and more forecasters, but for more effective forecasts. I "

Here there remains a definite shortage, and an area for continuing

improvement.

7-
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•. IL TIM• NATUR•E OF FO' RECASTING

In attempting to assist in the improvement of forecasting, we are
- forced to ask ourselves a number of questions. Among these are: What.

is forecasting? What does the forecaster try to do, and what does he

actually do? What are the distinguishing characteristics of various ap-

proaches to forecasting, and what elements or functions do they hold in

common? W&hzt conctitutes an effective forecast, and how does one rec-

ognize poten-tially ineffective forecasting?

Our approach to these questions will be through the analysis of defi-

nitions, followed by a synthesis of their implied meanings. From this

approach we would hope to obtain a deeper insight as to the nature of the

subject at" hand. Although a glossary of definitionp more properly belongs

in an appendix, it is placed in the front of this report because an agree-

ment as to meaning is a prerequisite for following discussions. As

subsequent sections expand on these definitions, the reader may wish to

refer back to this section.

1. Aralysis of Definitions

Unless otherwise specified, all definitions will be drawn from

* We1~rer's NewWorld Mcic=7e-ry cf the Arnerica.n Larnzafe, 1965 Colle2e

E e......., to include the shades of meaning found under various synonyms

and antcnyms. This tactic was chosen in an effort to reduce the numer-

ous semantic difficulties encountered in this field due to specialized and

personalized usage, and to establish a common ground for discussion in

a readily available reference.

a. Foretell, according to Webster, is the most general term

for any telling or indicating beforehand, and does not in itself suggest

the means employed. This would make it appear that foretell defines a

universe oa discourse including any conceivable means of obtaining fore-

knowledge, which is the context we wish to investigate. However, closer

8



inspection shows that "telling or indicating" refers only to the set of

techniques whereby foreknowledge may be displayed or transmitted, and 4

tacitly excludes consideration of the underlying process or processes by

which it is obtained. Thus, the term is inadequate for our purposes, and I

will be confined to usage as a synonym for display techniques.

b. Foreknowledge refers to knowledg* of something before it

happens or exists. Knowledge applies to any body of facts gathered by

study, observation, etc., and to the ideas inferred from these facts.

Unlike its synonym, information, knowledge also connotes undergetzndn-

or validity. Thus, foreknowledge may be irtbrpreted as meaning valid I
information or understanding of what will happen or exist in the future, i

made available before the event. The term would-appear to adequately . ,

denote the product we wish to obtain.

C. Foresight is defined as a seeing or knowing beforehand, the

power to foresee, any looking forward, or a thoughtful regard or provi-

sion for the future; prudent forethought. Thus, it refers to the output

of a process, an ability, an attitude or orientation, or to one character-

istic quality of wisdom. "He shows great foresi;ht" is a tribute men

pay to their most successful leaders; "shortsighted" is often a contemp-

tuous opposite. I

The use of visual analogy appears significant; range, scope and

clarity are analogous between aighi and foresight. So is "point-of-view" 4

or perspective. However, in reference to the process, this analogy

breaks down. Sight is accomplished through biological receptors, but

insofar as we are now aware, we have no such receptors capable of ob- $
taining information from future time. For this reason If for no other, a

primary characteristic of future time is that all phenomena are non-

observable, becoming so only as they enter the present. Direct observa-

tion of future conditions is impossible.
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TL=~, fcrezI'Lit o-.d c.p-,ear most usefu~l if restricted to me=. t2iat

or 2&eo or olca in re.-srd to time wluch in cbaracteriuztic of

d. Prc-.f--cv refers rpecifically to the process of cb=421~ng

fore3=owledg-.e'throu;.h divline or occult reveLation. It implies thie dia-

closure of somet~afmg not previou*sly known or re-alised.

T11a az-tire area h-,z b--=- prej=-_';_d as tnl=o for ==_7 years. az

to r:~~ ftc= rci- &Zrlcýt3. E=mvr Cz ~tz

cfc.1z3 scars, pr~~t ~ rcc ofl i terealzr of fore-

kzovAe.:z- z=d in ren.y cases a;:rto hled ao-.e correLation to subse-

q==c relty (2-:15) Mat:-r C._=a r 71,7-71 "belief"1 or "Cizbeclief 1 (bc-.h

of pzrq;Of pre e=), scict-tvifc ob~ecivity would iz=L-c:_±e reeserva-

ti=n of j~tpnent a-d Vaorou,ýi LUetZ~in I tere is more In Wei
area C:-- rumor and mytb. and such a capability does exist, it could

mVor prcltlem with prophecy is that tA'e process in on-ly nam~ed.

azd =1~ evez by professed pract~ition-ers. rhecrefore, it to, vot

rcliclule, cae be e-vak1:_tcd sy± ztclyor ft=;!! to ct-hers. gives
no bazis - c im ta toc~e for ;I.,- Z ccaf,An It.r~ut

an~oz-,Ie ,'n a g:Selraz - VL=Ccet fcrta Inpsyc!-Acj

~ cyra hcMprc-niso of rerlucizt Cais prc'4-

1cm (V~.f6) ppozal"ýy by e i4"*_z~~ am cz'" e=!czra-.c=2oiY a'its

im 1" a ýVL1c :rcct cleLacnuz of fulure cj~la

=.-y be~-~ l cvr p'*~scll a brce C:roc~h in payachi

research. a-eoa scrirces of forct~nowlodý7e must either be taken on faith.

or-held in rezerved jv.d;Zment vidle we took for more vc-11cable nethcods.

~ Is the sttatczaent* or act of ectizz: ul::at will be;

to =,r.,a 'ir-c7- bzf,-c -,10to fvretell; it ev--esta dze..-tion £rc= facts

airze: yL. or 0;9 cge of sic. 141I1c cz~.L tc, .

10



, - In this definition we find the implications of reliabiat7, accu-.-cy

and hiWh confidence so often associated with this term. In the sense of

high quality forecasting. prediction stands in contract with terms such

as esec,!ac,_ ccjecture and guessworl all of which carry the ccz=----

tion of risk or risky ventures, high probability of error, and thus low

confidence in the product. The quality we wish to ma=imize for i-prove-

ment of forecasting conforms to this sense of the term prediction, cand

the quality we wish to minimize is pro!ability of error or rt,. In tbs

context, the two may be seen as inversely related.

Because prediction refers specifically to future time, It may also

be contracted with retro&ictiorn to infer a past state of aflirs from

present oboervatic--al data. Thus, the contrast between prediction and

retrodiction refers to directien over time. (Ref 7)

By stating that prediction suggests deduction, this definition may also

provide another hint as to the mature of forecasting. Ductic-n is a spe-

cific mental or logical process defined as; reasoning from a known prin-

ciple to an unlnown, from the general to the specific, or from a premise

to a logical conclusion,

From this analysis, we find the word preelction may refer to a pro-

cess, the product of that process, a hi-.gh qun-lity product, or to one £

directicn in regard to time. Rather Cban specify which sense of the term

is being used each time it appears, we will substit-te ctie-od n for t•.

process, forc!o-4!ede!! for the product, relab,•lity for the qulllty of

product, and reggrve prediction to its sense of reasoning forward over

time.

f. Ce.-jecture is guesswork; inferring. theorizing or predict-

ing from incomplete or uncertain evidence. Guweswork Is the formation

of a, JJu!nent or ectimate without &ctual knowledge.

11



4 ~Bith of these terms carry the com~notation of hig-h risk or low qtxlity.

S Since we find prediction used to define conjecture, it must be used in the

A directic--al sense because the implications of quality are opposed.. The

suggestion is that conjecture also employs the process of deduction. but

from assumptions or opinions which have not been well established by
*-evIdence. Guasswork would suggest a lower degree of -'*.I wherein

dz_ýc~sza is ba~sed on un ount-ed opp'ncn tzd comnplete lack ef evi(ILSnea.

t)-," y me

hd; g. Pr-7ri61n oriinzl meat somethina writaca c-4 be!*0re-
hn;hence. a rule, direct~.cn. order, policy. etc.

* ~The term dIfers from prediction in that it does not pertain to wimt

will be, or will be done, but to what ought to be, or should be dozze.

Prescription is the projection of values or value judgments, where pre-

diction is the projection of facts or factual judgments. Both are based

on present knowdad-e, but on diflferent types or realms of )=owledge.
* The processes appear to be identical, and both are fouand in forecastinag,

I plArmnni and decisic-a r~hnalz.

- -

h. Projct!ci ban three meanings: It may refer to anything

hurled forwrard, to the proposal of a plan, or to the act of seznd1=n forth

I Tke firrt. of these meamin-gs is rebter too general for our purpoces.

and tho cccc.arn re6er to a subsequent process -- plannir-3 -- that tnahem a

forecac"t or farcavt as innpnt. The thrd nmwizZ. however. Geems

€*

sing~rL,-rl c-rinte. For all our efforts, we do not actu.ally place

anything into the future by forecasting. The curve we draw across aI chart may depict "pact," "present, '1 and "future;"1 and we may read It

in either direction, but it still represents no more than the Itnowledg. or

opirtion of Its produicer at the timne of produiction. The ment.d ima:ges we

project over tere ernst cly in the present, &nd are the mielves sur.-lzct
to ctange.

~IIZ

S* 12ic efn rdcinue odfiecnetri utb sdi h
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Because we may send forth our thought or image to•-wrd pat, .:-

ent or future, the term projection would appear to define a c!.acs c

mental activities of which prediction and retrodiction are spiric c=/s

referring to future and past time, respectively. A third case, re3•:a:i-n-

to present time, may be seen as erlanaticn; i. e. , to make clear, plr-in

or understandable something that is not known or understood.

These three terms -- retrodiction, explanation and prcdictcn -- r.z

be seen as the projection of one's thoulht or image thro-d: Ce prcc--z3

of reasoning deductively from present knowledge or opinion to iW.r'oe

the past, present or future unknown.

i. Pro-ncstic-tion is the process of obtaininr views of the

future through study of signs and symptoms. Fistoric-l t1?':r is a

common synonyin; precursor anAlysis is a more technical equiwv.lzt,

and proosts refers to its application by the medical profession. All of

these represent forecastir, by wa!o:,'.

The basic assumption of forecasting by analogy is that of r•7'..

i.e., that like causes will produce like effects, or that patterns of c•z•o

observed in the past will repeat again under the same conditions in tCe

future.

The process operates by: (1) extensive observations and recorrn3

of observations, (2) study of these observaticns to idzr..ify latlrns c!

change. (3) study oý current observations for those signs, sn..•tonma or

precursors which represent early stages of recognized patterns, azd

(4) projection of future conditions implied by later stages of the appro-

priate pattern.

Streniths of this process are that assumptions of cause and effect,

sequence, conditions and parameters, and the comparability between

symptoms may be r-ade explicit, recordcd, and subjected to review ari'

criticism. Thus it is a replicable process which may bo t.atZt, ICZ.,

13



r~nd re! ad. LS-z=h of the predietive power in the natural sciences kz-s

*been dcivelcped through the prc,-,,ressive refinement of an.-oIce~e, c:.';en

ezpreseed in the form of mathematical equations.

j. EAcnalso refers to a specific process: to estimate

I ~ or irifer a value, quantity, etc., beyond the known ranZ3 on the basis of.

certa.in va~riables within the known r=a-e, from which the eatimated

vtl1za is as=e to
i, r -~ czalu gy-zzay" for c==~pc. t cn is tv! f-'' -

v;!ic% iz tcs~e projection of: (1) no ch.-Z, (2) linear octn

(3) curvi.1Ls-ea accele raticn. w-nd (4) hi:;%er order functions such as
cycles hrzx~cnics. Fz== ctric 'c:7:7n!c -tic% projects upper arnd

lc'~r lkia, d projects the likely dl-tibu-

tic-.S wi,- such limits. When more I' a' two dimensions are considered

(wit% o=3e dinc--cn rcprezezt1=3 tihme), emntrapola-tion win proetuce
bscc~z~z envelope curves or t :iclprojections.

The hazic ac ;lnof all e-=r-p !oztona is that of c~ :e

L.e.., Cast Vhe clhzerved pattern of eha =,e will. continue into Vt-a f-L z:-a.

MIZ-S~ by n1C~y te proccess requires: (1) obetervat:, cm-A

Cc J2o! c~zsc-iicnzS (Z) :I:z caticn- 'Onf PICnS, (troza;)

c!-- Cd CL~ta, (3") aL Poizzof d~z-arwre in prCrC=ut or gczaeI ic " r ';rzr tlzne (T ), &--A (4) p~c,!-cVbcn of fizture cc--L-t1C=.

The a~± ~~.~ f ia : c s o w cA1.The proc

as$ may be t;.,lear-no d, sablo cted to review, and so progresslively
Iref.1-ed. It m~ay also be accominpliched rat.1her quickly and easily; its

Iscpý-,.Iltcaticz- is Iinmited only by ccinmizter deal~n, and Its sccne by datz

and cctuer -nory avaiIab-fi-ty. Cr-%h1c dis-ply technique s are a
n: -ar c,, ad te a aa rae a s y f. r os r, ~ l to foZ1o0 and

C 14
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k. Foý-ecat isa defined as cc= izg cle to a ~~ it toUv

the estimation of probable course or future cczC•ic-. All fcur eL...

of this definition -- estirrate, co-u'.... = and cr-'`-. -- -

to be significant. So does the observation that forecast and pre-c•i P_ z

in some way closely related but not identical.

(1) Forecast and Predict apparently differ only by ezce

of confidence in the product. Both form a mental i O'.ge of t- fi,½:o '7

deduction from present knowledge, but a predction Is based cn fac1 c.-

positive klnowledge which is considered to be nearly certain, W.le a f::e-

cast is based on knowledge which is only more or less exact. Thus, tChe

processes are identical, but the quality of product varies in direct Fro-

portion to the qlity of the inputs, which are present knowledge, cpirion,
or guesswork.

(2) Estir.te is to form an opinion about something; to

gauge. Judge or determine roughly, an approximate, calculation. An

opinion is a belief--the mental acceptance of an idea or conclusion--bA

one which is not based on absolute certainty or positive knowlege, .

Approximate is to come close but not attain; in this sense it means more

or less exact.

(3) Prol~ble ~-!dP~ h~ witth a group of their associ-
ated terms, now have two disti.'ct ra.mins de i on the • n .. n

which they are used. The two conte-ts in question are r-. And

decision rn.i-.g The former employs the S' !!t'!cn.l and the latter the

subjective sense of these terms. Although both use the same words, they

are not talking about the same things.

This ambiguity of meaning underlies much of the present debate

between the so-called "quantitative" and "qualitative" schools or ap-

proaches, and many of the communi.cation difficulties betwetn s...I....l

analysts or forecasters and the decicion rnakers who typically emo)- .

15
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SIt al•o re,.ra3 cne to decide in wich sense he shouId a c.•c.ch the

protýa'z:y tLzt a given forecast will prove to be reliable.

(a) ti?ýzral or Pti•tic•l Prc'•bility is the =ztemati-

cal theory of thooe u=certain events which fall witin tha range of knoun

possibilities. The ranZe of known possibilities Is from the certain to the

impossible case. In this context, all three terms -- ce •!

S. .,and -- rcer to 1 or given ccnditions. r--2...

The coa:,T c Z:L:L.ý refers to these specific evezts, is imcludcd in

the -czzible rzZ;e, and bounded by the certain and impossible even2a or

* I cases,
* ~(b) 3",-'lor St'bieetive Prno!tbl!ty is t~he dz~ree

to which a person can rcaacnably believe in any given statement or coz-

cluslcn bared on incomplete or uncertain evidence. In this context, the

probability -att a given statement is e!"....r true or falbe is seen as

a:Mn- fro'M Pozlbililty to certainty. tVere. E., Cmeans ccnceivable

but!.-er proved nor disproved; thus, it inpLies indeterminate verit.y

orlack of poz-'%Uve kanowl-Z7i,.-a and is rzzc from probable.

"s~ rnems ter,-nethinj- thant can rea~pcn:!1 -y be expo ctcd or belieOved
I, on the b~is• cf availale evlý!znce, thcu~h c'.111 uct zb~clut--y proved or•

has th ct-'.,....z-A of iw>r j . .e., a lack of conviction or b,,kf . Cu to

abscnce of s2'.iczmnt evidence. It may rwa-e in implicaticn from a me-re

lack of ab-colute sureness to such vagueness as to preclude anythin• more

than guee•s•ork.

r In forecatimn., the scale of implied ccn-idence or rellablllty-- which

fc -r; g szveork an-4 speculation., tbo~hea*timatn, to eCc~tr'.1-f

pr~n~~~flo~sthe Sul"Jective rttler t 4'. theclc

16
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of probability. Vi3 przetsc C~c!~2z y~~

problem, andwill become 6o ceIy wta ccoy v;"

oped to a poi=t u-here limits and a= ir e. s ar alle q:t'ly e.c:-'Z Z' 1

establiched by the evidence.

(4) Course refers basically to dyzamics. It is .T ca

large number of connotations, but all of these imply the die;l:t (z -,

or the Pattern (analogy) of scze partic ar mcticn. cc!czIczt ! c..-..

.tinuance, repetition, monen,•r or acceler•d•tca may b- e-i:

this more gcneraI term.

(5) Cc,~'-' refers to the set of circ.-ensances xsru:rrz- -w

ing or characterizig= a peraon or thiZ at ae given time. S-irrc-.!--"7 •.

imply einccrn; t - ... rope.es" a'

or states. Peren r:n V when taken to-ether, may refer to any can-

ceivable entity. living or non-living, at any order of abstraction. T~u_,

while the scope of subjects to which this word may be applied is ec-1 to

that of human inmaination, it vil in all cases pertain to the fixinS_ e.

some motion at a particular inetant in past, present, or future tLzne. As

course subsumes all concepts of dynamics, so ccze•tion includes all cca-

cepts of statics.

Obscrvatlcns reslling from an avmlysis of dc.1riticne rzly be

cornalled accorLInl to their conlrcoaalities tzd difcrcnces. Sutb a ccx•-

pilatlon can provide inci•Xts as to the clcment's of the system.

a. Dlr ity are employed to make the products of

forecasting understandable to others. These techniques include all ccn-

ceivable means of telling, indicating or depicting.

b. Rtfý_I orAcx!ein considered a utillti.

a characterictic qatlity of vam, ani 1e t's us to be r.nim zed. Err• ra

in forecaoelt6n are a dieutty, and are to be mirnilatd.

1?
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C. Fc-.o•-,?.e is the prod-uct of forccast•'3-, but it e=nsts

ncly in the preze=t a=d is itself subject to c-h•ze.

d. A Snectru--n of C-.--:!ity is found in forecasting and in its

product. This spectrum ranges from sheer guesswork to scientific pre-

diction. It corresponds to expectable confidence in the product, which is

the same as reliability. It also corresponds to the definition of subjective

prct-ability and to the degree of evidence in suport of an opinion.
.1e. wiiche Is tae holc-=. c! c --- * 0i

tho r --:czce of evIZ'_-ce or in s;Ite ef t::a evi"' cc, is a factor infor-

* ca•Z. Certi.-te mway apply to believizg t-.t scme-ai=g is eil.her

S abs:r certtIn or absolutely implossible.

f. Frt~ire Ti~-'e C"-acterist-cally Pregents No Chserv,7ýIMe

Ev!-•-:e. We have neither natural nor te ck-ological sensors capable of

direct cbservation of fudure conditions.

I tir C' i. TI~s excludes only prc,'hecy and i~tationa and Chhere

is so-.ne sqion If they may not also involve a subconscious accurn Uation

h. J1 . -- , ich is the forr.ation

of an cjynlcn, hy•-c•cis or law concernl. 1:.erzs of cha-oe. Reli-

abil7y fCýIlows -- at le-at in part -- te degree to! wv.ich these cpin.ons are

..- •- by obcerved e- nce. Ad:tio:J observattona may assist in

origor e;-ni.ZI, thecne opizicns.

i. All .... Jrht > -. , hich is dcd-uctlon over

time. This is acconirliched by reasoning from t1he presently known or

believed, where premises contain a time function, rate, or assumed

pattern of change, to the necessary consequents of these premises, which

refer to another point in time. P .,-- is the projection of factual

Judnients forward over timne; . is the projection of value

18



judS.ments forward over tim e. J~~t2td V>~ '

edge of facts and values to the present umon. Fcrc•.ck1 a_ d

reevauaution project knowledge of facts and values into the p•L ,

J. The Two Basic Assuti'os in regard to cbz-?•ge over

are that patterns of change will continue (trend extrapolation) or r

(prognostication by analogy). These are fundamental to the replicz:b13%

processes, and very likely to intuition as well.

k. Forecastipn9 Pay be Ar.-lied to AyOn-~o S::" ct

Because it includes all conceptions of static conditions a=d d)z-•ic

changes, knowledge of facts and knowledge of values, foreca- is Is.L-

ited only by complete lack of information, which is absolute ignorence of ,

the subject under consideration. The scope of possible r.pplicaticnz th

includes all of human knowledge, opinion or imagination except that $;:-

* cifically confined to past conditions.

3. Discussion of IrnmAict•ions (Figure 1)

By analysis and synthesis of definitions, we have identified

some properties, dimensions a.nd components of forecasting. We will

"now attempt to integrate these pieces into a more comprehensive picture

of the overall system and its implications. I I
a. Ftumcticorl Ccnpn.e,'ta of forecasting apepear to be a set of

mental activities, implicit or e.xpllicit, a3plicable to any cenceivabie cCa-

going subject area, by which men obtain present opinicno as to futu-e

conditions. These activities include: (a) making observations sequen-

tially over time, (b) recording or remembering these observations, .

(c) drawing assumptions as to the patterns of change suggested by the Y

observations, (d) assuming these patterns of change will either continue

or repeat, (e) deducing from these assumptions what the future will or . i

should hold, and (f) recording, remembering, displaying or transmitt'.;hg

these conclusions.

19
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b. Re! abillt or n-.s P-11,-z cf ~zc a:;7zz's to be a~j..C

uct of the availzability and qual-fy of V'aeiz L.

available, regardless of subject, ignora=ce prevails and forec,=t Iz -

impossible. When the passage of time brings -!=own and faus •c••d

situations Into reality, the result is surprise -- the symptom of belted.

recognition. Where the quality of knowledge is low due to guesswork or

assumptions Inadequately supported by observed evidence, f.rccsZ, is

to the same degree ineffective and eurprize is to the sz.=e &-ree no-e -. m.

likely. Surprise and reliable forecasting are. in.versely prcporticnal. -. I
At various times in the past, many subjects have been considered

inherently unpredictable. These have ranged from the motions of p•anae•

and the functions of living systems to the dynamics of human afairz. In

each case to date. the deficiency has been found in a lack of valid knowl-

edge, rather than in the subject itself. On the other hand, the assumptin 4

of unpredictability -- the "impossible" aspect ef certitude -- has itself •

been a major barrier to the devel -pment of predictive power. When one

assumes something cannot be done, and then neglects to question his own

assumptions, he Is less likely to try and so less likely to succeed.

Conversely, the assumption that the future is already known or pre- "

determined -- the "certain" aspect of certitude -- makes the idea of

forecasting seem unnecessary. Those who think they already know do

not ask. and so are less likely to discover their errors. As ignorance

makes forecasting impossible, so certitude in any of its aspects males

the improvement of forecasting impossible.

c. Relevance of a Forecast pertains to the relationship between

those subjects selected for projection and the subject area in which fore-

knowledge is desired. Very little of modern forecasting is conducted as

a purely scientific or academic exercise. Most forecasts are initiated

for the specific purpose of furnishing decisicn information to a pa••ici.!nr

-- -. -4



set of planners. If the knowledge employed in the forecast is not relevant

or only partially relevant to the nature of these planners' subject area,

the forecast will be less effective for exclusion of significant elements.

The excluded elements will continue to exert an influence for change over

time, and since these changes will not be accounted for in the forecast.

it will become progressively less accurate and the potential for surprise

will become progressively greater. As use of irrelevant subjects makes

a forecast possible but ineffective in accomplishing its intendd purpose.

so use of partially relevant subjects makes the forecast progressively

ineffective over increased time ranges. Since more factors may be

expected to contribute an influence for change over increased ranges.

the scope of subjects relevant to a given forecast will also increase in

direct proportion to the desired range.

Portions of a forecast may be excluded for two reasons: first, we

mmay not realise they exist or that they will exert an influence for change

in the subject under consideration. This is ignorance. Second, we may

simply assume particular factors will not be relevant to our subject area.

or that they will remain constant over the forecast period. This is again

a form of certitude.

4. Barriers arA Peands. Thus. we find ignorance and

certitude as the funanmenal barriers to effective forecasoI4". planning

and decision making. In the area of reliability teey lead to immediate

surprise, and in the area of relevance, to progressive surprise. We

also find the systematic selection, acquisition. organiration, validation

and application of knowledge to be the avenue for improvement. Since

these barriers and potentials fer improvement are common to all sub-

jects. we find no functional difference between the forecasting of social.

economic, political, military, technological or natural ph'none'na. The

process, the problems and the pctentials for irnproving our ability to

z2!
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forecast are all essentially philosopa-cal, ra'2er i bein,7 tLe ect

property of any given subject area.

4. The Characteristics of an Effectave Forecast

Whether one forecasts by analogies, trends, or both, the lmxol-

edge employed for this purpose must have two essential qualities:

reliability and relevance. Reliability refers to the power of prediction

or level of expectable confidence, and relevance means a direct relatio-

to the needs of those planners and decisicn ni•ters •ho intend to use the

forecast as decision information. These are the characteristics of a &

good forecast.

If the knowledge is'not reliable, but merely unfounded speculation or

intuition, the forecast will present a distorted view of the future and plans

based on that forecast will lead to surprise. This is true regardless of

the display technique employed or the degree of sophistication.

If the knowledge is not relevant or only partially relevant to the

nature of planning problems, the forecast will be less effective for the

exclusion of significant elements. These excluded elements .will exert

their influence over time, making the forecast progressively inaccurate

and the potential for surprise progressively greater. While it is impos-

sible to include all factors relevant to the forecasting of large and con.plex

systems, effectiveness may be increased by including those wixich account

for the major changes.

Thus, the two characteristics of rL"ability and relevance are both

necessary, but neither in sufficient for effective forecasting, planning

and decision making. Each of these characteristics will be taken as a

separate problem area, and the factors underlying each will be considered

in greater detail.
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A reliable forecast is one which accurately portrays a specified

portion of future reality. In order to approach our objective of ascertain-

Ing how such forecasts may be identified or produced, it will first be nec-

essary to investigate the process of forecasting in greater detail. Since

any forecast -- reliable or not -- is produced by-human reasoning, this

inquiry must consider the forms, functions and limitations of logic. As a

fra..ne of reference for studying logic, it must also deal wit%.h t•e •n•er

* . in %hich Inowledge is organized. This is the study of epistemology. Thus

we will begin with the structure, work to functions of reasoning, and from

At these attempt to identify underlying strengths and limitations pertinent to

the problem of reliable forecasting.

1. The Lo-ic Cone: An Enlor.tory Model
* iWhile there have been many conceptual models advocated for the

purpose of illustrating bow knowledge is organized, the following has been

found oaot useful in the evaluation of forecasts and forecasting methods.

It is also a hypcthetical construct, a model, designed to incorporate some

of the more common properties of organized knowledge, as these are

* . I observed in forecasting. It is desi-mnated as exploratory because further

f refinement is neceseary btfore it milht be considered as explanatory.

The basic premise of this model is that Lhowledge is organized inI the form of & cone. (Figure 2)
SGENVRAL

PRINCIPLE

4-c IMPLIED 0
-SPECI FICS

Figure 2. Premise
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Any body of knowledge is arr.-:Zzd IoZ•,.a a f¢g-w p•.':U

and a larger number of specific concee:s. VC.-2- gt=.a a boy, -=

generality will include or imply an increaing .z:-ber of rpeci.ics a• c=-2

moves toward the overall universe of discourse, which will incL= ".z=n

all. At this point, the structure may be depicted as a trianZle, w-:! t e

most general principle or universe of discourse at the apex. azd tha

most specific elements arrayed across the base. letermeei.te levels

will be composed of statements or concepts uhich include part but nct

all of these elements.

S

E AN'DOF A"*$-'S2T V W sýr Zem: ` --!!!Lr-S! s"'::Z S.
EfnlF W1r T FW 1 E L r- T 0' C V
An IN COTH 'F"4.): "F

Figure 3. Venn Diagram

An Illustration of this premise may be drawn from the Theory oi Sats

by taking Venn diagrams as representing one level of abstracticm viaile

at the same time implying several more general levels. (Figure 3)

The elements within a given sample space are the lowest or least general;

for operational purposes, they are defined as Indivisible entities. The

total set of all these elements (Omega) is the hiUest or most general.

defining the entire sample space or universe of discourse. Subsetz. sets
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I

i;

;;• Figure 4. Vemi Di.agram, Extended

EusendlTy, v.t 'e h.ve done Ii Figure 4 is to exterd the Veon

Sdigsrm of Figure 3 --ico three dmenzicns, so as to depict the increasing

j! generality. Each horiz -al section now repreeern.s a. plane of ,nueri-

.17

::I c•1Uy €c=i e ez'g i t cu e level of n n b•,ction, If, for instence, te

E s aer e oz i acoII rse is t.he et oh all hvn in beFnus, its elremen s wte l be

Itid:l ,:.. beingz. I=.rznedae subsetz, sets and unions will be

fia-milies, cliques, inerest grcups, factions, parties, nations, blocs,

etc., ra.nlzcd alcnSg te vertical dimrnsion of abstraction adcording to the

relative nunnber of t'eze elements each includes. Exclusive or diJoInt

sets will be those to which no elements von simultaneously belong. In the

human example, such exclusive sets wduld be those groups having as a

i membership requirement ,rionmemb~rship in another specified group.

Cze man can-not simultaneoualy be a Christian and a Moslem.

26
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If one wishes to compare entities at diszi.iiar ls c. z.i z ,

he will have to reduce both to their lowest comn•-nc dcnomi=a.o or

comparable level of abstraction.

Va, it n -

% 

.
'I"t

1 %.

Figure 5. Nested Tria~ngles

In Figure 3. both dimensions used to define the ori~inA uar.iple

space were numerically countable quantities. In Figure 4. the di~nension

of abstraction has been added. Since the multiple of two countable qu.an-

tities is also a countable quantity, one of the two original dimensions is
redundant. Thus, Figure 5 shows only the two dimensions of n•. erical

quantity (horizontal) and abstraction or generality (vertical). The re-.son

27
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- •tLe - e:ctws have been dravn of equal length for any given set

is bcxed cn tLe formula for com.2',r-7.1io ns:

r ! (n-r)l

* Here, n is the total number of elements included in the universe of

I discourse (quztity), and r is the number of elements included in each

set . An ehow in Figure 5. r corresp=!s to tLe vertical

* dmi-ezsion because increasirg the number of elements included per set

will simu,%aneously increase its generality.

At the level where r a n, we find the tctal set of all elements, or

Omega. At the level Where r = I, we find the operationally defined

In ivisible (unitary) elements. It should be noted teat the null set (q)

fats w•iýin this portrayal as a level of abstraction below r a I where

r a 0. Thus, the Interval r a 0 to r a I includes all possible divisions

of the initial elements, as the interval r a I to r a n includes all

possible cc.M.:ioi. of the same elements.

Accordi=n to the formula for combinations, levels of abstraction

between r a I and r a n may include more identifiable sets than there

are elcvents. This is because each element is used rrany times in vari-

ous combinaticns. But because the number of elements taken in any one

set cabot ,•ceed the total number of elements available (n) . the two

dimenzicns r I to r a n (Generality) and r a I to n (qua•ntity) are

shown of equal length.

In pointing out that entities (sets) at dissimilar levels of abstraction

may only be compared by reducing them to their lowest common denomi-

I.•tor, it may now be seen that "lowest common denominator" refers to

the lowest common level of abstraction or the point at which r I 1 for

all sets to be compared.
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At this point, the discussion might be described in tn:- c: a cz:-

of nested triangles, because we have considered only id~z.ica! e....-

Where two or more kinds of elements are included in one universe c!

discourse, the relationship between these differing kinds of e1rn a::• y"

be described by multiple axes in the vertical plane. Totally i t

elements included in one universe of discourse may be indicated by

orthogonal axes as shown in Figure 6. ,

SET
(A 91

M(AI ANO AMg A:Z" MUTUAL[LY I NDZ!-P Z"-7 ^.,

Figure 6. Cone

While aUl axes in the vertical plane represent numerically countable

quantities as they did in the original Venn diagram, such axes fire now

independent kinds of elements, rather than redundant enumeration of the

same kind. This third dimension. which returns the depiction to comical

rather than triangular. completes the major epistemological premise of

29
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tla stu.-y; •tht human knowledge is organized conically within the dimen-

* . sions of (1) e.stracticn (vertical), (2) e•:-!.ner.ticn (horizontal) and (3)

carrel.ition (vectoral), where the vectors have numerical length and an

orientation measured by angles in the horizontal dimension produced by

I vertical sections. Correlation between types of elements may vary from

i i•-iy (+i or 0°), through independence (0 or 90°}, to o,,Osition

S(-1 or 180 0).

References, implications and applications of ccaical epistemology

will be fo•,- throughout the following sections of this study. Further

-support for the premise may be found in the works of Beller, Braybrooke,

Helmer, Hemple, 3estice, Kaplan, aLigee, Northrop, Polya, Rudner,

de Chardin, Tricker, and others in the bibliography. Specific references

are not given here because the premise is based on a synthesis of impli-

cations rather than direct quotation from any of the authors. Additional

illustration of conical epistemology can be seen in any decision tree dia-

gram, which will represent one vertical section through the cone. Each

level of such a decision or relevance tree will contain a larger number of

less general concepts as the tree expands. A mo-e sophisticated version

is Honeywell's computer program, PATTERN, which is structured as

Just such a conical series of stacked vectoral planes as herein described.

(Ref 9)

a. of AofA•".ccn and -•.n are implied by the

premise of conical orCanization. This is because the two dimensions are

common to all bodies of organized knowledge. Thus, abstraction in any

body of knowledge is a dimension parallel to abstraction in all bodies of

knowledge, and enumeration in one body of knowledge is measured along

the dimension of number found in all bodies of knowledge.

In regard to the continuum of abstraction common to all bodies of

knowled.,e, we find that the level which one assumes as unity (r * 1),
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and to which he then applies enumeration, is itself arbitrary. Lal I-_Ivz

of abstraction employed determines the definition of indivisible ,

but is untirely dependent on the interest of the operator and the prcbz

at hand. As Alloort states it:

Any 'entity' or 'thing, ' at whatever level we find it, always
seems to break down into a collectivity at a lower level. Our
concepts of 'agent' and 'entity,' yes, even of 'thing' and I
'particle' are tentative in character. They are sinagnlarities
(entities) only at a given order. (Ref 9)

The arbitrary definition of indivisible entities has considerable iLa-

pact on forecasting. What we assume as entity or actor will set lirMit3 4
to our reasoning and thus to our forecasting. Overly abstract definiticn

will hide the composition and interrelationships within entities, as fore-

casting entirely on the basis of 'nation-state actors' leaves no room to

consider factions, processes and conflicts internal to those actors. '
Overly specific definition follows the implications of conical organization

by leading to ever-increasing volumes of detail, as seen in world-wide -

projections which attempt to include the impact of all factions and interest

groups internal to the nation-state actors. Thus, selection of an opti-

mum level of abstraction is an important step in the initial preparation

of any forecast, and depends on the purpose for which it is designed.

b. Dcpartmen'taliaticn. A second implication is that any set

of principles may a to define a separate and distinct body of knowl-

edge, depending on the level of abstraction being utilized. (Ref 10) Such

division of knowledge into tight and exclusive compartments also limits

our reasoning. It leads to duplication of effort, under differing titles.

and sets the stage for many problems including those of realm, semantics

and relevance. The history of science holds many examples of such
departmental barriers, and the requirements for overcoming them. In

coical terms, departmental lines are amenable to study of elemec.m
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"f held in common by two or more frames of reference, and to definition of

a more general set based on those elements. Current efforts toward

integration of the social sciences on the basis of commonality are indica-

tive of an early stage in this process. The discipline of Physics is an

example of the product: by their greater generality, Newton's laws

showed the formerly exclusive concepts of astronomy and mechanics to

be subsets of one universe of discourse. Maxwell and .Maznck resolved

the decprtmentalization of wave and particle theories by definition of the

more general concepts of field theory and quntum mechanics.

c. Snecialization/Generaliz,•tin. The overall implication of
. conical org.anization is the farther one moves into abstraction, the fewer

j number of divisions he will have to consider, but the mpre complex each

of these divisions will become.. This is the context of the generalist or

"breadth man." He knows a little about a large number of things. In

the opposite direction we find the specialist or "depth man, " who limits

his umiverse of discourse to a very small subset in order to umderstand

a few things more accurately.

A good bit of the friction and loss of efficiency in forecasting, aca-

demia and society in general stems from scorn of others' efforts on thic

basis of their being more generalized or specialized than our own. When

one considers both "breadth" and "depth" studieL in the same context,

he finds them to be mutually interdependent. The generalist obtains his

information by studying the reports of a large number of specialists.

If he neglects to do so, and tries to learn everything for himself, he

winds up speculating from an inadequate base. On the other hand, the

specialist may come up with major insights in his own area, but these

are not very useful until synthesized into more general theory and applied

more widely than his own area of expertise.
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"2. Generation of Knowlee.-e: Induction (Fi°ure 7)

If. as we have maintained, knowledge is organized ccnic•-`, it

is a legitimate question to ask where it comes from and how it go tL-ot

way. Philosophers have also been arguing about this for a long time,

but the argument becomes pertinent when one attempts to forecast the

development of science and technology, which are both esvem,•ially learI -

ing processes. Science is systematized knowledge derived from ob-'r- -

tion, study, and experimentation carried on in order to determi-e t•

nature or principles of what is being studied. Technology is a•lid ii

science, practical knowledge, or the study of industrial arts. Ecth

generate new knowledge, but of slightly different sorts.

Induction is usually defined as: reasoning from particular facts or

observations to general conclusions. This describes its vertical move-

ment in conical terms, but only one of its characteristics. Intuition has

been referred to as "subconscious induction," and some forms of medi-

tation, contemplation and introspection have been given as synonyms.6

Perhaps the simplest form of induction is that performed by a young

child as he first begins to learn.

a. Observation is the first stage of induction. It has several

components; stimuli or signals, sensitive receptors, and attention. It 4

is a selective process wherein stimuli are admitted or excluded accord-

Ing to the characteristics of available sensors. Here. the term sensors

refers to a class or organs or instruments, of which the human senses

are specific cases.

Structural limitations of the human senses have provided motivation

for expanding the class of sensors. For instance, we do not receive

certain frequency ranges because they lie outside the band-passes of our

senses. We have overcome this limitation to some degree by evolvi.r,

various external sensor/transducers -- like the radio -- to convert thtese
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extrasensory sig--.ls into those sucl as visal and au&al, for which We

do have sensitive b=nd-passes.

Other instraments such as the microscope, telescope, and tele;a--ne

have been developed to extend our sensory capabilities in range, clarity

and discrimination. All of these serve to increase our powers of obser-

vation and thus make more data available for the inductive process. We

do not, however, have either senses or instruments able to extend our

observations to future time.

b. Memory is the accumulator of observations. The memory

function also has many parallels, from the information stored mi=ute by

minute in the individual mind to the written records of cultural memory

and the magnetic storage drums of a computer. This accumulating func-

tion is necessary because signals are received sequentially in time. and

have little meaning if taken individually. When stored or retained, these

signal. accumulate and provide the initial data base for induction.

c. Sy--thesis is the horizontal component of induction. Its

action is to compare, correlate, combine, cluster, and so assemble the

stored signals intn sets, sets into classes, etc. As It progresses, syn-

thesis makes fewer but more complex sets or clusters from a larger

number of less general elements. It may re.ar to make a larger nun-

ber of sets than it has elements of data only if each element is used many

times in different coinbinations•

Synthesis acts to simplify by abstraction: convergence in the hori-

sontal plane is accompanied by movement toward the apex. Its use is

indicated whenever one has a large number of pieces, elements or events

whose relationship is unknown. It is a difficult process, since to corre-

late a body of entirely unstructured da- ta, every elemert must be compared

with every other element, perhaps several times. The brute labor re-

quired has been a detriment in all areas of inquiry. Kepler worked at it
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Lfor et-c five years before he saw the pattern of an eliptical orbit in his

p .•rrY mo.io dA-ta. (Ref 11) Sy-,thesizing compute%- programs have

been a great need, and only a recent development. They hold great

promise and wider application is indicated. Multivariate factor analysis,

re- re.resaion anmlysis, and cluster analysis are examples of such Byhe *

S• programs. "Patt.ern recomtion" is a general term which more

j ~ adequztely defines this class of techniques.

I d. PsO-ticn is the vertical component of Induction; the

J recZcafion, Ideatification, or labelling of a set of stimuli assembled by

syhzbesis. Synthesis does not of itself create new concepts, but merely

su-;ests them. The new and more general concept is created in the

I mind; this is the so-called "inductive leap. " It assi•ns an identity or

t unity to the set or class as a whole. Thus, even "specific facts," data

elemertae, and all concepts of unity or entity are initially creations of

the hu.-nan mind, postulated fronn the sufgestions of synthesised stimuli.Ja

Although sequentially equivalent to a conclusion, the product of

induction Is very seldom absolutely certain. The sensors do not admit
all possible signals, and they tend to distort what they do ad-mit. M•emory

i is less than perfect, so sc.-e of the si-als are lost. Syrcheuis operates

by similarities wad con.moztlitles, which may or may not be precise.

A• • pcrt7-ý,tlo Is t-he statement of on-, or r"e tentative hypatbeces, by

which the observed pattern m-y be Ic!-ntificd. In the process of induction,

the "co-,clu•.'cns" are not neceecary consequente of the sti-nuli or the

data employed.

e. An Orer_•l.C.•! (loIce follows each postulation. As soon

as a pattern at stimuli has been identified as a act, the operator faces a

choice as to whether be will continue or conclude. If he elects to con-

clude, the ident••ied set witl become a umitary elemtnt, and included in

his store of knowte-;e. fe may then discontinue observa.tion, since he

has identified the fact.
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* If he elects to continue, he a.y do so in two ways; the initil pC.u-

late may be held aside and further synthesis accom lished at the a.e

level. This is exhaustive synthesis. Its limits are predefined by the

amount of stimuli he has stored at any one point in time, and by the rate

of intake and storage over time. This is why a child learns as he accumu-

lates stimuli, and why a more diverse environment will allow more

learning; both time and diversity make more stimuli available.

Once two or more such sets have been postulmted, he may elect to

move to a higher order synthesis, by correlating them with each cther.

The result will be another postulate of higher abstraction, which iden-

tifies a unit composed of these two or more sets. This is sequential

synthesis, which describes the inductive mode. It is a recurrent "bringing

in. " organizing and integrating of outlying stimuli, sets and classes.

The stages of observation, memory, synthesis au.d postulation are re-

peated again and again, with the earlier postulate@ becoming the later

elements. Except for the initial sensory stimuli, all of the more general
levels are created in the mind.-

f. Characterietics cf I-e of lo

$eor atiide of urei!ry. This Is because observation requires a.ttention,

and attention is likely to be removed from the already known. Synthesis

also operates by asking questions; "'at is the pattern; what is its

meaning; what is its value?" "How is set x like set y ?" All questions

are a symptom of uncertainty; thus. it is in and by uncertainty that induc-

tion operates.

(2) Induction is selclom able to produce valid certiltes,

Except for the rare case where every possible element has been observed

and correlated. inductive postulates are based on partial observations or

samples, but assumed to apply to the remainder of the set or cless as

well.



(3) C•-•-i-n is tee p-,-ose cdf bvt over-

, gii,-r is is .f-- .ry f2"cy. The few cases where a gcneraliza-

tion can be made with certainty are relatively useless, because they only
4

.a ) tell us about things we have already observed. They do not allow, us to

reason from the observed to the as-yet unobserved or unknown. On the

"other band, a postulate based on an extremely limited sample and then

* extended to account for a much larger set of unobserved elements is over-

genernlizcd =.d very apt to be in error. Whether or not it is in error --

that is, the quzlity of knowlec.e -- is not determined by the inductive mode.

(4) Cert I--s is a t7A!7tcy which litnitg 'ca. ~tn

conclusion in absolute terms is a fallacy in inducticn, because it removes

the uncertainty by which the mode operates. Induction is inherently an

endless process, but certitude halts it by making it seem unnecessary.

In this context, certitude might be called the "Eureka fallacy;" "I have

found it! (So I need look no fureher.)"

(5) I=-orance is a cc,--etion w~ic~h li~mits l~ito.Igno-

rance is here seen as a lack of data, stimuli, observations, etc. Since

these are the basic inputs to the process, once they are cut off or ex-
h bausted, stl synthesis through introepection of data already in

store has a fhzAte linit. When all available datz are correlated and

orgz-.n-ed, onIy further observation will allow izduction to ccntinue.

its-:÷- . This a-,aracteristic is iehes it from all etWer forins

of reasc-ninZ, and is also why the scientific or technolo•ical 1`brcakehrouvh"

is so hard to forecast. If one person could project what another will

imaginatively create, the forecaster would have already accomplished

the act of creation. (Re•f 12) It would sapear more possible to forecast

areas, subjects and disciplines in which brea. *hrou.h may be ex-pected,

on the banis of amount of interest and potenthal for support from

36
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other areas. (Ref 13) It does not a.-pear po:zble to forccast the crczýez;C

of a specific concept without actu.ally creati.-, it in the process.

(7) Induction builds conceptual tools without solving im-

mediate problems. The latter is only done by application of those tools

through deduction. Forecasting is no exception to this rule. Induction

may form one stage of a forecasting methodology, and is the means by

which concepts are created for forecasting in any event, but induction

itself does not deal with future time. This Is because the future has not

yet presented stimuli, data or observable evidence from which geZeral

principles may be induced. Neither does induction reason from past to

future events, as from known to unikown. What it does is to create a
I conception of the principle or pattern of change in past an's present obser-

vations, from which the future condition may be deduced.

This Is an important distinction, because it identifies one of the most

serious difficulties in forecasting. In the quantitative approach as well

as in subjective intuition, one of the primary tools is extrapolation.

Extrapolation of trends is incapable of predetermining an inflection point

or discontinuity because evidence of change in the trend has not yet been

presented in the induictive base. Even in those cases where hypotheses

of trend are updated by frequent observations, change of trend must

actually have taken place before new data can alert forecasters to the

unreliability of their assumed function. When frequent observations are

not taken, inflections may be long past and come as a distinct shock when

finally discovered. This is far from optimum forecasting.

The same considerations also limit forecasting by analogy, but to a

somewhat lesser extent. The limitation comes through insufficient

inductive study of current symptoms to dctermire if an analogy with rec-

ognized patterns is justified. When symptams are merely scar-ned and

the hypothesis of analogy over-quickly postulted and assumed for projec-
tion, forecasts based on the analomy are also apt to be irrelevant.
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(8) Facch level of b!z-- ca Mu ..:,•

cl &4- &:. t-..e. Even thoug,:i the postulates of each level are

actu=Uly tz=ive, in order to move to a higher level, they must be taken as

as fact. The effect of this characteristic is to reduce the certainty of a

postulate by the combined uncertainty of the data on which it is based.

Thus, as induction continues through several'levels of abstraction, its

certalty is progressively reduced. This is why "specifics" are seen as

more Li:1y to be '"acts" tLan are "generalities. " The more abstract,

the less likely a concept is to be certain.

"Either/or" is the logic of discrimination; it is useful for fizdins the

limits of sets, but not their correlation. When used for syntLxtsis, two-

valued logic will produce only inclusive or exclusive sets -- classifica-

tions -- which are determined by relating the observation to an a priori

* I set of criteria. Two-valued logic follows the '"w of the excluded

middle;" (Rlef 14) it is appropriate for deduction because it implies

certainty (it is or it is not), but it is not appropriate for induction fo-

exactly the szrmo reason. The "mid•cle" which two-valued logic excludes

is the uncertainty interval, and it is uncertainty by which indu:tiozn
ocperz.tes.

i Thus,.we find induction to be the building or growth mode of organized

=oW!Cde. Its coaclucions are gemeral &nd do not answer specific ques-

tions directly. They are never certain and never complete. The process

Is difficuft, requires uncertainty and a particular type of creative im&qAi-

nation on the part of its operators. It is also slow and it moves in not

entirely predictable Jumps. However, it is the process by wl.ich knowledge

*lt •oOd be noted that Lhe term"simple dichotcmies" does not refer tothe '111&iry eycfrn, ' w'ch is ecpab!e of hlgh ma;herntical sophitghcation,

but of "-a form c4t sirni1¢•cation by c€=pos'iMcn.
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originates and becomes organized, the lcgic of basic rescarc• ers iz7:,o_%'-

tive children and the acquisition of experience.

3. Application of Knowled7e: Deduction (Figure 8)

Deduction is usually defined as reasoning from a known pri:=_'.e

to an unknown, from the general to the specific. or from a premise to a

logical conclusion. Here, "logical conclusion" means "formally con-

sistent." Deduction is the reasoning of formnal lo!ic, which deals c=-y

with the form and not with the content of the process. Most of t~e so-

called 'logics" or "systems of logic" are actually variations of t-Is

mode. In practical application it also has a large number of fu.actic:•-I

equivalents; selection, analysis, discrimination, decision and projection--

to mention only a few.

a. Assumption is the initial stage of deductive reasoning. This

is a selection of concepts from those available (including concepts in re-

gard to rates or patterns of change), and the statement of these concepets

as matters of fact. Thus, the primary but implicit assumption of allI

deductive reasoning is that of certainty. "Reasoning from the known" a
actually means "reasoning from that which is assumed to be certain."

This is the operational assumption of the mode. It is also why formal

logic can afford to ignore the content and to concentrate on the form of

the argument; the content does not really matter because it must be

assumed as certain from the outset, no matter what it is. Nonsense

statements and purely abstract symbols may serve formal logic as well

as any other statements,

b. Analysis is the horizontal compcnent of deduction. It acts I
to separate, discriminate, distinguish and so divide classes into sets,

sets into elements. This is usually done implicitly in the process of

stating the premises. In formal syllogisms, each of the two premises

contains two tris or assumed factual concepts, one of which is common
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"% " or "t.-. : (-...e --

to both premises, and must be stated as " or" It cn. 11 (7.% ZR I -'

men are mortal" is a premise in which the set of "all men" is c=z:11 to

be a subset of "ýmortal beings. " The minor premise, "Socrates is a

man" states that the entity or element "Socrates" is a member of the

set of "all men. "

At this point, the set of "'mortal beings" has been analyzed and all

mortal beings except men have been deducted or discarded. The set cf

all men has also been analyzed and all men except the one speciied cL%-e

been deducted. The only consistent consequent, 'Socrates-is a rnc.l, "

is already implicit and needs only to be stated. This is why deducticn

does not create new knowledge; all consistent conclusions are already

implicit in the stating of premises.

c. Specification is the vertical component of deduction. As

each premise removes from consideration all elements implied by one

term but not also included in the other term, the movement is from the

more general to the less general, or specific. Conical organization

would indicate a movement from general to specific be cQupled with

expansion in number, which would be the case if analysis were used

alone. Many researchers are familiar with the expansion characteristic

of analysis, whereby any concept may be divided into an unmanageable

volume of details. Deduction, by removing details from each concept or

term, results in a conclusion more specific than any of them. The

geometry of such an operation may be described as a downwardly-

narrowing cone focused on specific conclusions, but entirely contained

within the upwardly-narrowing cones implied by the terms employed.

d. An Operational Choice follows each analysis/specification

stage. Each of these stages (syllogisms) is limited by the level of ab-

straction fixed in defining the "indivisible" elements. (Ref 16) In

practice, these limits are often broader than the problem at hand.
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Thas. Cas chcice is between analyzinS one level to exhaustion, or reenter-

ing tze epeci:lcd consequent as a premise for sequential operation. Such

deductive trees as PATTERN employ exhaustive analysis at each level,

drop out less relevant subsets, and then proceed sequentially to the next

lower level.

e. Conclusions by deduction 'may occur at any level below that

of the most general term, depending on the problem at hand, the interest

and the p-.ze of the operator. Since even the arbtrary "elements" or

'.n.v cz1V c.iies8" of the original stage may be selected as premises

and divided by =-alysis, the lower limits of deduction are those of orga-

nized icn:lcd-e. Analysis and specification must cease only when the

organiztion of the next lower level is unknown. In practice, deduction

usually stops with a conclusion relevant to the problem at hand or the

purpose for whi-'h it was undertaken. In any event, once the operator

decides to conclude deduction, he also stops selecting further premises

and the entire process terminates. It should be noted that deduction

operates solely witAin the body or structure of existing knowledge.

f. Cl_.rrcterim-tica of M~%Itc~n

(I) -i Vp ir-n-y r!' Ir-ezir--rrt of LA.is t-itiot'is Ot or

• e• r- r cce•:f7!v... With this assumption, it does not have to inves-

tigate the valcidity of its premises, but may merely assert what must

follow if the premises are true.

This is at the came time the greatest strength and the greatest weak-

ness of the mode. The strength is that conclusions will be true if the

premises are true and the logic formally consistent. The weakness is

that formal consistency may imply a true conclusion in cases where it is

not justified.

(Z) m, e1I~~5rm' bm rceseqiry cf-*#-n"rt9s of the

're, 4. While there are dozens of identified fallacies In
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formal logic, they may all be subsumed by this one criterion. Altaou:ii

there are actually three divisions of formal consistency-- ccniitn.±

(called valid by some writers), fallacious, and indeterrni.•te -- the latter

two are usually lumped together because neither meets the prime crite-

rion. Thus, conclusions are seen as either necessary or fallacious.

(3) Deduction operates on two-valued dichotomies. Because

it utilizes statements of fact, and statements are a symptom of certainty.

deduction may also employ two-valued logic. It follows the "law of the

excluded middle," which was invented by Aristotle specifically for this

purpose, to make the certainty of formal logic possible.

(4) Deduction does not create new knowledae, but through

its analytic stage, it often does disclose otherwise unrecognized implica-

tions of its premises and their combinations. These may have the same

effect as new knowledge. Many of the greatest discoveries have been

made through analysis of the implications of laws, theories and hypotheses

induced earlier, and much of the progress in technology occurs in this

way. Although all possible forecasts are implicit in the premises em-

ployed, it is this characteristic of deduction which reveals their unfore-

seen implications and so makes foreknowledge possible.

(S) Deduction is limited only by the amount, the kind and

the clarity of the premises available. Thus, ignorance is again a barrier,

but in the form of nonavailable premises or general principles. The

quality of knowledge is not a barrier to deduction, because it can operate

equally well with nonsense statements, wild guesses, purely abstract
symbols and scientific laws. The only useful point at whicb it may be

questioned is the formal consistency of the argument itself. Once this

has been established for a given argument, nothing further is to be gained

in this area, and evaluation of reliability must shift tv the validity of

premises.
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Becauze it is also deductive, the same characteristic is fo"-d in the

pro cticn s"t-e of all forecasting methodologies. Formal consistency

may raise the reliability of predictions up to--but not beyond -- the

validity of entering assumptions, while formal fallacies only serve to

reduce reliability below that level.

Thus. we find deduction to be the application or use mode of orga-

nized knowledga. Its conclusions are specific; they answer questions and

solve practical problems. It is also rapid, efficient and easy to foUow;

thus. it is the most effective mode for display and dissemination of ideas.

Because most mathematical systems are built on its two major assur-p-

tions of certainty and consistency, it lends itself readily to mathematical

and computerized sophistication. The characteristics of deduction are

found in all of its many applications. In all of these it is the practical,

immediate and confident mode by which organized knowledge is put to

work to solve specific problems with the tools at hand, and without which

most of organized knowledge would be useless.

4.0,, QlltX of Knovled~e: Valtdtticn

In discussing the generatiou, organication and application of

knowledge in terms of quantity and generality, the major question has not

been addressed. The question pertains to the quality of knowledge,

Ms it so?" Fantasy may be as well organized as fact, superstition as

consistent as science. Forecasts may be produced from guesswork or

laws. What distinmiishes one from the other is the qwaity of knowlede.

It has many synonyms, including: o_,ective v t, emMrical fact.,

actp-I lm.awlr-ze, or simply, the trevh. Our purpose in forecasting is

not so much to increase the amount we know about the future, or the gen-

erality of our concepts. as it is to increase the accuracy or quality of

foreknowledge. One accurate forecast Is more valuable than many inac-
curate speculations. 9
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The terms reliability, power of pred-icticn a~d '' *..

have been used to denote the ability of particular concepts to provide

such high quality foreknowledge. This ability does not rest on how much

is known, but on how well it is known. This is the co-text of validation.

As pMnted out, the two major processes of induction and deduction boh

reason from the known (or assumed known) to the unknown. Deduction

assumes the validity of its premises, and induction ansumes the validity

of its data. Thus, the question of how to determine objective valieity lies

at the heart of reliable forecasting and the evalvztion of forecasts.

However, establishment of objective validity is not a simple problem,

nor is it of recent origin. In the larger context of philosophy, it forms

the core of a persisting controversy that reaches back over centuries.

Because of this controversy, many philosophers have referred to it as

the problem of a 'theory of knowledge. " or 'the problem of knowiedg."

Thus, the decision maker is in good company when he tries to figure it

how much confidence to place in the forecast he has before him. Th,-

problem has now moved down from the ivory towers and onto the adr n-

istrator's desk.

As seen in classical philosophy, the task of a theory of knowledgec is

to devise some criteria of validity, or first principles, which may then

be applied to determine 'f any given statement is true or false. It is

precisely this sort of criteria -- in the form of a checklist -- which the

responsible decision maker and forecaster would like to have.

A great host of "universals, "absolutes," and "sternal principles"

have been proposed and argued pro and c€n. However, some philoso-

phers -- notably Kant and Hume -- have held that such a theory of knowl-

*edge is impossible, on the grounds that criterfs of validity are themselves

statements or concepts, and their own validity may only be ascertained

through the fallacy of proving them by themselves. To date, it would
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uppear the sceptics have it; no one has been able to develop such a sys-

tem of universal criteria of validity and successfully defend it. Thus,

the "problem of knowledge" remains unsolved. Nor do we propose to

solve it here. However, within the frame of reference of conical logic,

we do find what may prove to be another line of attack on the more prag-

matic aspects of the problem. We are more interested in providing some

assistance to the forecaster and decision maker than in philosophical

argument as such.

In general, there are two ways of establishing validity; submission

to authority and submission to evidence. Both of these appear to be

logical processes which combine the two basic modes of deduction and

induction. Each will be discussed individually, in an effort to identify

their typical strengths and weaknesses, and so where and how they may

be applied for the improvement of forecasting.

a. Authentication (Figure 9)

The word "authentication" is not normally used in reference

to a mode of reasoning, nor does it appear as such in the study of logic.

It is so used in this study because it appears to describe the process

underlying a set of problems observed both in forecasting and in the

operation of organized knowledg- in general. Thus, it is presented as a

tentative hypothesis, drawn from the commonality of observations.

Authentication is defined as: that mode of reasoning which combines

induction and deduction, and whereby new or recently acquired stimuli,

observations, raw data, etc., are classified, coded, validated or other-

wise interpreted by reference to previously organized knowledge, where

such knowledge may appear in the form of axioms, or their embodiment

in the opinions of authoritative persons.

Authentication, then, may either identify or validate observations by

submission to authority. It may also be employed to assign values (good,

bad) to such observations in the same manner.
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(1) Induction forms the initial stage of this process. Raw

data or observations are collected and synthesized to the point where a

pattern is seen to exist. At this point, the pattern has little or no mean-

ing. It may obtain meaning only by postulation or association. To obtain

meaning by postulation would complete the inductive process; to obtain

meaning by association transforms the process to authentication. In logic.

such a shift is called traduction.

(2) Deduction is the second and the dominant stage of the

process. The pattern recognized by induction is taken as a criterion of

relevance and used to search the immediately available memory for a

relevant axiom or value. If no relevant axioms are found among local

resources, the search may expand to any other sources, including other

persons, agencies, libraries, and so forth. In this way, stimuli and raw

data gathered by one operator may be authenticated by axioms from

another.

In the deductive stage, axioms located either internally or externally

are analyzed to their specific consequents, which form the second input to

the next stage.

(3) Association matches the pattern recognized by induction

with the specific consequents of relevant axioms. The consequents of the

axioms are taken as authoritative, and used to identify, classify, evaluate

or validate the inductive pattern. Deduction is dominant because only the

relevance and not the validity of the axioms or their consequeuts may be

questioned.

(4) Conclusions reached by authentication are essentially

labels. They state what the recognized pattern is or is not, whether it is

true or false, good or bad. The raw data are now coded by reference to

prior knowledge; they have obtained meaning and may be included in the

receiving body of knowledge. Where it is used for identification,
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conclusions are called perceptions. When it is used to decide if some-

thing observed is true or false, the result is validation by submission to

authority. And when axioms of value are applied, the process is evalua-

tion and the conclusions are assigned values. The specific conclusions

reached by any of these parallel processes will vary according to the set

of axioms employed. Thus, the same stimuli or observations may be

identified, interpreted, validated or e-,aluated in entirely different ways

when different axioms are used.

(5) Characteristics of Authentication are as follows: (I) It

does not create new knowledge, but rather transfers meaning from the

already known to6 the newly observed. (2) Observations made by one

person or actor may be authenticated by axioms from another; thus, the

organizational pattern is transmitted from one specific store of knowledge

to another and so preserved over time. (3) It does not actually establish

the validity of observations or assumptions, but merely moves the prob-

lem one level into abstraction; the verity of the axioms must either be

taken on faith, or the axioms themselves submitted to empirical evidence.

(4) It does establish the identity and meaning of stimuli and raw data

observations. (5) Conclusions reached from identical observations will

differ to the point of contradiction, depending on the axioms used for

authentication, because the conclusions are consequents of the axioms

rather than of the observations. (6) Conclusions reached by authentica-

tion, like those of deduction, imply certainty or authority whether or not

this is Justified.

(6) Implications of Authentication are found throughout

forecasting. They are best seen in the formation of analogies. This is

the reasoning whereby observations of current symptoms are identified

6| as precursors of patterns recognized in the past.
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We also find it in quantitative extrapolation and assignment of proba-

bilities. There is no functional difference between forecasting by

historical analogy and the "legislation" of a curve. Both study the pat-

terns of observed data, and match these with a preconceived function

(hypothesis of variation), it is this hypothesis, rather than the observa-

tions, which is actually projected. Both have- the advantage of employing

an existing hypothesis rather than having to invent one, and both have the

problem of hasty or irrelevant analogy. Both also imply a certainty they

may not in fact possess.

The same consi~e.ationi apply to the assignment of 0 to I scales and

the computation of statistical probabilities. The 0 to I scale is very

handy; perhaps exceedingly so. The ability to compute statistical proba-

bilities for future events is an accomplishment much to be desired. But

such rigor must be built from the bottom up; it cannot be attained by fiat,

by lumping data together without respect for dimensionality, comparability

and measurability, arbitrary legislation of 0 to I scaling, and computation

of probabilities to high decimal orders. The drawing of analogies between

celestial mechanics and human affairs (astrology) is no more risky and

may be far more rigorous.

A similar problem is observed in attempts to quantify matters of

value, cost, risk, utility, etc. Observations of variation in many areas

are encoded for mathematical treatment solely by an arbitrary legislation

of •,•eUlr equivalents. This shows the use of authentication as it applies

to values.

In all of its many applications, authentication has one characteristic

strength and one typical weakness. The strength lies in its ability to

transfer accumulated knowledge from one memory to another, thus

making it available for wider application. The weakness lies in its ten-

dency to assign confidence or authority to axioms or persons whose



opinionr arc considered axiomatic where this is not justified. In all

cases, the authority of these axioms must either be tested against further

evidence, or simply taken on faith. In forecasting, there is considerable

evidence of failures due to taking authorities on faith alone. (Ref 17)

On the positive side, authentication is vital when applied with an

awareness of its hazards. Because its conclusions imply authority, and

because observations by one source may be organized by experience of

another, authentication is the logic of borrowed learning, :•rrnal and

informal instruction, indoctrination and enculturation. The "collation of

validators" in any store of knowledge -- personal, professional, cultural,

national or ideological -- will be seen as a set of authoritative axioms or

"self-evident truths. " They are employed to identify, interpret, validate

or evaluate a large portion of all observations; thus, authentication is the

primary channel for the continued existence of both the axioms and the

corporate entities which they define. The common application of this

mode has led philosophers to the doctrine that ideas have their own inde-

pendent existence. Without it, every human being would have to learn all

he knows by laborious induction from his own limited observations, and

so would be forced to reinvent the stored knowledge of the race. Thus,

authentication is the mode of reasoning which provides the intake side of

organized knowledge transfer, as deduction provides the output. Together, £

these two modes form the rational branch of reasoning.

b. Verification (Figure 10)

* Verification is the mode of reasoning specifically concerned

with the quality of knowledge. It is the logic of submission to evidence.

testing, simulation and experiment. It is often called "empirical valida.-

tioft," as opposed to submission to authority, which is rational validation.

iUke submission to authority, it combines both inductive and deductive

stages; however, the sequence of their operation is reversed.
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(1) Deduction is the first stage. A premise is selected or

assumed; however it is not considered to be valid or authoritative. This

is because the purpose of the operation is also reversed; rather than

serving as the source of validity, the premise itself is now in question.

The only difference between an axiom and a trial hypothesis is the amount

of confidence someone has ia its validity. Thus, the same statement

which is employed as an authoritative axiom for deduction or authentica-

tion may also be taken as a trial hypothesis for verification. The one

essential prerequisite of this mode is the assumption of uncertainty, the

willingness to challenge and test an axiom as though it were merely a

trial hypothesis.

In some cases a trial hypothesis will refer to phenomena which are
I'

directly observable. In many cases, however, some consideration such

as distance, abstraction, risk, or location in time, will make direct

observation either impossible or unwise. In these cases, the premise

must be analyzed and the criterion of observability employed to select

from its necessary consequents those which are at least potentially

observable. These necessary and observable consequents are then stated

as specific projections or predictions.

Such projected assertions must be carefully and clearly stated, so

as to define the conditions to which they apply and the evidence which will

constitute affirmation or denial. Any assertion so vague as to leave large

questions as to the evidence necessary to affirm or deny it cannot be

verified. Ambiguous statements which allow two contradictory interpre-

tations must be differentiated into separate assertions before either can

be verified, since they may call for differing evidence. And cases in

which alternate or competing hypotheses propose to explain the same

phenomena will have to be submitted to the same evidence in order to

decide between them. Thus, lacking a universal theory of knowledge with
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its absolute criteria of validity, the criteria cf verification must be

included in each statement to be tested.

(2) Induction is the second stage. The observable conse-

quents are taken as criteria of relevance for the sampling or observation

of evidence. These then establish a data base relevant to, but derived

independently from the original hypothesis. If the test base is not rele-

vant, the evidence is useless; if it is not derived independently, the test

is biased, and if it 4 s not sufficient, the test is indeterminate.

Once observations are made, they are taken as authoritative. This

is because, like induction, verification must assume the validity of its

data base. Evidence is collected and synthesized to the point of pattern

recognition. This completes the inductive stage.

(3) Comparison is the final stage. The pattern recognized

from the collected and synthesized evidence is matched with the projection

made earlier. This is similar to the association stage of authentication,

but the purpose is again reversed. Instead of using the hypothesis or its

necessary consequents to test the pattern recognized in the data, the

pattern recognized in the data is used to test and support or deny the

hypothesis.

(4) Conclusions reached by verification are specific, but

they do not imply certainty for several reasons. (1) The premise is

tentative rather than authoritative. (2) Only that portion of the premise's

implications which were observable are actuafly tested. (3) The authori-

tative evidence is derived by induction, and induction is incapable of

attaining certainty except when all possible evidence is sampled. (4) The

operational assumption of this mode is that confirmation or denial of

specific consequents also implies affirmation or denial of the premise.

In deduction, this would be considered the fallacy of affirming the con-

sequent. (Ref 18) It is a fallacy in deduction, because it is incapable of
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producing certainty. In verification it is not fallacy, but a necessary

procedure. (5) No amount of evidence can guarantee that the next obser-

vation will not absolutely deny both the consequent and the premise. For

these reasons, no validation is ever certain. This characteristic it

shares with induction.

(5) Requirements of Verification are as follows: (1) The

initial assumption of uncetrtzinty, (2) observable consequents of the

hypothesis to be tested, (3) adequate definition, (4) available evidence

which is relevant, sufficient, frec of bias, and accurate. Lacking the

initial assumption, verification is impossible. It is also impossible to

verify something whi,.h cannot be observed; however, observational capa-

bilities may be expanded by technology, and even nonobservables may

cause observable effects which can be used. Inadequate definition and

lack of evidence make any verification indeterminate.

(6) Implications for Forecasting. Verification is the only

mode of reasoning designed to couple assumptions and hypothetical con-

structs to dispassionate reality. Except for our use of this mode Either

by specific design or accidently through trial and error, there is little

basis for believing any of our ideas correspond to reality. Since the

purpose of forecasting is to increase our awareness of potential reality,

and this is done by deduction which cannot test the validity of its own

assumptionis, invalid and indeterminate premises are useless for this

purpose. The cost of error makes them of negative utility. Thus,

verification -- empirical validation -- is the primary avenue for the im-

provement of forecasting.

Because verification is incapable of attaining certainty unless all

possible evidence is in, and the evidence necessary to test the assump-

tions behind a forecast is not in until the time period of the forecast has

expired, no forecast can be certain at the time it is made.
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On the other hand, there is no other way by which the objective

validity of assumptions -- and thus the power of prediction -- can be

systematically and progressively increased. Verification is the logic of

the sceptic, the doubter and the personally humble man who questions his

own axioms. It is the experimental mode, the logic of systematically

reduced uncertainty. Together with inductioa, which also operates in

and by uncertainty, it forms the empirical branch of reasoning.

5. Problems of Mode

The four modes of reasoning are by no means exclusive or inde-

pendent; however, at one time or another, each has been emphasized to

the neglect of the others. Many "schools" of philosophy are identifiable

on this basis. (Ref 19) So are the reasoning patterns typical of certain

disciplines, professions and projects, including many now involved in

forecasting. It is not surprising that individuals often prefer one mode.

above all others; each one is more appropriate for specific purposes.

Difficulties are common, however, when logics are misapp!ied, and

such misapplication forms one of the major barriers to forecasting.

While many value-judgments have been argued between advocates of

particular modes, no such inference is intended here. Each has its own

specific utility, depending on the nature of the problem at hand. This

utility we would hope to illustrate as the indicated means of improving

particular areas of forecasting.

a. Problem Reco•n.ition

In all areas of inquiry, the first problem is to recognize

that a problem exists. (Ref 20) Such awareness may be obtained either

thrwugh experience or interrogation. The former is rational or prag-

matic; the latter is empirical or experimental.

(1) P. lPrc.ern ecc.Iicn. Wben obtained through

direct e-perience, the most common symptom of problem reco;nition is
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surprise. A prediction does not correspond to subsequent observations,

or an explanation is found to have been in error. The heuristic or

"feed-back" function of forecasting has a long history of usefulness in

this regard. When Kepler found the planet Mars to be eight minutes of '

arc away from his predicted location, he began to suspect a problem with

his oval orbit theory. Much of modern physics owes a debt to Galileo's

surprise when he noted that cannonballs did not behave as Aristotle's

mechanics predicted they should.

Heuristic learning is a primary value of forecasts and a major

reason for their construction. Every forecast that fails is potentially a I
source of information for recognition of error, provided the question

""Why?" is asked and answered. Improvement of forecasting may be

accomplished in this direction, and the patterns or commonalities of

unsuccessful projections are a significant area for further studies.

Lacking such efforts, an unsuccessful forecast has little value.

To the modern forecaster and decision maker, however, the prag-

matic approach to problem identification -- try it and see if it works -- is

not always cost-effective. Not for any lack of effectiveness, but because

cost of error may be prohibitively high. This is especially true in long

range forecasting, where the marginal utility of "wait and see" dimin-

ishes rapidly. Thus, the choice of means for problem recognition must

be made orn the criteria of criticality and range, i. e., the cost of error.

(2) Empirical Problem Recognition. In those cases

where cost of error is high, interrogation is indicated. To become

aware of problems through interrogation means that someone has to

go looking for them. This is the "problem hunter," as opposed to

the pragmatic "problem solver." It is also referred to as being

"problem oriented, " rather than "product oriented. "1
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The two major barriers to effective forecasting -- ignorance and
J

certitude -- are both reducible by problem orientation. Ignorance is

"not knowing;" its primary symptom is lack of information. It may be

reduced by directing questions at the fringes of knowledge; "W1hat do we

"need to know?" "What don't we know?' Of the two, it is by far the

easiest to deal with. Its utility lies in an increase of organized knowl-

edge; its major mode is induction.

Certitude, on the other hand, is believing you do know. Lack of

predictive power, competing theories, and inability to explain current

phenomena or events are indications. Dogmatism is often another.

Certitude may only be reduced by questions directed at the heart of

knowledge; "Do we really know? How well do we.know? "1 It is often

more difficult, but is fundamental to all problems of validity.

In either case, the empirical approach demands we place ourselves

into uncertainty. As Clerk Maxwell remarked, "We must pretend we do

not know. " (Ref 21) This is why we do not call this approach to problem

recognition "Analysis of the problem, " but rather "Interrogation."

Analysis operates by statements of f2ct; interrogation operates by

* questions.

b. Problem Utilization

* INo matter by which of these means one becomes aware that

a problem exists, his course of action will depend on how he utilizes
S this potentially valuable information. He may ignore it and continue as

before. Here we have the old maxim, "Those who do not learn the les-

sons of history are doomed to repeat it. ,t Or he may search for the

expedient solution, and if he finds it, solve his problem through authenti-

cation. He may use either the problem or its subsets as selection

criteria for methods and principles to be validated. Finally, he may

select critical subsets as grounds for initiation of basic inductive inquiry.
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So .

SIn all of these uses, it is the original problem, task or purpose t i-t

sets the stage for selection of realm, logic mode, and level of abstrac-

* tion. This in turn conditions the type of inputs required, likely sources

of such inputs, the general procedure to be followed, typical fallacies

to be wary of, and lastly, the sort of outputs to be expected and the kind

of activity such outpuits will support. All of these properties vary for A
each realm and iach mode; misapplication can nearly always be guaran-

teed to produce unsatisfactory results in light of the intended purpose.

Thus, it is with the nature of one's problem that inquiry must begin, and 4

the nature of sequential or underlying problems by which it must be __4

pursued. All we have at the beginning is the problem itself. It deserves

considerable attention and interrogation before one turns to analysis of

its subsets and consequents or search for solutions.

c. Selection of Mode

One set of criteria which may be drawn from interrogation

of the problem is that of implied logic. This is of value in ascertaining

the relevance of particular techniques, methods, principles, etc. These

criteria center around the question: 'Is this problem or subproblem

basically rational or empirical?" The second order of questioning

follows the four logic modes: "Is this rational problem best handled by

deduction or authentication?" "Is this empirical problem one that indi-

cates validation or induction?"

(1) Rational Problems are generally those which require

rapid, precise and reliable answers. Decision making belongs to this

class; so do such practical problems as driving a car, flying a plane,

learning algebra, putting thoughts into words, or buying a house. The

list is well-nigh endless -- from how to make a fire with flint and steel,

to the optimum procedure for launching a spacecraft or planning an

economy. They are all practical problems or problems of technology,
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which is "practical knowledge" by definition. Thcy indicate the applica-

tion or acquisition of rules, laws, axioms, standard values, procedures

or techniques.

The rational logics, deduction and authentication, are the most use-

ful for day-to-day decisions, evaluations and operations. There is little

utility in trying to reinvent a technique, concept or scale of values if one

is already available or can be borrowed that will do the job and solve the

problem at hand. Thus, where they are applicable, deduction and au-

thentication should be the first choices among modes of reasoning.

(a) Deductive Problems are those which require appli-

cation of an existing principle or concept for rapid and practical answers.

Other problems calling for this mode are those in which a large or com-

plex concept -- including large and complex problems -- must be broken

down into specific components. System Analysis, Mission Analysis, and

Operations Analysis are examples. Interrogation of the problem is a I
special case. While the structure or pattern of questioning is rational,

the questions themselves are applications of uncertainty as a tool, and

thus empirical.

Any problem requiring isolation 9f specifics is deductive, including

sampling and the design of relevant but simplified models. Analysis of

definitions and deduction from abstract concepts to measurable observ-

ables fall into this class. In general, the mode is indicated in any situ-

ation where something needs to be taken apart in order to "get down to

cases."

Deduction is also the mode for projection, and has no substitute in

Sthis role. While a group of projections may be synthesized into a com-

posite view of the future, the act of projecting each trend or analogy is

still deduction over time. The future does not provide data for induction,

evidence for validation, or either stimuli or principles for authentication.
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While it does not provide principles for deduction either, the present

does, and when these principles contain a time function, their deductive

consequents are images of a future state or direction. It is to this extent

alone that we can "know" the future. (Ref 22) Therefore, projection is

essentially a rational problem, calling for the deductive mode. It is

only when failure of projection is recognized by experience or identified

as likely by interrogation that the nature of forecasting shifts is-to other

modes of reasoning.

(b) Authentication Problems are those in which appli-

cable -- practical or rational -- knowledge is required but not immediately I.

I available. In general, this class of problems may be identified by a need
to acquire skills, facts, concepts, methods or operational techniques.

$ With the criteria of relevance obtained from problem recognition as a

guide, one begins to search for potential solutions. When his own expe-

rience or expertise shows no relevant methods, he moves progressively

outward in range. The first place to look is, of course, in the office

down the hall or to the books in the local library. Failing there, he

moves to outside sources; cross department, or cross discipline.

The operational assumption is that the needed information is avail-

able somewhere, if it can be located. It is the second mode of reasoning

in order of preference, because its utility lies in the fact that one does

I not have to duplicate what he can borrow or buy. (Stealing a person'sI "
ideas is plagiarism; stealing from many -- with footnotes -- is research.)

For these reasons, authentication is second only to deduction in cost-

effectiveness. The "literature search," "symposium" and "expert-

consultant" are examples of authentication; "research analysis" is

specifically designed to study and accelerate the process of information

transfer.
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The secondary problems of forecasting are of this nature. When our

initial estimates fall wide, when we are led by our task into unfamiliar

topics and disciplines, or when we define a subproblcm for which we have

no available methods, we are in a situation that calls for the process of

authentication. Because no one man can hope to become expert in all

the fields involved in modern forecasting, these same problems set the.

stage for cooperative and interdisciplinary studies. As Newton remarked j
on being honored for his discovery of the law of gravity, "If I have seen

a little farther than the others, it was only because I have stood upon the

shoulders of giants." While he may have been modest, the technique he

implies is that of authentication. Since we also need to see a little far-

ther than the others, one of the most useful procedures is to imitate

Newton's technique.

However, one of the limiting factors in forecasting has been the

inability on the part of many operators to shift reasoning from rational

to empirical when the nature of their problem called for it. Whenever

practical knowledge is no longer practical because it will neither explain

the present nor predict the future, the utility of a rational approach be-

comes zero. There is no benefit in further application or acquisition of

fallacious methods or invalid assumptions. The problem has become

empirical.

(2) Ernmirical Problerns are those which require new or

more valid knowledge. Repeated failure of present axioms to predict or

explain is a prime indication. Multiple competing or contradictory

theories is another. Failure to discover applicable knowledge after

"extensive surveys is a third. Extreme dogmatism, certitude, or evidence

* of bias is suggestive of an empirical problem hidden behind a facade.

i Lack of evidence is a major symptom, as is the presence of ambiguous

or overgeneralized assertions. The two main divisions within this class
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of problems are those which raise questions concerning the quality of

knowledge, and those which relate to the existence of knowledge. The

former are problems of validity, the latter of induction.

(a) Problems of Validity are those in which kao.wledge

is available, but of questionable quality. Evidence of a lack of predictive,

evaluative or explanatory power is the primary indication; multiple but

competing or contradictory theories in regard to the same phenomena is
| another, and suspected bias in either theory or data is a third. For the

Ssame reasons, any inductive postulate falls into this class of problems

Simmediately. Validity of product is not determined by the inductive
I ~m ode.•

Other problems that fall into this class -- but are often overlooked--

are those involving authentication. When an expert or axiom has been ¶

located and identified as relevant to the initial problem or subproblem,

this alone is often taken as evidence of validity. Problems of validity all

concern the confidence with which existing knowledge may ' be used.

This applies as well to experts and methods obtained through surveys as

it does to inductive hypotheses or deductive premises. Confidence must

be based on evidence, rather than faith in the source. Confidence in

experts is based on an analogy between the past situation in which an

individual performed well, and the present situation. The goodness of

fit between the situations is critical if past performance is to be used as

evidence.

Since validation, as any of the modes, may be applied at various

levels of abstraction, whether one's problem of validity refers to prem-

ines or data will depend on whether it arose from deduction or induction.'

Deduction requires valid premises; induction requires valid data. The

former may be recognized by failure of prediction; the latter is much

more difficult to see, unless inductive postulates are automatically
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submitted to an independent data base for validation. Even then, the

problem of invalid data is only attacked by cross-reference. This is the

reason for suggesting that input data -- and especially statistical data --

be coded with a confidence interval. Refinement of measurement and

observation techniques are also indicated for this crucial problem area.
Another set of problems specific to thin-mode are those involving

the degree of distortion introduced by observation. The Heisenberg
uncertainty principle in the physical sciences holds that some distortion

is unavoidable. The parallel distortion in social science is found in

sample surveys, questionnaires, content analysis, aid language trans-

lations. It may usually be seen as a feedback from observer to observed

which biases the observation. 'What does he want me to say? " '"What

is the answer that will put me in the best light? ", and '"hat do the Soviets

mean when they use the word... ?" are common examples. Over-

simplification in controlled experiments is another; it precludes a repre-

sentative sample, and the analogy between laboratory and real world

conditions must be validated by outside observations. Remote observa-

tion and discreet sensors may act to minimize this class of problems in

the cocial sciences. Use of the one-way glass window in clinical psy-

chology is an early example of such an effort. Content analysis of docu-

ments as opposed to direct opinion survey is another. Refinement of

sensors to reduce feedback distortions in the social sciences is a prom-

ising area of inquiry, but one that still requires further effort. It does

not appear to be close to a Heisenberg limit at this time.

A common discrimination among problems of validity is between

direct and indirect validation. This pivots around the le tel of abstraction

of a given premise, and whether it is observable. It is not, however, a

problem of validity as such, but of problem recognition. If a concept is j
not directly observable, through distance, abstraction, time or especially
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through lying in the humanistic realm, the initial problem is one for

"deduction.' The only observable consequents of human opinion or belief

are in patterns of verbal or physical behavior. You cannot tell what a

man is thinking until he acts on his thoughts. On the other hand, to tell

what he is thinking on the basis of his behavior patterns is a problem for

inductive inference. Only when you have postulated what he is thinking

and wish to test the postulate against further evidence in behavior, does

the problem become one of validation. This, of course, applies to postu-

lates concerning groups of men and nations as well as to individuals.

(b) Inductive Problems are those in which problem

recognition has provided criteria of relevance, but relevant knowledge

cannot be located. Here, deduction, authentication and validation have

nothing to work with or on. No practical optimization is possible, and

only the hard work of basic induction remains. In general, inductive
problems are only identified by exhaustion of the other modes.

There are two types of induction, implicit or subjective, and explicit

or systematic. Implicit dr "in head" induction is usually the more rapid,

and its product may be equally useful if validated. The process, however,

is not replicable in most instances, and so dies with its possessor.

Genius is not often transferable. Explicit induction records every step

and all data involved. The specific problems of systematic induction are

similar to'those of validation; the need of adequate data by relevance,

quantity and quality, possible distortion in observation, conscious and

subconscious bias. Because of its one unique characteristic, induction

has the problem of depending on the availability of a particular sort of

individual, one who is capable of living and operating in uncertainty, yet

possesses a rigorous imagination. The terms rio and imagination

would appear to be contradictory, but the necessity of finding people with

just this combination of traits is a basic problem of induction.
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A secondary problem is how to train people for these traits. The Socratic

method of teaching by questions rather than answers and making the stu-

dent reach for new (to him) concepts would appear the most useful tech-

* nique. While not directly related to forecasting, this problem underlies

* some of the present difficulties when induction is indicated and such indi-

* viduals are not available, and even more so it signifies the raw potential

for inventiveness in a given society for the next generation. (Ref 23) How

to identify such individuals is a problem not presently solved as far as we

know. Psychology or modern education may have some recent insights of

which we are not aware.

Definition of dimensionality and problems of measurement are inher-

ent to this class of problems, although they call for interrogation of the

problem and analysis of implications. Induction rests on data; if the data

is not sorted according to dimensions, synthesis is prolonged. In many

cases, it may be prearranged, but in a manner which will bias the in-

duction. Coding of all social data to nation-state is one example; it

* hides relationships within nations. It is very difficult to draw general

statements (or validate premises) with data so coded as to exclude rele-

vant areas. This is why several quantitative basic researchers have

asked that data coding be as specific and as comprehensive as possible.

It makes a richer base for induction and for validation. In the history of

science, the axioms Kepler derived for planetary motion could not have

been induced or validated if Tycho Brahe had not refined his octants and

simply collected data by observation. (Ref 24)

d. Misapplication of Mode

The modes of reasoning not only operate in areas of specific

problems, but in particular sequences and combinations. Deduction and

induction are both rational; they are often used together. Validation

supports all other modes whenever a question of reliability is raised.

Induction provides the development of new premises for all other modes.

It is to be noted that, in the larger sense, all premises must originate
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with induction, and since induction is incapable of -roducing certainty,

all of our organized knowledge is tentative. This would appear to support

Pliney's comr.aent that "The only certainty is that nothing is certain.

(Ref 25)

Our overall purpose then, is not to produce the impossible ..

certainty -- but to build knowledge while systematically reducing uncer-

tainty to its limits.

As simple as these modes inight seem, ei-idence of nlis~aplication

is widespread. One of the more common examples in forecasting is the

continued construction of sophisticated mathematical or computerized

models on the basis of assumptions which are at best highly questionable --

and in some cases empirically denied-- concerning human, social or

political behavior. Such models may well be used for the validation pf

social theory, but the decision maker who "buys" their products at this

stage does so at considerable risk. Once premises are validated, models

such as these will no doubt become valuable aids. Their internal logic is

usually consistent: if the premises were valid the conclusions would be,

but the validity of premises is unknown.

A second misapplication is the use of a "study" as an alternative to

making decisions. Teams are set up to initiate basic research in areas

where a quick but well-designed survey would show usable information

already available. Parochialism is one cause of such misapplication:

unnecessary duplication is the result. In many of these cases the prob-

lem is rational; authentication is indicated.

A third example is the inappropriate use of authentication. In the

history of philosophy, the search for "criteria of validity" has attempted

to employ the rational approach of submission to authority beyond its

justifiable limits. This approach is indicated only when axioms have

previously met the requirements of empirical validation. A more current
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e•.•rple is the use of axioms from the natural sciences to authenticate

"human (social science) problems. Because such axioms have been vali-
t

dated in one field is no guarantee they will also be valid in another.

Empirical validation is seldom misapplied, but often ignored. The

Aonly misapplication of note is that one may waste time reaffirming con-

cepts which have been extensively and constantly supported. The major

axioms of mathematics and the natural sciences have been so supported,

and may be employed vwerever relevant without further testing. TheI

Srules of formal logic have also been supported as adeauate for the identi-

fication of rational fallacies. In the same light, there is little benefit in

I the recurrent speculations of "proving the worth" of systematic fore-I
casting, planning and decision making. Their worth and the penalties

for their alternatives haie also been historically demonstrated.

e. Summation

The summation of this section is that no one mode of

reasoning is a panacea to be applied habitually. Specific combinations

and sequences can provide more effective solutions to a wide variety of

problems. Vrhile decision makers and forecasters must continue to do

if the best they can with what they have, application of logic modes accord-
ing to specific utility may serve to optimize their position in the near

future, aznd indicate directions for systematic improvement.

No ixieience need be drawn that these findings are considered to be

revelationz. They are merely an explicit presentation ol what most

7 decision makers, researchers and forecasters appear in fact to be doing.

Nor is this something to be surprised at; such a flexible combination of

logic modes is one definition of the Scientific Method; (Ref 26) it is also

* a definition of the Sy~crns Approach. (Ref 27)
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IV. THM PROBLEM OF RELEVANT FOECASTS

The problem of relevance is even more general than the probl=_:

I a of reliability. Where reliability is a function of logical consistency =jz

the validity of premises, relevance is the relationship between two -

fundamentally different types or realms of knowledge. The division is

betweea concepts dealing with matters of fact and matters of value.

(Ref 28) Many of the difficulties encountered in forecasting may be traced

to a widespread misunderstanding of the differences between these two4

realms of knowledge. The effect of this misunderstanding is that it lea&d

appropriate or only partially appropriate to the nature of their problem.

Thisresltsin low power of prediction for exclusion of significant ele-

mets adprogressive decay iprdcvepower over icesdtime

ranges. Today, it would appear thtproblems of realm and relevance

are among the most dfiutothbaresbeing faced by forecasters,

planners and decision makers.

Problems of realm are not easy to handle. They derive from some

of the oldest and hardest argued areas of organized knowledge, having

formed the basis for dividing philosophy into separate branches. This 4

Srecognizable problems. This may serve to alert forecasters, planners

tand decision makers to some of these deeper barriers and the conse- A

quences to which they may lead. In later sections a few tentative

approaches toward reducing them will be outlined.

The overall problem of forecasting has been identified as belonging

to the study of organized knowledge, or philosophy. The discussion of the

previous chapter comes from the philosophical divisions of enisteion-'

and b loic. The former deals with the origin, nature and limits of

I
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aow-ledge, the latter with reasoning and the problem of vvalidity. In this

section, it will be equally apparent that problems of realm are concerned

with ontology (the nature of reality), an-iolo7y (the mature of value and

worth) and the two major divisions of eiistemolo1W (realistic and

idealistic).

The specific and technical terminology of metaphysics, which

includes these divisions, will be avoided as much as possible in this

study because it is not a treatise on philosophy as such. However, it

* should be noted in passing that the stue) did not leap into this area by

* I intuition or whim, but was led to it through interrogation and analysis of

the problem at hand, which is the theory and problems of forecasting.

It so happens that metaphysics and its various divisions are the areas of

S inquiry most relevant to the task.

It should also be noted that the term metaphysics does not refer

Ssolely to religious or mystical absolutes, but rather to the broadest

* categories into which knowledge may be divided. As already mentioned,

these broad and basic problems are no longer reserved to philosophers;

their sympto:-s lie within every forecast and on every executive's desk.

Furdier, moot of us now have access to many times the information

S:availa:ble to tLe m-mtal giants of the past. In order to organize and

utilize such a volume of details, we must be able to synthesize them into

the "rbig picture." Metaphysics is nothing more than a determined and

continuing efcrt to get the big picture.

S1. l lity' sd Poter.al P-�i�'~ (Figure 11)

In ages past, only philosophers argued about the nature of

reality; tocay the same arguments are heard in symposia among thoroughly

practical forecasters, especially tChose problems concerned with the reality

S I of fLure time. There are endless deirinitions, ranging from predestination
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to complete volunteerism. For the purposes of this study, philosophical

argument will be sidestepped in favor of Webster:

Reality: the quality or state of being real.

| Real: (1) existing or happening as or in fact; act-ual, true,objectively so, etc.; no'. merely seeming, pretended, imagined,

•1 fictitious, nominal or ostensible. (6) in philosophy; existing
* •objectively; actual (not merely possible or ideal).

This is a very interesting definition, the more so for the unusually

large number of neg;tives it includes. It tells a great deal more of wbat

j reality is not than it does of what reality is. For instance, reality is not

merely "t4e possible. " However, unless the future is totally predeter-

mined (which makes forecasting, planning and decision making ratherI useless, as seen in fatalism and determinism), it -must be viewed as

variations of possibility or potential. Therefore, reality does not include

future time.

* An additional distinction is drawn between "the real," and "the

ideal, the seeming, pretended, imagined, etc." This implies that reality

is neither what men imagine (or believe) it to be, nor what they might

wish it to be. Reality is something apart from and independent of opinion.

With these observations, the above definition will be rearranged

by a syz"hesis of implications into the following:

* (1) RezoHty is ths ccn e-ticn. of act-il enist-ce; t!.t wiich
is or va-s trt's, re7-ardlessca of, ~ cne:~c or
beli-10.

()Pctentic4 R~eality is t~!ý e-C.ctru-n of possibilitics
7 whose co•_b-nz-*c.=,• or. are c.able, of coi..

Into realitv throv-h the s-a- c of tV me. Its limits are thos e
* I* ~of n.tural laws, knovza= or rton.

From these definitions, it may be seen that the nature of reality is

fixed; that which is or was true can no longer be changed. However,

* since reality is independent of human opinion, evaluation or belief, th.ese
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way be ch=aged either toward or away from an ,iccurate renlectic of

reality. In other words, human opinions may be chngedthrouiz rein.ter-

pretation and reevaluation of the present and past, but the reality itself

may not be changed. (Ref 30)

The second of these definitions implies that the nature of potentlal,

reality is parametric; that is, the future is flexible within limits. WiMn 11

these limits -- known or unknown -- decision and the actions based on ;

decisionanay alter that which comes from potential into real over tihme.

However, decision and action also require an interval of time in which

to operate; therefore, the near future will be less flexible tihn the more

distant future. (Ref 3i1

In addition, human actions are constrained by lack of knowledg!e.

Aa knowledge increases over time and becomes morc reliable, the range

of known alternatives and thus of action will also increase. This will act

to make the limits of e..-pectable reality expand over time. The more "

closely present knowledge is aligned with present and past reality, the

more closely expectable reality will align with potential reality, and the

more reliable forecasts will become.

Finally, as will be recalled from earlier discussions, forecasting
4

does not deal with reality as such, but with human opinion, evaluation a

and belief. All that is known of reality; pact, present or potential, is

still a matter of organized human knowledge. Therefore, reality is out-

side the forecasting frame of reference, but is still related to it. On the

other hand, expectable reality is forecasting's frame of reference, and

that portion of potential reality which it overlaps is the area in which

knowledge or the lack of it can actually influence what does or does not

come into reality. It is in this latter area that human actions may con-

sciously direct the course of reality, and it is precisely this relaticnc%.Ip

between reality, potential reality and opinion from which the problems of

relevance and realm arise.
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2. The Realms of Knowlee-e: A Model

As indicated by these definitions, opinion and reality may be

entirely independent of each other. However, opinion may be aligned

with past or present reality, while potential reality may -- within limits --

be aligned with opinion. Such observations are suggestive of a vectoral

model, with alignment shown as parallel vectors, and independence

shown as orthogonal vectors. Between these axes will lie a vector space

composed of various mixtures of the two. This is the reasoning behind

the model illustrated in Figure 12. Discussion is as follows.

a. Realm of Realism

Realism, (1) a tendency to face facts and be practical
rather than imaginary or visionary. (3) in philosophy, a) the
doctrine that universals have objective reality; opposed to
nominalism. b) the doctrine that material objects exist in
themselves, apart from man's consciousness of them; opposed
to idealism.

".o "! In this definition, "facts"t would appear to indicate evidence inde--

pendent of opinion, and the two doctrines in philosophy both imply reality

as we have defined it. To "face facts" might be restated as to "align

opinion with objective reality. 1 Therefore, we will again simplify the

definition:
Re.-Jis_ is t•._-: •..._. rorA--n.i cf or--nlsfd_ •.•'!~ &:!Jin-" VAuh

or b-! i cf.

All schools of "objectivism" or the "objective approach" belong to

this realm. Their primary viewpoint is thast of the dispassionate outside

observer who describes, explains and projects, but does not evaluate

subjectively. Field theory, of course, places the observer and observed

Into the same context; however, since it was developed in the natural

sciences, it stil maintains his dispassionate orientation.
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Objectivism has great value in this realm, which includes most of

the physical and biological sciences. A planet, machine, missile, elec-

tronic field, chemical combination, microorganism or ecological system

can be shown to operate according to certain principles, regardless of

what men may think or wish. Opinions which misrepresent these princi-

ples (do not align with reality) may be submitted to the higher authority of

empirical evidence and demonstrated as being in error. Differences of

opinion between individuals and between competing hypotheses also have

such higher authority available. It is largely because their subject mat-

ter has be,•n restricted to reality as independent of opinion that disciplines

representing this realm have been developed far beyond the others. Any

subject which actually falls within this realm may-become highly predict-

able once its fundamental principles are known. This is why an emphasis

on strict objectivity has beconme a norm for sciences dealing with realistic

problems; fancy, bias, wishful thinking and speculation are disutilities;

only the factual evidence is authoritative. Thus, the goal of realism is

to discover, describe, explain and project these natural properties and

principles.

The point at which knowledge of natural principles is utilized is

precisely where realism ceases. How such knowledge is to be used--

for what purposes and to what ends -- involves questions of human value

and preference. And human values may be entirely independent of

reality, designed to change tather than reflect it. This leads us to the

second realm of knowledge.

b. Realm of Humanism

Humanism, (I) study of classical Greek and Latin
literature or culture. (2) study or teaching of the humanities;
literature, language, the fine arts, philosophy, etc.. and
(3) any system of thought or action concerned with the interests
and ideals of people, as opposed to the natural world or religion.
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Of these three definitions, the first is obviously inappropriate,

and the second has been so limited by convention as to be inadequate.

The third, however, is much closer to our need. For the purposes of

this study, it will be expanded slightly and generalized as follows:

Humanism is that portion of ornnized knowledge dealini with
values; i.e.. with entities, properties and relations;i•a riich
owe their existence entirely to humxan opinion, evalz•ticn, or
belief.

Many of the social sciences and humanities deal with subject matter

that falls within this realm, and although most of them might object to

being included in an "other than realistic" category, their subject matter

is not realistic. Therefore, the indicated viewpoint for research in this

S. realm is that of the involved, subjective observer who perceives reality

imperfectly, but nevertheless attaches values to nearly all he perceives.

This viewpoint is an operational necessity for the study of values,

beca,-se one of their primary characteristics is relativity; they depend

on many subjective points of view. The worth of a coin, painting, mode .

of reasoning, or "way of life," 1 the value of a person, political party, or

nation, even victory and defeat can be shown to vary from individual to

individual, culture to culture, place to place, and time to time. Through-

out this realm, some people will love what others hate, seek what others

shun, and defend what others attack.

In all of these, one pattern is evident; men and groups of men do

perceive and evaluate In differing ways, and there is no higher authority

for what they believe than the men themselves. We may assert what we

think they believe, but this assertion is ouir own and not theirs; we may

postulate what they value, but we must go to them for the evidence to

support our postulate. (Ref 32)

These differing patterns of perception and evaluation set the divid-

ing lines between in group and out group, we and they, friend and foe.
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They ectablish and maintain the existence of such humanistic entities as

families. factions, parties, nations, ideologies and religions. None of

these continue to exist when people cease to value them and ide-tify with

them. To state the case more sharply; the nation-state is not a biologi-

cal organism nor an expanse of geography. It is a humanistic entity,

resting on the aggregation of human beings who identify themselves with

it. Lacking this one factor, the nation dissolve's and ceases to exist

except in the history books.

It is also along the dividing lines between s'ich humanistic entities

or action groups that conflicts develop. Thina.s do not conflict, they

simply conform to natural laws. It is the interests, ideals, values and

goals of human beings that conflict both with natural laws and with each

other. .We have found by trial and error that one cannot forecast world

conditions as he would planetary motions and then deduce future conflicts.

The causes of conflict lie in patterns of human opinioi, evaluation and

belief; one must project these patterns, infer impending conflicts from

them, additionally infer the likely outcomes of such conflicts, and from

these deduce the future condition. Forecasting of conflicts thus requires

the humanistic approach, wherein one seeks for understanding of others'

perspective. The researcher must be able to immerse himself in the

specific point-of-view of the group he wishes to study. There is no

higher authority for what a given group of.people believe than the group

itself, and what they believe may hold little correspondence to reality.

There are, of course, many hazards to the humanistic approach,

and many difficulties, some of which will be discussed in following sec-

tions. One of the more notable hazards is that a researcher's immersion

in another pexspective will be neither tentative nor operational, but per-

manent. People who study the problems of ethnic groups and cultures

have a tendenc- f o so accommodate or identify themselves with the values
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Sthe group t.Iat they become partizan advocates raether reze.-re:rz.

iTiis may be seen as an inversion of the Heisenberg principle, uerein

the field to be observed acts to distort the sensor.

The operationally subjec'tve approach may be illustrated by our

expansion of the third definition of humanism. This was done primarily

to include the question of religion. Without becoming involved in debate

as to the essential reality of God -- however defined -- we must atte--;p

to ascertain the various concepts o. God held by different groups of pecrple.
This is because the differing conceptions of God, of the nature of man, of

time, and of reality itself are humanistic images which act to condition

subsequent patterns of perception, decision and action. While the izmnaes

may be totally unrealistic, the patterns of action are themselves immi-

nently real and do alter the future condition. It is just such patterns of

decision and action that we wish to forecast; therefore, we must study

what specific groups of people believe, and what they value.

The basic consideration of this discussion -- and the line of reason-

ing which led us to a metaphysical approach -- was the problem areas of

forecasting. At present, forecasters are doing relatively wel with

everything except human behavior, and especially the behavior of large

groups. However, these problems comprise a major portion of their

subject, whether this is economic, political, technological. military, or

sociological forecasting. It appears the largest single subset of our

problems, and presently the most difficult to deal with, falls into the

humanistic realm. (Ref 33)

In order for academic disciplines, research and forecasting projects

whose subject matter includes factors influenced by human opinion, evalu-

ation or belief to attain predictive power, application of the scientific

method is indicated.. However, the nature of the realm must also be

taken into consideration; here, what people think does matter, whether
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their opinions are realistic or not. It will do little good to rely on a

purely realistic approach. because the subject matter Is not purely real-

isaic. A humanistic approach m-ust be designed to find out what beliefs

people hold and what they value; it must also attempt to ascertain the

likely consequents in behavior which the holding of certain beliefs would

imply. It is at this. point--in the patterns of huiman behavior -- where

subjective images and values impact an reality.

c. Area of Norma'ism

There is no such word as "1normalism;" it is derived from

and designed to include all such concepts as norm, no noraii

and normative.; All of these refer to standards. models. patterns.

expected or preferred values, etc., and the process of conformin

something with such standards. We define the term as:.
Nformaliam is that portion of org~aazed knowledge dealing withjbo!ti values and facts; i. e. , with what ousght to be, and what
*actftv11Y Is

in terms of this model, normalism Is represented by the vectbr
space between realism and humanism, containing elements of both, and

acting to alter one to. the other. Two basic types of normalism may be

defined as, (1) objectivism, whose goal is to align human opinion with

dispassionate reality. and whose means is factual education from present

or past evidenco; and (2), Idealism. whose goal is to align future reality

with human values, and whose means is normative education, persuasion

or prescrIption designed to alter the patterns of human behavior.

Such studies as public adninittration, corporate management,

development and welfare economics, military trainifig and standardiza-

tion. ethics and religion all deal with normative problems. So do the

practical technologies of public, corporate, military, professional and

personal forecasting, plannihg, policy formulation and decision making..

All of these activities Involve both problems of value and problems of fact.
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On the one hand, opinions which are as dispassionate and objective

as possible are required for a realistic appraisal of available means,

"techniques, methods, capabilities and resources. On the other. the ends*

goals, quotas, ideals, aspirations and astandardo'which these efforts

attempt to meet are not designed to describe reality, but desirable future

conditions. Even a "realistic" goal does not exist in dispassionate

reality, but in human minds. It is considered realistic only because an

appraisal of capabilities has indicated it is conceivably attainable.

"Idealistic" goals are those which do not appear to be attainable.

In the area of goals, being objective is not essential and may well

be a detriment. Human values are being sought, whether these pertain

to an individual or a composite (corporate) entity. Such-concepts as

corporate product, national interest, public good, mission assignment

and party platform are neither dispassionate nor objective; they are

human values and individuals Included in these groups are expected to

pursue them as their own, or in preference to their own. Systems of

rewards and punishments are designed to insure that such is indeed the

case. In this context, there is no functional difference between a church

doctrine, a national policy, a standard of professional ethics, a company

policy, and a pilot's checkList; they all direct human behavior toward the

attainment of some concept of positive value or the avoidance of its

opposite. They all reflect something that someone wants, -or wants done.

Disciplines and activities whose subject matter includes both human

and natural factors are much in need of development toward prediction,

but again, the nature of the problem must be taken into account. Ends,

goals, aspirations, ideals and needs -- all of which may be clustered

under the term demand -- are humanistic and require a humanistic ap-

proach. Means, capacities, capabilities and resources -- which may be

subsumed under supply -- require a realistic appraisal. Exclusion of
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j either approach when a problem combines elements of both realms is the

primary problem of realm. It leads to weak prediction for exclusion of

!i:I esigfint factors. and to inaccurate planning. inadequately based deci-

sion, and potential failure of subsequent actions. Some specific examples

[:. of such causal chains will be discussed In the next section.

3. Problems of Realm

i-. Problems of realm result from misunderstanding the essential -'

nature of one's problem or its elements, in terms of the relative causal
i, " mpact of human opinion, evaluation or belief. They lead to misapplica-

tion of effort and resources, based on assumptions which are not relevant

. to the problem. Consequently, power of prediction and explanation are

poor. This Indicates the first problem of realm ts to recognize- that such

a problem exists, and the first technique is to interrogate one's original

problem along lines of causality to determine which elements depend an

human factors and which do not. Once this is done, the relevant approach

may be applied to each subset.
a. Realistic Problems

There are three divisions within this class of problems;

F (1) those having to do with physical laws, known or unknown, (2) those

[• dealing with biological factors, and (3) those which concern past or pres-

ent human behavior.

(1) Physical Problems are easily recognised as indepen-
[ dent of human opinion. It is not difficult to see that the hunanistic

approach of studying what various groups of people believe is irrelevant

to such questions as whether the earth is round, whether heavy bodies

fall faster than lighter ones, and whether light is composed of waves or

particles. Chemical reactions do not depend on belief, nor do such phe-

nomena as solar cycles, earthquakes, volcanoes, tides, floods and winds.

Studies directed toward the principles of mechanics and the various
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fergy fields pose problems of this class,".-A itics is arealistic. ._

discipline In this. sense; it is alab independent of opnon .=4whte

you llke'it or not.- •- :]
... ". () Bioloical Problems derive fromattempts t er-"

-' stand the strcture. functions and parameters of living systems. From

the virus to the bodily processes of mankind, they are realistic in nature.

At that level, the border between physical and psychosomatic illness is

also the line between realistic and humanistic problems. A man who lacks

adequate food, water, oxygen and warmth will die no matter what he

thinks. Ecological systems are not independent of human action, but they.

are independent of human opinion. They obey their own laws, which man

may learn and apply, but may not violate without experiencing the neces-

sary consequences. Food production is a biological problem; it depends

on the characteristics of living systems. So is disease, with its sub-

problems in sanitation, medicine and hygiene. Air and water pollution,

and the accumulation of atomic waste, are largely within this division,

due to the biological requirements of the human organism and those upon

which it depends. The population explosion, on the other hand, is also a

humanistic problem, dependent on attitudes toward birth control and

ideal family size. Where not dealt with on this level, It reverts to a

biological problem of survival. .4

(3) Past and Present Human Behavior is a realistic

problem only because man is incapable of actually altering the past.

Human actions are real once accomplished and thus present the same

sort of evidence as physical or biological phenomena. It should be noted

that the subject matter of behavioral psychology is action, not opiion.i

* The present overlapping between biological and behavioral studies is not

surprising; they deal with the same class of problems. Opinions which

" have not yet been acted upon do not present evidence in reality, and the
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"behavioral school" confines itself to realistic evidence. So long as one

only asks what people actually did or are doing, the realistic approach

is Indicated; once he asks why people did something or what they will do

in future, the humanistic approach is more relevant.
(4) Capabilities is a term that subsumes many realistic

problems. The implication is that capabilities are limiting or enabling

parameters, natural resources or constraints. Economic resources,

capital goods, industrial capacity, population. area, and such "natural

endowments" are seen in this category. So is military posture -- number

of men under armb, number of guns, ships, tanks, planes, missiles.

warheads, etc.. -1tional power" has long been studied through realistic

appraisal of capabilities, and insofar as these are independent of national

intentions, the approach would appear sound. Many nations are capability

llmit3d no matter what they might wish to do; others are so limited only

in certain areas or directions. As an aggregation of physical, biological

and past behavioral factors, study of capabilities relates to the supply

side of many demand-supply situations. Search for information on cap&-

bilities follows from the question: "What could we (or they) do?"

In summary, the distinguishing feature of realistic problems is
their independence of human opinion. The subjects of physical and bi• -
logical science fall into this class by definition; past and present human

behavior does so because what has been done can no longer be changed

bywishing it otherwiso. The future condition does not fall into this class

of problems, however, for two reasons. First, although natural laws

will continue to apply, they nay be manipulated through man's knowledge

of them; and second, the future human behavior which includes such

ma ipulation depends for its patterns on humanistic values, ideals, per-

ceptions and beliefs. Thus, only those conditions which man cannot be
L- . expected to do anything about within the forecast period may be projected

an a purely realistic basis.
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b. Humanistic Problems "'

In the realm of ideals, values, prescriptions and norms,

what people think does matter, and through the medium of human actioni

theme Intangible factors do influence the future. Any question that in-

cludes the words "should," 1 1"worth, "1 "cost, '8 or "risk" Is likely to fall

into this. lass of problems. Such questions do not 'refer to reality, but

---to opinion. They do not ask what is, but what ought to be, or what value

is to be placed on something. Here, the realistic approach is not rele-

vant. People will act as though the earth were flt--by refusing to

renture out to the imagined precipice -- so long as they believe It is.

They will stand and fight or turn and run, work or loaf, build or destroy,
depending on what they think is so. Men will kil.for an ideal and die for,

a dream. Any approach which discounts such factors or merely assumes

all men will react identically in similar conditions can neither explain

the past nor predict the future. Difference of opinion makes more than

horse races; it also makes ethnic groups, political parties, nations. and

the entire spectrum of conflict and cooperation.

(1) Problems of Evaluation belong to this class; the

assignment of values is a peculiarly human function. We note that even

in sophisticated computer programs for analysis of alternatives, the cost,

risk and worth factors must be entered by human operators. The entire

field of "cost-effectiveness" implies the relativistic questions of this

realm, "Cost to whom, in what terms, compared to what other values,

and effectiveness at doing what? "1 Problems of evaluation are now being

faced by decision makers and'forecasters in all areas; thi application

and allocation of science and technology, economic development and wel-

fare, industrial management and market forecasting, military mission

and force structure planning, international and domestic policy, and ]

structuring of party platforms -- to name only a few.

•t 4
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In all of these, problems of evaluation are seen as the demand side

of every demand supply situation. '"What do we (they) want?" And

demands rest squarely on the psychology of human islues, either indi-

vidual or group. This is why the social sciences which deal with clusters

of human values are in accelerating demand; decision makers want im-

provied nformation on problems of value, their own as well as others.

* What the leaders of the Soviet Union intend to do with them may be more

important than the number of missiles they actually have. Such problems

are no longer purely philosophical or academic. Values matter.

(2) Problems of Prescription are those which involve what

should be done. Sequentially, they follow problems of value, since what

should be done depends on what one wants done. The problems of man-

agement, command, and executive decision fall into this division when

statutes, standards, procedures, ethics and policies must be defined.

hotimi-ation of behavior is a synonym While nonhuman systems also

"show the characteristics of optimization, i. e., a standard reference with

positive and negative feedback, the distinguishing property of humanistic

optimization is that the central reference is a value-Judgment. All such

systems are designed to feed back rewards and punishments to increase

the standard value-judgment if it is positive, and to minimize it if nega-

tive. These are seen as ideals or goals and steering signals for behavior.

If one's problem is of this type. he must have information.concerning both

the ideal or goal, and the value patterns of those he would influence.

The area of influence is a special case; prescription of values.

Here one attempts to control hot only what others do, but what they value.

Normative education, enculturation, indoctrination, socialization, adver-

tieing and propaganda fall Into this subclass. This is the manner in which

the sacred nature (religious or ideological) of persons, places, objects

and concepts is endowed from generation to generation. So is bigotry,
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prejudice, fatalism, ethnic hatreds and the seeds of future violence.

The value of "Ingenuity" or innovation is significant for forecasting the

technology of any given society. The worth of time, of maintenance and

repair, of blood kinship versus the public good. and the value of party

loyalty all hold implications of attitude and subsequent behavior. The

definitions of such terms as integrity, patriotism, aggression, freedom,

responsibility, and progress in various cultures or nations are vital for

forecasting. For instance, normative education may be accomplished by

so framing definitions that the desired conclusions follow from them.

The Dictionary of the Russian Language states:

Aggrs'sion is the armed attack by one or several imperialist
countries against other countries with a view to the occupation
of their territories, their forcible subjugation, and the exploita-
tion of their peoples; the foreign policy of which it is the principal
instrument, for example; the Atlantic Pact of 1949. (Kef 34)

In forecasting relative rates of population increase, the humanistic "

variable; ideal family size underlies birth rates, population expansion,

load on education, food requirements, domestic labor force, housing -

demand, economic and social unrest, and the number of men available

for military service. Factual knowledge of birth control techniques and

the necessary devices may be supplied, but if the masses of people prefer

to have large families, the capability to limit them is useless. Thus. the

steering point for population control is through propaganda, advertising

and demonstrations designed to persuade the people of what they ought to ]

value. Such tactics alter demand.

(3) Intentions is a term that encompasses many human-

istic problems, It refers to both ends and preferred means. i. * to

ideals and ethics. It excludes considerations of capability, in that it

implies what a man or group would do if they could. National policy is as

much a matter of intentions as it Is of capabilities. In the current
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isternational environment, some nations -- notably the United States, but

including some others -- appear to be intent limited. They choose to

refrain from doing what they are capable of doing. In fact, the entire

concept of limited war is based on the intention of self-restraint and

utilization of less than full capabilities. It follows from a particular set

of ideals-and ethics. On the other hand, invasion and insurgency are

symptoms of another sort of intention, based on a different set of ideals

and ethics. It would be very difficult to forecast U.S. actions on the

basis of capability alone, -It would also be difficult to forecast ChinaA'

actions on that basis, since the past behavior of the government implies

that idealistic cotsiderations have at times superseded realistic ap-

praisals. Thus, forecasting the onset of hostilities, analysis of potential

threat, identification of military missions from strategic to civil action,

allocation of resources, and programming of supporting research all

depend on what various groups of people believe. This is the causal line

of demand and of relevance; physical science and technology may then

furnish the indicated supply line, to the limits of capability. The same

lines also apply in economic, political and social problems,

c. Normative Problems

-- The nature of normative problems is to combine in one

context both natural and human forcing functions or causal factors. The

great majority of current forecasting, planning, and decision making

activities appear to contain various mixtures of the two under one or

another of their many synonyms: demand and supply, intentions and

capabilities, ends and means,. attitudes and abilities, policy and power.

In all of these, both realms must be taken Into account. (Ref 35)

In a normative problem, exclusion of the humanistic or demand

factors makes it impossible to ascertain the relevance of any given capa-

bility or proposed capability. What happens is that past or present
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demand (national policy, mission concepts, market preference, etco),

is assumed as constant and capabilities are designed to meet it. When

people change their minds, demand changes, and capabilities become

irrelevant. The result is capability which is available but no longer

needed, and capability which is now needed but not available. Being pre-

pared to refight the last war or solve the last depression are cases in

On the other hand, failure to consider the realistic or supply factors

makes it impossible to determine the practicality of any given ideal, goal,

plan or intention. When decision and action are based on idealistic con-

siderations alone, it leads to catastrophic failure for lack of capability,

and loss of opportunities through failure to apply existing capability. The

"charge of the light brigade, " the "great leap forward" in China, and

the Japanese initiation of World War U1, are examples.

Thus, in order to forecast, plan, or decide when faced with a

problem that includes both human and natural causes, one must differ-

entiate it Into subproblems in order to apply the relevant approaches. If

he does not, the alternatives are likely to be irrelevant and thus useless

capability, or impractical and thus useless ambitions and desire@.

Differentiation of problems by the causal nature of their elements

follows from the question, "'Which parts of this problem rest on some-

body's opinion, and which do not?" The second question for humanistic

elements is, "Upon whose opinion does it rest?" Although this is a

specific operation best accomplished for individual problems. a few

examples of typical clusters miay be given.

(1) Any Application of Science of Technology is a norma

tive problem. As long as studies are pursued solely in order to e Lain

natural properties and processes, the problems are more nearly real-

istic -- although even the desire to pursue knowledge for its own sm is j4
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a "value-judgment. However, once one considers the application of knowl-

edge to further some particular purpose or achieve a goal, human values

enter ir. force, and the problem becomes definitely normative. The pur-

pose or goal takes on the character of demand, while knowledge of

natural laws becomes a means of supplying that demand. Again, demand

sets the-direction of effort, and supply determines the likelihood of suc-

cess in the terms given.

One of the characteristics of natural laws is their ambidexterity;

knowledge of their principles may serve a variety of human values. When

a group of people understands how to manipulate nuclear reactions, they

can apply that knowledge to light or to destroy cities. Biochemistry can

furnish fertilizer or nerve gas; a people who have developed helicopters

can use them to evacuate flood victims or to fire rockets. Even a ham-

mer may be used to build houses or to smash skulls. In every case

involving the application of science or technology, what is actually done
with a given capability - - and which capabilities are pushed for develop-

ment -- will depend on human values. Conversely, the degree to which a

given value is satisfied will depend on capabilities.

(2) Technological Forecasting is essentially a normative

problem for exactly the same reasons. However, much of the recent

emphasis has been on extrapolation of supply trends -- production and

capabilities.

There have been many books and articles written concern= 3 the

impact of technology on society, but relatively few on the theme that

human values direct the course of future technology. (Ref 36) Both

appear to be valid. What is the future of medicine in a society that does

not value human life or considers disease the Just punishment of a man's

sins? How can birth control techniques be disseminated to a people

whose older members starve if they do not have numerous -.hildren to
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s.pport them? Does an advanced space program depend more heavily on

technical possibilities or on budgetary levels conditioned by societys

willingness to spend tax money on space exploration?

Even when watered down to the level of desire or fancy, necessity

is still the mother of ,invention. and unneeded inventions are often left

behind like motherless orphans until a need for them becomes apparent.

lAke the electric automobile. •

This does not imply that forecasting technical capabilities and the

potential supply of future technology is useless; on the contrary, thw real

limits must be known. However, It does suggest that decision makers

may expect only parameters and possibilities from this approach, and

should plz ce less confidence in projections of future reality that ignore

the direction-finling side of demand.

We observe some patterns in the evolution of technology which may
assist in refining supply extrapolations. In those situations where devel-
opment of technology is slow or stagnant, supply and demand are roughly

equal. This does not mean that people are happy with conditions, but

that they cannot afford to change without assurance that new techniques

will improve their lot. Also, if advanced techniques are supplied by

innovation or transfer, they are likely to be rejected for lack of recognized

need or demand. This is why ridicule is often directed at early innovators,

and apathy is found in many attempts to transfer technology to under-

developed areas; people do not see the need or valie of the new ideas.

Thus, before technological change can be forecast, the attitudes of the

recipient population must be 'studied. Dissemination and utilization of

new techniques or tools follows widespread recognition of need. Supply

cannot by Itself create demand: people must see its value for themselves,

or be led to see it through advertising, propaganda, or demonstration.
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On the other hand, once demand for technology does begin to in-

crease, it often does so far more rapidly than supply. This is because

demand is a matter of personal opinion and evaluation -- it may change

instantaneously in the mind of any given person, or sweep through a

society according to its rate of communications and openness to new

ideas. Supply, however, is a matter of production, capabilities and

resources. These change more slowly. Even when the desired com-

modity is technical knowledge such factors as the training of teachers,

construction of schools and the time requxred to transfer technical knowl-

edge by education or demonstration all add delays to the supply response.

As technology evolves and supply continues to increase, the demand-

supply situation may again approae.h equilibrium.. The symptoms are now

those of eistic demand: people can pick-and choose between several

means of doing the same thing, several types of equipment, systems, etc.
Thus, as su.ply of technolojy increases, the problem becomes propor-

tionately more hunmanistic. Thi. is why many technological forecasts now

show the characteristics of advertising; demand for the product is elastic.
Such forecasts present decision makers and potential customers with a

range of future goods and services among which to choose. The future

reality (and the future well-being of the producer) depends heavily on the

S •choices and thus on the value-structure of the consumer. From consumer

reaction to such forecasts, producers may plan or replan their supply

policies. This is one form of social science or humanistic research -- its

goal ir to ascertain the values of certain groups of people.

S(3) Military Mission Identification and Analysis, force

structure and policy planning, -resource allocation, and direction for basic

and applied research programs all belong in the normative area. When a

commander speaks of the 'mission" of his unit, he refers to the demand

it must attempt to meet. The pilot taking off on a "'mission" is su•plying

a specific series of actions to accomplish a specific series of demands.
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The humanistic-realistic combination may also be seen fi tile two

terms, Mission Identification and Mission ABalySis. The former deals

with potential demand for future missions, "What will we be re=,ired "

to do?t6 "How will these demands differ from those for which we are now

prepared?" Mission Identification rests on the intentions of the United

States and those of various groups of people around the world. some of

which form national governments and some of which do not. Mission

Analysis, on the other hand, requires that demand be given or assumed

(present national policy, tactical doctrine, commander's estimate,

scenario, etc.). It then concentrates forecast and analysis on supply--

capabilities, resources, forces in being or proposed. etc. -- for the

United States and various other groups. The operational question is,

"What can we (they) do? (Given these intentions)."

(4) Any Allocation of Resources is also normative. One

cannot realistically allocate what he does not have and cannot obtain.

Neither can he decide how to allocate what he does have unless he is

aware of where and how it is needed or desired. Even the existence of

natural resources contains a humanistic element; the iron ore in the

Mesabi Range was not a resource to the American Indians because they

had no recognized need or demand for it. Neither was the oil deposited

under the continent, nor the veins of coal.

This normative combination is illustrated by a recent study con-

ducted by the Office of Water Resources Research, United States Depart-

ment of the Interior, and published in their annual report to the President.

In the section entitled, Aread for Intensified Research. it states:

The Panel finds, as did the Panel convened in 1965, a
significant gap in research in the social and behavioral
sciences.... The ways in which people and institutions
perceive water and water problems--in the values assigned

./to water, the uses they wish to make of water, their recogni-
tion and attitudes toward solutions of water problems--will be
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-. l .the ultimate factors determining the wisdom with which water
resources are conserved and developed. Knowledge of the
properties of water, of techniques for planning, of cleansing.
of efficient utilization, of costs and benefits is essential. But
the degree to which knowledge actually is used is a function of
attitudes. (Ref 37)

Thus, drouth may be defined as a situation in which demand for water

exceeds supply, and flood a situation in which supply exceeds demand. A

dame--which increases supply to meet demand in oae area may well reduce

it below demand in another. From this. point, the problem often moves

into the political arena with actions in legislatures, executive branches

and courts. I

(5) Deterrence as a Policy, Foreiga or Domestic Aid,

Threat Analysis and Conflict Forecasting each comnbine two normative

pairs;, the intentions and the capabilities of both actors or countries under

consideration.

The policy of deterrence is itself the intention to preserve peace

by neither initiating war nor allowing another to do so. "Containment"

is a synonym. However, without the actual capability to wage war,

deterrence is an idealistic dream. Further, the capability to wage war

does not conform to this policy unless it is also intert-limited or self-

restrained. Thus, the country which would apply deterrence as a policy

must be able to initiate war, but choose not to do so.

On the part of the country to be deterred, these conditions must be

reversed. It must intend to initiate war, because if it is already self-

restrained, deterrence is meaningless. This is why Canada's capability

does not pose a threat to the United States. On the other hand, if a

country does intend to initiate armed conflict or to advance its interests

i * by destructive means, it may only be deterred if it also believes it is

not able to do so, or that its own risk is greater than its potential gain..

This depends on its own perception of the other's resolve (Intentions) and
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power to inflict unacceptable damage icapabilities), The acceptability of

damage depends. on the value structure of the deterred nation. Only

under this combination may deterrence be expected to hold.

If a nation intends to initiate war, and does not believe in its own

vulnerability, in the capability and resolve of the deterring power. or

that it stands to lose more than it stands to gain, that nation cannot be

prevented from making the attempt .

While the realities of relative capability will determine the outcome

of war, humanistic attitudes and values determine the onset -- or its J

avoidance. This is why Communist China does pose a threat to the

United States, regardless of relative capabilities: the present govern-

ment of China gives evidence it has based decision and action on ideals

and ideology without adequate consideration of realities. The catastrophic
failure of the "great leap forward, " and the "cultural revolution" show

this characteristic; so does the "red before expert" policy of education

and promotion. The reality of deterrence -- and thus of conflict -- rests

finally on the psychology of the nation to be deterred.

A parallel problem is found in foreign aid and urban renewal; an

one side, assistance requires both the desire and the ability to help; on

the other, it requires both the recognition and the reality of need. The

ability to aid does not lead to action unless accompanied by the desire;

the desire is useless without the ability. Assistance is unreal if only

directed toward what people think they need and not toward what they

actually need; this is the area of waste in aid programs. Conversely,

even massive assistance directed to real needs is like]- to.be rejected

and resented if that need is not recognized by the recipient. (Ref 38)

Unasked-for aid is often self-defeating because the recipient views it as

a covert threat or bribe. Thus, in order to help someone, you must

know what he needs and also what he values; like threat, promise depends
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heavily on the psychology of the recipient. So then, do both damage and

aid, with their resultant conditions.

In'sum, the requirement of all normative problems is to study both

reality and humanity; the proper study of reality is dispassionate fact;

Sthe proper study of mankind in mane

V. - HE TEMPORAL DMNSION

The arbitrary concept of time, whether measured by calendars or

clocks, is not the true context of forecasting, but only one of the fore-

'. caster's tools. The true context is human knowledge, and especially

knowledge in regard to the .phenomenon called change. Clocks and cal-

endars merely standardize our knowledge of one sort of change; the

motions of earth in relation to sun and stars. These measures were

borrowed from our knowledge of celestial mechanics, and they are most

useful. However, they represent only small windows in the infinitely

divisible continuum of relative motions. Because these standards are

available does not necessarily make them relevant to all forecasting

problems. Sequences, lags, reaction times, gestation periods, fertility

spa-ns, the life expectancies of men and machines, learning rates, com-

munication delays and psychological time may also provide pertinent

measures of change.

Although any of these may be referenced to celestial motions,

selection of unit is not a minor matter. If the temporal units employed

are too long, they will mask out significant variations in the phenomena

being studied; if they are too short, major underlying trends and accel.

erations will go unnoticed. Thus. it is the actual rate of change in the

phenomena itself which determines the relevance of temporal units, and

not the converse. The tool must be fitted to the task.

Examples may be found in the planning cycles of several common

operations. Military units in the field replan daily; in combat, they may
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replan minute-by-minute. Consideration of periods longer than one year *

is relatively meaningless due to outside influences, and holds very little

utility. However, the hardware development programs tend to operate 4
on one to five year plans. This is necessitated by the sequences and lags

inherent to such activities. Daily replanning is often a waste, an un-

necessary burden. Planning for ranges longer than five years also

becomes progressively inappropriate due to external influences. Finally,

the basic research laboratories are forced to consider much longer

ranges because of the extensive delays involved in the induction and vali-

dation of new knowledge, construction of experiments and test facilities,

etc. Fifteen to twenty year planning is not uncommon because it often

will take that long for a basic research decision to impact on subsequent

Sreality.

As forecasting is implicit in all planning, the required range and

thus the required temporal units for any forecasting project will be

determined by the operation or activity it is designed to serve. Overly

short forecast ranges are not only wasteful of effort, they also lead to

the trbackfi•'e" effect, where a short run gain turns out to have been a

long run loss. Overly long ranges are mnt common, but might be expected

to produce little of the specific guidance needed for short range operations.

1. Reference Systems: Static and Dynamic

Since all forecasting involves relative motion or change, one of

its primary requisites is a set of relevant and rigorously defined refer-

ence systems. This is because all motion is relative, and may only be

defined by its relation to some point, line. plane or field. Change implies

movement along a dimension, or within a reference system which incor-

porates several dimensions. Suchia dimension must be assumed static

(latitude, longitude, length, distance), of known rate (earth's rotation and

revolution, the speed of light), or of known acceleration (earth's gravity).
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Lack of predictivye power may in many cases be traced to underdefined,

* -Inappropriate or purely intuiAtive ref ereace systems.

Until Copernicus, astroxuovny toosk the earth~ as Its reierenct.; the[result was poor prediction in those arý:a3 (plarnetary moticons) where it

was least appropriate. The cure for this weaikness was not found in

further deduction or projecticnz on the basis of existing references and

assumptions. but laborious empirical ~obs'ervation, synthesis, postulation

and validation. The end producta of this empirical inquiry were: (1) a new

reference system, (2) a new understaaeling of dynamnics,. aiud (3) increased

power of prediction.

a. Static Refererice Syste-nE arýe the first requlirement,
because all concepts of dynamics are built up through repeated observa-

tions from the same reference or perspe~tive. An analogy may be drawn

* between forecasting and navigation, w-hich present very similar problems.

In either case, you will never know where you are going to be if you

-. never knnw where you. are or have been. To imo.ow where you are or have

beer- requaires you to fix a position at a specific Mmcrert in solrr stan-

dardized rate, ard ir1& re~ition to sorne sort of ouitzide reference. Inl

forecasting as in navigation, a prir~.,a*ry avenuc for improving knowledge

*of future positions is to irp-ýe knowledge oi prosent positions. To do

*this, standardized concepts of lenIgth, directi~ca a-V4 distance are grea.tly

needed. In some areas of forecasiing., mc l~u not know 'which way is UP."

Trend extra,>olation is a c.nollncz ex~ae.nt We have little troiible

* with the abscissa; that r-~presentia cceletia~l t:.e Thf rb~ arises

with-the question, "Wliat are we r;-tilv p11.1s on the ordinate?" T2t:

* ordinate of any ey-trapolatio:n ;cito -1 drnk:ýisri. tl-.e &tir.ensiorn of chi.-nge

over time. .We cannot ez-cpec.L to L,.'ta~n "wlk ~-bý,havod"l curv':s if the data

plotted along the assumed diimcnsiory rveprcstni'..d b1:y thlv crdinatc ii, not

dimensional. buit an arbitrary, int-iu~ius ;ig.dcancraior.. Reduction of this;



problem calls for hard analysis and verification of dimensions before j
attempting to extrapolate.

b. Dynamic Reference Systems add a rate or acceleration to

a standardized measure of length or distance. The rate of light pre-

supposes the unit-length of one mile. The acceleration oaf gravity com-

bines a unit of length (the foot) with a squared interval of a standardized

-ate (the second). This is how we build one concept on top of another,

We must do the same sort of thing in other areas, where these physical

units and rates are less appropriate. Such basic research may appear

to have little relevance to practical and immediate forecasting or deci- I
•N

sion making, but it can build the conceptual tools these efforts are now

lacking.

Of course, planning and decision making cannot simply stop and

wait for the forecasters' millennium, when all the measures are sys -

tematized. The point is that we must do both; use what we now have, and

at the same time attempt to improve it. One way to do this might be to

investigate the reasoning patterns of successful decision makers. They

appear to be intuitively employing both static and dynamic measures.

(The crisis in Xlavania is gettinghotter.) (Country X and country Y are

on a collision course.) As the "scientific method" is no more than the

explicit systematization of the reasoning patterns of men like Galileo,

Kepler and Newton, so other areas may be improved by the same means, i
Z. Problems of Dynamicsa 1

Many of the problems in forecasting derive from various char-

acteristics of dynamics. Bringing a few of these typical-difficulties into

this study may assist in their reduction, We cannot solve them here, but

perhaps others can and will.

a. Vectoral Problems not only require definition of dimensions,

but of orientation and length. Some forecasting areas appear to imply
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vectoral models, but current concepts exclude one or the other of the two

characteristics of a vector. For instance, Balance of Power theory in

the study of international relations appears to aseume a given orientation

between national actors (180 degrees, or mutually opposed), and to con-

centrate on "power" or length. 'Tconomic man" would appear to be

defined as oriented at 90 degrees to other "economic men" as he is seen

to maximize his own utility without attempting to either maximize or

minimize anyone else's. In Theory of Games, when two actors attempt

to maximize their own gain at the expense of the other, their two utilities

are inverse functions (180 degree orientation) and the game is defined as

"zero sum. "1 Other games, such as cooperative (each attempting to maxi-

mise the others gain) or pyrrhic (where each attempts to reduce the

others' gain, even at greater loss to himself), might aulso be defined in

terms of vectoral orientations. Essentially, It would seem that al atti-

tudinal situations (intent) might be described in terms of vectoral orienta-

tion, while power or force (capability) applies to length of vector. Fur-

ther study of vectoral implications may hold promise of increasing the

usefulness of theories in forecasting.

b. Dnamics and Abstraction. As mentioned in the discussion

of conical organization, any entity, actor or organization will break down

into a collectivity at a lower level of abstraction. This continuum of

abstraction may provide a reference for several problems of forecasting.

Such Systems Theory terms as input, output, throughput, feedback, and

exchange imply both an initial frame of reference on, and motion in

relation to, the Continuum of Abstraction. The motion of elements at

like order of abstraction is often inexplainable in other terms; a more

general concept is itself taken as frame of reference.

In terms of conical organization, one would expect the more general

to move more slowly than its composing elements. While this assertion-
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needs much more validation, some observations would seem to support it.

Societies change more slowly than individuals. "Universities remain

the same, only the faces change. "1 Nations exist beyond the lifetimes of

their constituents. Living organisms change more slowly than the flow

of elements and compounds of which they are composed. Water molecules

move, but the river remains. In all of these, existence of the composite

entity depends on the ratio between input and output of- less general ele-

ments. Growth in biology, as in logic, is a process of integration: decay

is a process of disintegration. It would appear that the relative motion of

the parts to the whole (vertical axis) and to each other (horizontal axis)

will define both the present state and future condition of any entity--

physical, biological, social, political, psychological or philosophical.

Application of General Systems Theory to these areas may significantly

improve forecasting.

c. Dynamics and Validity. Because it involves both static

and dynamic premises, forecasting presents one unique class of problems.

These concern the validity of dynamic premises (trends and analogies of

change). The static premises which concern present or past conditions

may be submitted to empirical evidence for validation, but the point at

which deductions from dynamic premises (projections) may be tested

against impartial evidence lies in the future, and the future presents no

evidence.

The traditional approach to validation of dynamic premises is

rational: specific consequences are deduced for a given point in time,

and then one simply waits for the passage of time to make evidence avail-

able. This is largely how theory has been validated in the physical

sciences. However, in forecasting and especially in long range forecasting

we cannot afford to wait and so~e if our projections are valid. We are

forced to act on the basis of projected conclusions before the evidence is
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available to validate the premises from which we reached those conclu-

sions. The condition a forecast might allow planners to obtain or avoid

often arrives concurrently with the evidence necessary to verify the

forecast.

This is a major problem, discussed by a number of writers.

Some of their suggestions have been: (a) frequent iteration of forecasts

and replanning, to allow rapid inclusion of new evidence as it becomes

available, (b) "retrodiction, or projection backwards over time,

(c) "postdiction, wherein one moves his point of view Into the more

distant past and applies his premise to forecast the recent past or pres-

eat, and (d) simulation, to artifically accelerate the passage of time and

make simulated evidence available more quickly.

All of these suggestions appear to be valuable, and are to be recom-

mended. They follow from the statement that the future presents no

evidence, the fact that validation absolutely requires evidence, and the

identical nature (by logic mode) of prediction and explanation. As

Dr. Rudner puts it:

The logical structure of a scientific explanation is
identical with that of a scientific prediction; the only
difference between them being the temporal vantage
point of the inquirer... we have an explanation for
an event if, and only if, we could have predicted it
(from an earlier point in time). (Ref 39)

We are primarily interested in the predictive function; thus, we

may inverse the two terms (since they are given as identities), and state,

"lWe only have the power to predict what we can also explain. ' t This

shows the utility of testing dynamic principles against present or past

evidence, as the nature of the future shows the impossibility of testing

them there.

It further implies why we can do no more than project known or

"assumed patterns of change; the absolutely unique event is not predictable
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because it presents no evidence until it actually occurs. However, it

would appear that most events we assume to be unique are later seen to

have been repetitions of past patterns under a new narnz. or to have been

produced by combinations of recognized patterns which could have pro-

vided precursors if their relationship had been known. Again, this

stresses the point that the essential nature of a phenomenon is more

important than the multiplicity of names it may assume.

d. The Two Basic Assumptions in regard to change over time.

There has been a great deal of discussion concerning techniques of fore-

casting. Erich jantsch lists well over 100 alternatives or variants.

(Ref 40) Daniel Bell considers 12 modes of prediction in the social

sciences, (Ref 41) and Bertrand de Jouvenel refers to five or six basic

approaches. (Ref 42) Dimitry Ivanoff discusses 43 techniques applicable

to forecasting, (Ref 43) and the Interservice Ad Hoc Committee's Report

on Technological Forecasting Methodology shows 5 main divisions and 12

secondary divisions. (Ref 44)

Correlation of all available techniques by function and the assump-

tions they make in regard to change over time indicates only the two

fundamental distinctions -- prognostication by analogy and trend extrapo-

lation -- with the remaining differences referring to display techniques,

explicit versus implicit statement, degree of sophistication, mathematiza-

tion, computerization, etc. Some differentiations are made an the basis

of subject area. Many of these distinctions appear to be identifiable on

the basis of particular logic modes. All pattern recognition techniques

(cluster analysis, multiple regression, factor analysis) are synthesizers,

and belong to one stage of inductive reasoning. Many of the intuitive

methods (DELPHI. TORQUE) follow the logic of authentication, in that1

they transfer knowledge from experts whose opinions are taken as

authoritative. When only the projection stage fs considered, all such
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techlques assume that patterns of change will either continue into the

future, or repeat under similar conditions.

There are three limitations inherent in trend forecasting; these

derive from the assumptien of continuance. First, all changes do not

form a trend, and all trends do not continue. Second, the assumption

"I of continuance precludes discovery of discontinuities and inflection points

rp pri'r to the time they show up in the data base. And third, the assump-

tion of continuance makes the reliability of any extrapolation decay in

proportion to the range of the forecast. Over time, trends show in-

creasing potential for alteration and decreasing potential for continuance.

Thus, trend extrapolation ismore applicable to short than to long ranges.

7" The one inherent limitation of forecasting by analogy is that no

single anlogy is capable of predicting beyond its own time range, even

though it may do so every time its preconditions are met. In the case of

long range forecasting, this often means that conditions themselves must

be projected before application of analogies is fruitful. Hence, increas-
ing forecast range requires an increase of scope, or the number of con-

ditions to be considered for projecticn.

General systems theory reduces this problem by linking a series

of analogles together in defining the "systom. " When the input precondi-

'i tions for the first analogy are met, its output forms the preconditions for

the next analogy, and so on through the entire model. This is why sys-

tems theory is capable of handling more complex problems and longer

* I forecast ranges than simple prognostication alone.

Trend correlation is a combination of these two techniques, wherein

S -- a complex subject area is analyzed to its elements of change. These

elements are extrapolated individually, and then reassembled byanalogy

to their past interrelationships. Essentially, the trevds provide precon-

ditioms for the analogies, and the analogies show the result of composite

I
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trends. This technique can show inflection or discontinuity of the co=-

posite. It appears to be the optimum approach to long range forecasting

because it tends to reduce the inherent difficulties of both individual

techniques.

3. Cause and Effect

Cause and effect is also a matter of dynamics. It should be

-stressed that the inclusion or exclusion of causal considerations has

little effect on the reliability of forecasts. (Ref 45) One may project

trends, sequences or analogies without ever considering cause and effect.

Exclusion of cause and effect linkages does, however, act to reduce the

relevance of forecasts, because when a planner or decision maker accepts

a forecast he will then attempt to avoid or obtain its projected conclusions. r

To do this effectively, he must know the consequences of his various

alternative actions. These consequences are the effects his actions may

cause. If causation has been excluded from the forecast, he must either

go elsewhere for this vital information, or run the risk of learning the

consequences of his actions through trial and error (surprise).

As Newton remarked, "If you do not know the cause, you cannot

produce the effect. " Neither can you prevent the effect. Perhaps Newton

should have added, "at will, " because it is the human ability to consciously

direct change to which this problem refers.

There are several models or types of causation, the simplest being

direct causation (monocausal). Here, a single cause is both necessary

and sufficient to produce a given effect. In other cases, there may be

several causes necessary to produce the given effect, none of which are

sufficient by themselves (multicausal). This was the condition we found

in relation to effective forecasting. Often one will find key or underlying

causes which produce many effects either singly or In combination with

contributing causes (Ignorance and certitude). Finally. there is the
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phenomenon in the humanistic realm of internal causation, where the

effect is not a consequent of the situation but of the internal perception

and evaluation of different actors. All of these types need to be consid-

ered as they are found to be appropriate to various subjects, for further

improvement of the degree to which forecasting may assist the planner

and decision maker.

7. 4. Summary

While celestial time is only one of the forecaster's tools, the

temporal dimension of relative motion or change to which it refers is

f basic to all forecasting. Knowledge of relative motion or change is the
• forecaster's st~ckoin-trade. Thus, the various ways of looking at

dynamic phenomena, with their methodological requirements and

assumptions, are as important to the forecaster as are any set of

craftsman's tools. A thorough awareness of the alternatives available

and their ckaracteristic strengths and weaknesses is essential for

"optimum effectiveness. Increased attention, research and validation of

dynamic theories are avenues for continuing improvement.

VL THE MATTER OF BIASED FORECASTS

Biased forecasts present a class of problems that involves the

reliability of methods, the validity of conclusions, and the confidence

one may place in such conclusions. Because of the extensive evidence

of such bias in the large and increasing volume of forecasts now available.

this matter is being given separate treatment, although it is essentially
a problem of realm.

Biased forecasts are identified as a problem of realm because of

the distinction between circumstantial or statistical bias -- which was

discussed as a characteristic of empirical logics -- and normative or

intentional bias. Most biased forecasts arpear to belong to the latter

category.
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Normative bias is a matter of values, ideals and ethics. It is

purposeful, in that methods of preparation, projection or presentation

are so constructed as to weight conclusions toward or away from specific

value-judgments. It is one type of prescription or persuasion, designed

to alter what people believe. It may be conscious or unconscious,

designed to further personal or shared values, and accomplished either

a priori or a posteriori.

A priori bias is one synonym of prejudice, and is often unconscious.

Here, a conclusion is reached before evidence is gathered to support it.

R•ef 46) Both preparation and presentation are usually weighted by the

"m.e implicit values. A posteriori bias is the attachment of value-

judgments only after the gathering and weighing of evidence. In this case,

the method of preparation is usually objective, with the bias applied

conscionsly to the method of presentation.

a. Conscious Bias is the normative sub-realm of advertising,

editorializing, lobbying. diplonacy, propaganda, salesmanship and all

such "special pleading." Its major characteristic is that such individuals

know their presentations are slanted, since they have done so deliber-

ately in the hope of influencing someone's behavior. Scientifically !

oriented people generally tend to hold conscious bias in very low esteem,

due to its incompatibility with the realistic approach. This may be why

pure scientists often make poor salesmen: their own bias in this case

has high positive utility in their own realm, but does not apply universally.

In the humanistic realm, conscious bias has its own utility in moving

human beings to action. Whether this utility is positive or negative de-

pende on other considerations; primarily on the nature of changes in

reality that result from someone's accepting and acting on a given exhor-

tation, and the viewpoint of the person who evaluates those changes.
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• :Some symptoms of possible conscious bias are: (1) tte use of
iunbalanced evidence. (2) e:ggerated claims for proposed meth•ods,

pý21ces or projections, (3) absolite or certitudinous support of the con-

cepts presented, in contrast to a similar emphasis on denial of competing

concepts, (4) strong implications of great advantage to be -gined by

I"acceptance and/or great lose to be incurred by rejection of these pro-

posal.. and (5) usually unstressed implications of similar g!An or loss

to be incurred by the presenter or his identity group. These are, of

course, al symptoms of the "hard seUlq' and biased forecasts are a

form of salesmanship. There are several forecasting and research

projects now ongoing whose major stock-in-trade appears to be persua-

sion rather than prediction.

The symptoms of conscious bias, singly or in combination, raise

questions as to how far methods and conclusions may have been altered.

They may be biased far enough to render them invalid; then again, they

may not. The symptoms of bias do not alone provide sufficient justifica-

j tion for rejecting proposed methods, concepts or actions, as we will

attempt to illustrate later in this section. They do, however, raise the

question.
A discussion concerning conscious bias is not only relevant to

forecasting, but also to the consumers or users of forecasts. Today,

legislators, commanders, managers, executives and policy planners --

decision makers of all sorts -- are common targets of the hard sell, often

seen in the form of biased forecasts. Anyone who makes monetary deci-

sions, from housewives to heads of state, is constantly barraged with

proposals for the best way to spend their money in light of "impending

conditions." o Many if not most of these forecasts are highly biased.

bo Unconscious Bias Is a synonym of predisposition. pro-

determinism and prejudice. It cannot be avoided anywhere in the nornmative
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realm or in anything that involves human beings: even the desire to do so

is itself a bias. However, this latter bias may eventually be vaidated

as less detrimental than some of its alternatives. Most scientiically [
oriented individuals maintain a bias toward objectivity--in their profes-

sional, but not necessarily in their personal, political or religious affairs.

Therefore, the approach to optimizing human data banks is not to be

found in trying to eliminate all bias, but rather through drawing on them

in the areas where they are relatively least biased. Thus, the initial

problem becomes one of identifying such unbiased areas in particular

individuals or groups.

However, insofar as data retrieval from human storage banks is

concerned, unconscious bias is by far the more difficult of the two,

because its holder is not aware of it and implicitly assumes that his own

predispositions represent self-evident truth. Again, the humanistic

approach is to infer the norm from patterns of observed behavior. It is

inductive, it is not certain, but it helps. Some characteristic symptoms

of unconscious bias are: (1) sincere advocacy of parochial advantage or

oint-of- . (2) dogmatism, (3) self-righteousness amd anger at

contradiction• (4) a paternalizing attitude toward others' "errors, ' and

(5) ridicule of others'• opinions. The parochtalisms thus suppord or

defended may be in reference to the man himself, his farpily, friends.

political party, profession, academic discipline, company, department,

branch of service or agency, social class, state, nation, race, Ideology,

religion, or any combination of these. All of these are identity or loyalty

groups, synonyms of "self" at'various orders of magnitude. The

"universalist" or "wvorld citizn" takes the human race as his loyalty grove

The point here is not that such parochialisms are "bad." They also

may show relative utility In the humanistic realm.I oyalty wider than

responsibility may lead to cooperation between groups. On the other hand,
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1Qyalty to a group smamler than that for which a man is responsible may

lead to nepotism and favoritism. This utility may also be approached

through'validation of norms.

The point is that unconscious bias and parochialism make attempts

to establish an independent base for evaluation of forecasts. proposals

and explanations exceedingly difficult. Onie illustration of this difficulty
may be-teen in the following quotation.

Ideology constitutes a predicament more insidious than the
universal liability of makldnd to personal prejudice. (Men)
can correct each other on points of personal prejudice, in
which one man deviates from his colleagues -- but how can
they correct for a pervasive bias that they all may share... ?
(Ref 47)

This is essentially a monoculture situation, which skows similar charac-

teristics of stagnation in any environment, biological, psychological, or

social.

Z. Self-Defeating and Self-Fulfilling Forecasts

There has been considerable discussion In regard to the phe-

nomea of "self-defeating" and "self-fulfilling" predictions. (Ref 48)

Both are a matter of normative bias. When the bias is applied consciously,

they are a form of salesmanship designed to influence human actions.

When the bias creeps in unintentionally, it is a reflection of unconscious

predispositions on the part of the forecaster, due to his personal, pro-

fessional, cultural or ideological axioms. The bias itself represents an

alteration of the facts perceived, projected, or presented by the fore-

caster, either toward his positive or away from his negative values.

a. Self-Defeating Forecasts are those designed to minimise

a negative value, avoid undesirable consequences, or to prevent their

ow conclusions from. coming into reality by persuading human beings in

a prescribed direction.
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One example of a self-defeating forecast. in wh~ich perceptions and

projections appear to be objective, while methods of presentation have

frequently been weighted to transmit the urgency of projected conclzsions, 0

is the "population explosion. " The prediction, "qf birth rates are not

substantially reduced, massive starvation, social, economic, political

and moral collapse will be widespread by the year xxxx, " is a normative

popjection. The forecaster is obviously biased against starvation, social,

economic, political and moral collapse, and thus in favor of reducing

birth rates. If he were not so biased, he would not bother to advertise

his findings; he might not even bother to investigate. He feels his pro-

jected conclusions bode great loss to himself and to his own loyalty

groups, and that acceptance of his proposed actions will aid in averting

such loss, He is neither dispassionate nor uninvolved, Therefore, his

forecast is designed to be self-defeating; nothing would make him happier

than to have subsequent reality prove him wrong. He sees little value in

being able to say, "I told you so."

In many areas of the world, the characteristic inertia of human

beings, or doubts as to the validity of demographic projections ("They're

always crying 'wolf'. Look at how often they've been wrong. Why. in

the last US census, they missed over five million people when they tried

to count them. How can you believe foracasts like that? ") combined to

reject the demographers' predictions. Little or no action was taken.

Today, in some of those same areas, such delays are showing signs of

negative utility to the point of disaster: thp validity of demographic pre-

dictions is being pragmatically -- and expensively-- confirmed.

On the other hand, a few countries -- like Japan and Tia *-

accepted the projections, biased or not, Their massive change of be-

havior has made forecasts of disaster progressively unrealistic, If the

similar disasters projected for India, China, Latin America and
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subsequently the rest of the world do not come into reality, much of the

credit maust go to the self-defeating forecasts of those demographers who

emphasised their presentations to make people fully aware of what might

have happened. Under these circumstances, it would be the height of

ingratitude to accuse them of inaccuracy on the grounds their projections

of future population levels had been too high.

A second example of self-defeating prediction -- and one that has

many corollaries -- was that of the unknown general officer who stated:

"If the strength of our present armed forces is not maintained, national

existence will be in Jeopardy. " In this case. the conclusion was accepted

and actions designed to prevent its coming into reality brought the

country's cavalry units to a peak of excellence. However, the forecast

was demonstrated to be not only biased, but invalid as well, when Poland's

superb horsemen were slaughtered by German tanks and &ve-bombers

in the opening days of World War IL

b. Self-Fulfilling Forecasts are those designed to maximise

a positive value, obtain desired conditions, or to ensure their conclusions

are realized by persuading human beings to alter their actions In a pre-

scribed direction.

one example of a self-fulfilling forecast is found in the technologies

at food production. Glowing prophecies of exponential increase (provided

the suggested techniques and allocations are followed) show how the

human race may be freed from starvation, and attain to the nutritional

millennium. Hopefully, people will heed the proposals, explicit or im-

plicit, of these forecasts, alter their patterns of behavior, and so attain

the desired result. Again, the forecaster is neither dispassionate ror

uninvolved.

It some cases where such forecast/recommendations are heeded.

food production is being increased by many times. The assumptions
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I
behti both forecast and recommendation are being demonstrated as

valid. In other cases, actions based on such recommendations are

not working, due to application of techniques where they are not -reevent

(plowing under the jungle in Brazil), and to unconsidered humanistic

values (sacred cows in India).

A second example of self-fulfilling forecasting is found in the

political arena. From Sir Winston Churchill's "rWe will fight on the

beaches; we will fight on the housetops; we will never give up" to the

less significant parallels of every political campaign, forecasts of

coming victory are designed to so move human beings as to attain the

forecast condition.

A good deal of technological forecasting and advertising of the

producers of technology is also of the self-fvlfilling character. It is

again a form of salesmanship.

Two final examples of biased forecasts are the typical predictions

in regard to nuclear war. One school holds the human race will inevi-

tably destroy itself (unless all such weapons are permanently banned).

and the other school concludes these weapons will never be used again

(because all parties will or ought to realise they stand to lose more than

they stand to gain by employing them). Both are biased forecasts; the

first designed to be self-defeating, the second to be self-fulfilling. Here,

the steering-signal nature of normative projection is apparent, with its

characteristic positive and negative directives for human behavior.

Biased forecasts are less in the nature of predictions than they are in

the nature of covert prescriptions,

3. Validation of Biased Forecasts

Validation qf biased forecasts presents humanistic problems.

because they do not necessarily correspond to either present or future

reality. Ibis is why they cannot be validated by the realistic or natural
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science approach. However, actions based on either acceptance or

rejection of such exhortations can and do alter the future condition.

Whether this resultant condition is "better" or "worse" depends on the

value-system of the observer. Finally, when actions are based on a

biased projection, the question of whether or not they achieve their

original pirpose depends on the validity of assumptions concerning

tential re!ity on which the projections were based.

Thus. the imperative question raised by indications of bias is not

whether it exists -- all humans are biased in one way or another -- nor if

methods of preparation or presentation have been slantd. The only

pertinent question is whether the conclusions are valid Indications of

potential reality. Since potential reality depends to a high degree on

human decision, we can see the value of a good manager's habitual

question: "at happens if we do. and what happens if we don't?" This

is the core question of empirical vandation in the normative realm. Its

utiity lies in eliminztion of bias and concentration on potential comae-

quences of decision.

For the above reasons biased forecasts are classified as both

normative and as problems of validity. Like any validation, Validation

of Norms -- past, present or proposed -- calls for the tentative assump-

tion of a premise or premises (we do, we do In part, we don't), and

rigorous deduction to logical consequente. In this case, the premises

are proposals for action, and the con equents are. (1) implied behavior,

and (2) the potential results of such behavior. Evaluation of these results.
when compared for all proposals, provides the b. sis for deciding between

them,

The validity of normative proposals which may be obtained in this

way shares the uncertainty characteristic of an~y validationz ft ceannot be
absolutely ascertained. The procedure is capable, however, of
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significantly reducing both bias and uncertainty, while at the same time

minimizing the cost of errcr. Thus, it can supply an improved inform-

tion base for normative or policy decisions.

a.Validation to Reduce Conscious Bias recalls one charac-

teristic of validation 'which may be Ignored only at considerable risk.

This ia the requirement for an independent data base. In the normtie

realm, a good deal of the data base in carried in human minds; therefore.

for &e validation of norms, the test base p2eople must be independent of

the orgna bias. Ptre, independent means exactly that: neither posi-

tively or negatively covariant, geometrically orthogom in attitude,

uzipredisposed, free of prejudice, etc. Obviously, such paragons do not

exist. Therefore, optimization is indic&!ed.

The question here is to whom one should send a biased fore,.ast

for evaluation, and it leads to several inherent problems,. In the first

* ~place, it makes little sense to send a. proposal back to its originators for I*
evaluation. Secondly, it makes no more sense to send it to their opoi-

tion. where it 'will be denied out of hand by a counterbias. Third, there

is little use in sending a proposal to someone who should have thougt of

it by himself. and fourth, evaluation by the target decision makers the.n-

selves 's risky, since it was toward their assumed biases that the origi-

nator slanted his presentation. Such problems indicate why independent

evaluator s and evaluation agencie s &-.e in high - -and increa sing -- demak

It is also why a decision vmŽ*- does himself little favor when be insists

his own biases be shared by bis evaluators. He either sets them up for

the s&me "snow job, 1 (normatively biased presentation) thot he himself

received. or at the very least prevents them from forwarding unbiased

* reports to him.

Conscious bias It best eliminated by employi.: an independent

agency, and insisting their findings be based on a rep'licablo method suceh



as the one presented in the appendix of this report. While such a method

will include the values of various human institutions as a means of ascer-

taining relevance, it validates facts and predictions against empirical

evidence, rather than against parochial desires.

-- b. Means of Reducing Unconscious Bias are somewhat differ-

ent, because this will be found in an independent evaluation agency as

well as in a parochially involved forecaster. Unconscious bias is a

matter of profession, academic discipline, culture, etc. What is lacking

in such a pervasive bias or monoculture is negative feedback, here seen

as dissent. The indicated corrective action is diversification. In this

case, it is diversification across the departmentalizations. A second

requirement is mutual exchange, here seen as dialogue. The former is

necessary to obtain more than one bias, and the second is necessary to

cancel or reduce differing biases. This is comparable to the natural

science procedure of employing multiple sensors with varying distortions,

aLd then correlating the observations to obtain a broader and more accu-

rate view.

As with any monoculture problem diversification is a precondition

of dynamic exchange. Interpersonal, intergroup, interparty, inter-

professional, interdiscipline, Intercompany, interdepartment, inter-

service, interagency, interclass, international and interdenominational

dialogues are symptomatic of dynamic feedback in operation at the verbal

level.

The alternative to verbal and behavioral dialogue is verbal and

behavioral dialectic: intergroup rivalry, self-maximation by opponent

reduction, various collisions and forced adjustments. Here. feedback is

delayed by lack of willingness to accept it, until it is eventually imposed.

Withdrawl from the exchange (isolationism) is an alternative when avail-

able. This leads back to stasis and the "bacteria in a bottle" problem of

the monocultu.re.
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- However, diversification and diidlogue are not a magic answer

either. Although they hold great long-run promise. they have definite

poblems in the short run, Feedback implies friction, in the humanistic

; realm as in mechanics. Courtesy -- social oil -- helps. One example of

the problems monoculture parochialism presents, and those of t..o

--alternative attempts to counter it, may be seen in the increasingly com-

mon efforts toward integrated research and forecasting.

(1) Monodisciplinary studies are by far the easiest to

organize and conduct, especially if placed in one department at one uni-
versity, one industrial, nonprofit or military laboratory. A great deal

of excellent work has been and is being done in this way. However,

monodiscipline studies are becoming progressively less useful because

of wo nheentproblems.

First, whenever a problem is analyzed or interrogated. it follows

conical organization by expanding to such a degree that no one discipline

is able to cope with it. A selection of only those subproblems which

remain in the context of the original discipline is the approach of special-

ization: it discards the remaining factors of the problem. However, it

is exactly those factors eliminated from consideration by !he very defini-

tion of a discipline whose unaccounted-for influences feed bz.ck in over

time to render a forecast ineffective. This phenomena was also dis-

cussed previously.
We have already seen how specialization impairs technological

forecasting when it does not take human factors into account, The same

thing holds true for other diudiplines. In the social sciences, how can

International Relations be studied or projected with any accuracy if thej

*natural, soil utrl technological, ecoomi, iooiclan

psychological components of individual nation-state "actor@" are defined

out of consideration? How can one project the course of economic
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development without study of natural resources, geography.- climate,

locas ecology and agriculture, demography, cultural attitudes toward

forms of labor, state of technology, local political philosophy, family

structures, and the taboos of indigenous religions? As one area spe-

cialist remarked while discussing the future of India's economy, "Those

sacred cows have got to go!"

His comment also illustrates the second major problem of single-

discipline study and projection; each discipline has its own sacred cows:

axioms, self-evident truths, standardized procedures and habitual

patterns of thought or attitude. Some of these tave been repeatedly

confirmed and demonstrate high degrees of predictive power; others

have such power only in specific c"ses, but have been overgeneralised;

still others appear to have held greater power in the past, before reality

altered away from their implicit assumptions. A number of such axioms

have been empirically or pragmatically denied, but continue to show up

in forecasts and forecasting methods.

For one example of sach empirical denial, many forecasts of

international conflict and cooperation are based on the assumption that

present or historical patterns of formal alliance are the best indicators.

However, two independent empirical studies, one by Bruce Russett (Ref 49)

and one by Ole Holsti and his associates,(Ref 50) both support convergent

and conflicting attitudes as lead indicators of behavior and subsequent

formal alliance, rather than the converse. In other words, alliances Are

a result, rather than an adequate precursor of conflict and cooperation.

It is extremely difficult to attack one's own self-evident truths

while within the rationale that flows deductively from them. This applies

whether we are speaking of personal attitudes, political philosophy.

religion, or academic discipline. It also illustrates the value of empiri-

cal reasoning, which questions the validity of entering assumptions,
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eliminates sacred cows, and synthesizes more general an more valid

theory. It does not solve problems directly, but refines the mental tools

by which the rational modes may subsequently solve problems. Until

their mental tools are tested and refined, many disciplines and sub-

disciplines must -.emain at something akin to ethnocentrism, wherein

* their own axioms are sacrosanct, and others' appear to be irrational.

'The end result -- apart from a continuing profusion of micro-specialities --

is that the relative validity and bias of such opinions is well-nigh Impos-

sible to ascertain, forecasts are inaccurate for exclusion of significant

factors, human data bases for validation are themselves suspect, and

decision makers are left guessing.

(2) Multidiscipline, When we attempt to bypass the

restrictions of single-discipline study, the first move is normally toward

aggregation rather than integration. We find that segments of our prob-

lem belong to fields studied by certain disciplines which we do not have

available, so we introduce experts from these fields into our organization.

However, we do not establish a feedback dialogue across disciplines,

but rather operate within disciplinary compartments like a micro-

university. What actually occurs is that individuals whose backgrounds.

frames of reference and terminology allow them to understand each other

congregate in one office or section, study the common task, and eventu-

ally come out with a specialized report. Such reports are then merely

collected and published, For these reasons, most projects nominally

* referred to as "interdisciplinary" might be more accurately described

as 1"multidisciplinary."

U, on occasion, a project manager attempts to synthesiae such a

battery of reports, he either rewrites them all in his own terminology--

thus destroying a good deal of the intended meaning -- or simply finds

himself swamped by the necessity of learning a dozen or so new
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languages all at once. In this case. he is likely to write up his own

surnmary, and attach the specialized reports as annexes or appendices.

This !s very common practice.

Thus, the primary characteristics of multidiscipline studies are:

(I) absence of feedback between departments or discipliues, (2) specialized

sul-reports or annexes, (3) duplication and overlap of the same areas

from various points-of-view, and (4) little if any integration of effort.

This approach to forecasting and evaluation of forecasts generally tends

to compound the problem, rather than simplifying it.

(3) Interdiscipline. True interdisciplinary study shows

self-correcting characteristics, primary among which is continual feed-

back between individuals, departments and disciplines. A common

symptom is the face-to-face confrontation of individuals representing a

number of specialities, all focused on and attempting to solve a common

problem. Forecasting has provided many such problems.

One immediate characteristic of feedback confrontations is the

semantic argument. Everyone -- or almost everyone -- firmly believes

he is speaking the English language. He understands perfectly well what

he 46 "aying, but no one else seenAs to. N%;r do the assertions of other

team members make much sense to him. They use the right words in

the wrong places. In these situations, the trite comrnment.that lItts only

semantics... is a gross oversimplification. Semantic arguments imply

fundamental differences in point-of-view, modes of reasoning, basic

assumptions, terminology and values. The difficulty of trying to establish

meaningful communication across such deep-set barriers may be compared

to the similar problems faced at the Tower of Babel and the United Nations.

Even when -- as usually happens eventually -- two people discover they have

been sating the same thing all along, the process by which this revelation

is obtained is seldom easy. Hence the inscription over the d&or of one such

interdisciplinary forum: 'The Citadel of Violent Agreement." (Ref 51)
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Another *ympcOm of interdisciplinary study--and empirical

processes in general -- is a constant, grinding reappraisal of one's own -

self-evident truths and fundamental axioms, One of the primary pur-

poses of such diversification across disciplines and departments is to

increase objectivity by reduction and cancellation of unconscious bias.

The high value of the process may not be so apparent, however, when

your own unconscious biases are attacked, and your own sacred cows are

dragged out to be dispatched. It can be, in fact, a highly painful and

traumatic experience. If one does not maintain extreme mental flexibility,

an iron emotional restraint, and at least the rudiments of courtesy, the

atmosphere in a "Citadel of Violent Agreement" is very likely to become

exponentially more violent over time, with agreement, integration and

accomplishment following by inverse proportion.

This then, Is a not greatly overdrawn sketch of interdisciplinary

study and empirical processes, It is not intended to imply that such

efforts are impossible. On the contrary, it is merely to point out that

they are seldom easy, often extremely difficult, characteristically un-

certain, and personally unsettling. With all of these problems, however.

the products which only such a process Is capable of delivering: more

valid theory, more general premises, wider data base, reduction of

unconscious bias, penetration of barriers between departments and die-

ciplines, and removal of sacred cows are vitally important to the progress

of organized knowledge in general and to the improvement of forecasting

in specific.

4, Summar-,

The matt r of "self-defeating" and "self-fulfilling" predictions.

while a large and ever-present problem in forecasting, Is not completely

beyond remedy. Some bias, conscious or unconscious, Is always to be

expected, and does not by itself constitute adequate reason to accept or
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reject any forecast, because examples of both have proved to be valid

and otLer examples invalid. Where such bias is no more than salesman-

ship, it may be detected and reduced by the use of independent evaluators.

WThere it is due to academic, departmental or cultural axioms, the use

of multiple sources with diverse points of view is indicated. Personal

bias is amenable to the same approach of diversification and dialogue.

While none of these techniques can be experted to eliminate Liased fore-

casts altogether, their combined application may serve to reduce the

problem significantly.

V11. POTENTIALS FOR INCREASED EFFECTIVENESS

Since the purpose of this study is to assist in the continuing im-

provement of forecasting, a survey and synthesis of philosophical con-

siderations is inadequate. The foregoing sections have set a stage and

identified strengths and weaknesses characteristically involved in the

process of forecasting. This section will attempt to organize these into

a critical path network designed to maxiinize strengths and minimize

weaknesses, thus indicating potentials for immediate or near-time

improvement. It will also attempt to match rtrcngth and weakness where

possible as an indication of potential avenues for more distant but con-

tinuing improvement of the process and the product.

Near-future improvement potentials may be viewed as application

opportunities; the more distant as basic research opportunities or

requirements.

As discussed previously, the two characteristics of an effective

forecast are reliability and relevance (Figure 13). Reliability refers to

the power of prediction or level or expectable confidence, and relevance

refers to the relationship between subjects selected for projection and

the needs of specific planners and decision makers. Because both of

these are necessary, and neither is sufficient for effective forecasting,
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both must be improved. However, since their characteristic strengths

and weaknesses alio differ, Wueir improvement must be approached

separately.

1. Improving Reliability

Reliability is a relative measure, varying from sheer guess-

work and superstition to high-quality scientific prediction. The degree

of reliability required of any given forecast depends on the criticality of

the subject in terms of its value to specific planners or decision makers.

Thus, both the acceptable level of reliability and the directions or sub-

jects in which improvement is needed is a matter of relevance, while

this subsection deals only with the problem of how it may be done.

There are two underlying factors which contribute to forecasting

reliability in any given area. These are the consistency of logics and

the validity of premises (Figure 14). Again, both are necessary and

neither is sufficient to provide the power of prediction. However the

relationship between these factors is not symmetrical: logical consistency

may raise reliability up to, but not beyond, the validity of entering

assumptions, while logical fallacies merely reduce reliability below that

level.

a. Improving Logical Consistenc

Although evidence of logical fallacies is quite common in

the speculations which now saturate much of the public news media and

popular press, this study has found very little of it in the more serious

or professional forecasting methodologies. Apparently this is because

the rules of formal logic provide adequate criteria for ascertaining

consistency in both the preparation and evaluation of forecasting methods.

They are widely available in texts on philosophy, (Ref 5Z), and it would

seem most serious forecasters are applying them. Almost without
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exception, such efforts meet the criteria of formal consistency; their

pcedictions are necessary consequents of the premises employed.

b. Improving Validity of Premises

In contrast with the consistency of logics, there is con-

asiderable evidence in both professional and nonprofessional forecasting

that premises are invalid. Many highly sophisticated, mathematized and

computerized forecasting methodologies are being fed input assumptions

which are at best highly questionable. and in some cases empirically

denied. This is not a rare occurrence, but is extremely common.

(Ref 53) LAck of awareness of recent empirical research is often a

contributing factor; old assumptions have been demonstrated as false,

but the forecaster does not realize it and continues to apply them for

projection. In other cases. a forecaster working outside his own area of

expertise intuitively reinvents concepts long since abandoned by those
more thoroughly acquainted with the field.

However. lack of information anul intuition are only barriers to
present forecasting reliability; they are not of themselves barriers to its

improvement. The primary barrier to the improvement of forecasting

Sreliability in this and many other areas atoms from exclusive reliance

on the rational logics.

While the rational logics are necessary in forecasting, they require

the operational assumption of certainty (or of known statistical proba-

bility), and so do not directly investigate the validity of premises. When

this assumption becomes habitual rather than only operational. individuals

and institutions also fail to idvestigate the validity of their premises and

so continue to assert projected conclusions as though the premises were

valid. This is certitude. It precludes the improvement of validity, and

so of forecasting reliability and effectiveness. As Alfred North Whitehead

states it:

The history of thought is a tragic mixture of vibrant disclosure
and deadening closure. The sense of penetration is lost in the
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Scertainty of completed knowledge. This dogmatism is the ani-
Christ of learning. (Ref 54)

Thus, whenever the available premises will not adequately explain
the past or present. have repeatedly failed to predict the futrrye, or lead

to multiple competing and conflicting assertions. the utility of a rational

approach becomes zero. There is no benefit in further acquisition or

projection of invalid concepts.

(1) Prerequisites of Validation are based on the nature of

the barrier. Because certitude is nothing more than an habitual pattern

of thought, the barrier may be broken simply by assuming one does not

know. In this case, the assumption of ignorance (or humility), means

questioning the validity of one's own assumptions and the premises he

intends to employ for projection. Once this is done, two alternative

means of establishing validity become available. These are submisuion

to authorit and submission to evidence (Figure 15).
(2) Submission to Authority is the rational logic earlier

denoted as authentication. Rather than assuming that we ourselves know

something with certainty, it assumes tha. someone else does. Thus,

this approach to validity merely sets the problem back to the authority,

and so has definite limitations. Because the authority itself must have

previously met the requirements of empirical validation (submission to

evidence), only in those cases where axioms or experts have been

thoroughly tested and supported by a proven ability to predict does sub-

mission to authority escape its two unacceptable alternatives. These are

(1) having to accept the authority on faith alone, or (2) submission to

higher and higher authorities, an infinite regress that leads to a dead end.

In all other cases, empirical rather than rational validation is the avenue

for improvement.

(3) Submission to Evidence is the empirical logic of

verification. It has a specific set of requirements (Figure 16).
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(a) Adequate Definition of the premise to be tested
is necessary in order to determine what evidence will be required and

what sorts of observations will constitute affirmation or denial. This

is why vague, ambiguous and overgeneralized premises cannot be

verified; they do not adequately define the conditions to which they do

ancfao not apply (limits), and the specific evidence required. Thus,

their validity is indeterminate (untestable).

The same limitation is found in non-replicable methods which dis-

guise or hide their assumptions, and in the implicit assumptions behind

more replicable methods. They also make validity indeterminate.

These associated problems are quite common in some areas of fore-

casting, but they do not appear to be universal. The avenue for improve-

ment is, of course, in more rigorous definition and expliction.

(b) Observable Evidence is also necessary for

empirical verification because even in those cases where premises do

adequately define the requirements, if no evidence is available, validity
is still indetermined (untested). Both verification and basic induction

require compilation of extensive data bases from empirical observations.

Lack of such bases is a major barrier in some areas of forecasting, and

data collection is a prerequisites of improvement.

It is the requirement for observable evidence which sets the stage

for the one problem of forecasting most often considered to be unique.

Empirical validation may test either prem!ises or their deductive conse-

quences against observed evidence. The latter is the more common
approach, and to required whien l#remises refer to nonobservable phe-

nomena. In forecasting, all predictions are themselves the deductive

consequents of dynamic premises, and testing them against observed

evidence is the primary means of verifying those same premises. How-

ever, predictive consequents refer to future conditions, and a major
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characteristic of future time is that it presents no observable evidence.

This mandatory requirement for evidence which is not available we have

called the "time barrier."

(4) Alternative Means of Avoiding the "Time Barrier"

are available through the same techniques employed in other fields of

inquiry dealing with nonobservables (Figure 17). Such techniques involve

analyzing the problem to determine points at which observations are

possible. In the case of forecasting, all observable points lie in the

present or past, where evidence is at least potentially available. Two
means off employing such evidence derive from the pragmatic and the

eerimental approaches to verification of dynamic premises.

(a) The pragmatic approach is the more common and

in many cases the more efficient of the two..It simply involves making

one or more predictions, and then waiting for the passage of time to

bring relevant evidence into the present where it can be observed, com-

pared with the predictions, and so used to affirm or deny the premises

behind those predictions. Much of the' progress in the natural sciences

has been accomplished in this manner, and some writers on the problems

of forecasting have maintained there is no other way to validate any

prediction. Many writers also imply such verification is absolute.

However, in order to establish absolute validity, one would have to test

all possible consequences against all possible evidence; it cannot be

attained as long as either remain unaccounted for. In the case of dynamic

premises used in forecasting, neither evidence nor consequents are

exhausted so long as time and' change continue. This is why no forecast

is -- or can be -- absolutely certain. Once it has become certain (as

either true or false) in one specific instance, it is no longer a forecast.

When the same premise is employed again for another prediction, that

prediction will again remain uncertain (by degree) until It is no longer a

prediction.
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SFor this reason, the pragmatic or "wvait and fee" approach is not

advisable in the case of long range forecasting or the forecasting of -

critical subjects. It contains an inherent paradox, in which the evidence

necessary to determine whether a forecast is reliable or unreliable will

arrive simultaneously with the situation that same forecast might other-

wise allow planners to avoid. .

If the forecast is made known to planners in advance, and they base

decision and action on it, this will alter the future condition by the degree

-to which their actions are successful. In this case, there is no way of

teling what might have happened, and so no way to adequately test the

forecast. A few writers have suggested this side of the paradox be 4
avoided by locking a forecast away in a vault until its time period has

expired, thus providing an unbiased validation. This would, of course,

make the forecast entirely useless for planning.

It appears that under the "one-shot," "wait and see" approach,

one may either increase the reliability of a forecast by testing it, or its

relevance to planners by using it, but not both, However, st-dy of the

logics involved in forecasting indicates another alternative which bypasses

both the "time barrier" and the "wait and see paradox. " This is through

experimental rather than pragmatic validation.

(b) The experimental approach to verification of

dynamic premises employs the logical identity between prediction,

explanation and retrodiction. Essentially. it so utilizes the time function

of such premises as to make their logical consequents fall into the past

or present. This approach is very common in the research community,

where experimental testing has long been recognized as necessary. It

is also being applied on an ad hoc basis in a few forecasting projects.

Specific techniques are:

Retrodiction, or projection backward over time. This is especially
useful for testing the hypothetical time functions produced by regression
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analysis and employed for extrapolation. Presently, such time functions

are often not tested against evidence other than the data from which they

were obtained. Retrodiction may also be used for testing analogies, by

taking a present condition as final stages and working backward to the

earlier symptoms. Here, one tests an analogy by retrodicting whiat the

symptoms should have been, and then looking in past records for evidence

of those symptoms.

Postdiction is projection from the more distant to more recent

past c r present. In the latter case, it is often referred to as explanation.

the assumption being that adequate explanation of the present condition

implies the power to have predicted it from an earlier period. This

technique is more common than retrodiction. and is applied to both

extrapolations -- by withholding the later portions of a data base as evi-

dence by which to test the function -- and to analogies. In the latter case,

one postulates what past symptoms should have led to. and then checks

to see what they actually led to in the more recent past.

Iteration of frequent short-term verifications is a compromise

technique that avoids the hazards of "one-shot" long range forecasting

by shortening the wait for evidence. It is more useful when applied to

trends than to analogies, and while it does not avoid the reliability-

relevance paradox in the short run, it does reduce it significantly in the

longer run.

Simulation is another useful technique, if parameters are clearly
1 defined and the analogy between laboratory and real world is tightly

drawn. It acts to reduce the Cost of mistakes by taking the risk into a

less critical environment. It also may serve to artificially accelerate

4 f the passage of time, making simulated evidence available more quickly.

4; * c. Criteria of Reliability

After reasoning our way through the maze of barriers.
mental and natural, which underlie the power of prediction. If we
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successfully avoid the several philosophical dead ends, we arrive at four

main requirements. Two of these relate to logical consistency. and two -

provide an indication of validity. Together, they represent useful criteria

for the preparation or evaluation of forecasts.

(1) Methods Must be Replicable, because if they are not

there is no way to determine either consistency or validity. This does

not mean that non-replicable methods such as prophecy, intuition and

expert judgment are incapable of delivering reliable forecasts, but only

that there is no way to evaluate them in advance. If an individual expert

has a long record of successful intuitions, one certainly has increased

justification for expecting better than average success in the future;

however, this is more akin to faith than to hard evaluation.

(2) Logics Must be Formally Consistent.. While most

f e forecasters and evaluators of forecasts are not formally trained as

logicians, they are accustomed to rigorous thinking, and are quite
I

capable of spotting the more obvious fallacies. When a particular method

I - is to be employed over an extended period or for highly critical subjects,

additional evaluation by formally trained logicians may assist in dig-

closing the less obvious fallacies.

(3) Premises Must beExplicitly Stated and Adeguately

Defined. The digging out of implicit assumptions is one of the most time-

consuming but essential steps in evaluating forecasts. However, if they

are not disclosed, they and those pc-rtions of the forecast based on them

are of indeterminate validity. Vague, ambiguous and overgeneralized

assumptions also make sectiohs of a forecast indeterminate.

(4) Premises Must Have Been Tested and Supported by

Experimental or Past Pragmatic Validation. In this area, a thorou

awareness of -- and continuing contact with -- research efforts in the

empirical testing of relevant concepts is essential for both the
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preparation and evaluation of forecasts. Degree of validation is the most

vital of these criteria, and further empirical research is the primary

avenue for improvement for forecasting.

d. Pseudo-Criteria of Reliability

(1) The Type of Display Technique Employed -- whether

this ii-oral, written, mathematical, computerized or graphic -- holds

little correspondence to the reliability of a forecast. Personal preference

for a given technique has led some forecasters, evaluators, planners

and decision makers to assume it also implies greater reliability.

Several surveys have differentiated between 'forecasting methods"

almost entirely on the basis of display technique.

(2) Sophistication of Method. There appears to be an

assumption in some areas of forecasting that the degree of mathematiza-

tion ,or computerization is a measure of reliability. Much of the present

debate between the so-called "quantitative" and "qualitative" schools

derives from this assumption and its opposite. Both tend to overlook the

fact that mathematics is no more than a very concise and precise language.

(3) Certainty or Confidence Implied by a forecast is not

Sa criterion of its reliability because all projections are deductive conse-

S quents and deduction implies certainty whether or not this is justified.

Faflaciour reasoning from invalid premises still terminates in statements

of invalid '"act."

(4) Longevity of Axioms and Reputation of Authorities as

criteria of reliability stem from the implicit assumption they have

"withstood the test of time. " The critical factor here is not the length of

* time, but the degree of testing. Both axioms and experts have stood over

time solely because they were not tested. (Ref 55)

(5) Indications of "Self-Defeating" or "Self-Fulfilling"
4

Bias are not a sufficient reason for accepting or rejecting those conclusions.
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" Both "self-defeating" and "self-fulfilling" predictions have proved to be

reliable; examples of both have also proved to be unreliable.

(6) Depth of Analysis and Detail of Argument or illustra-

tion are inadequate criteria because they may represent only a large

number of subsets deduced from one invalid premise. The fineness of

calculation and the number of places to the right of the decimal in state-

ments of probability or correlation are inadequate criteria for the same

reason,

(7) Plausibilit•, is perhaps the most common criteria for

evaluation of forecasts. Several projects now derive projections mathe-

matically or by computer, and then systematically route them through

panels of experts for a plausibility check. The process follows the logic

of authentication; the evaluator or evaluators classify forecast conclu-

sions; as plausible or implausible by reference to their owniapio-ri

understanding, which is assumed to be authoritive. In less formal evalu-

ations, the decision maker himself reviews the forecast and reaches a

conclusion in regard to its plausibility, based on his own experience.

This is a useful but inadequate approach; useful, because it may

back up ai•eas overlooked by the forecast and catch either wild speculation

from loose analogies or blind extrapolations; it is inadequate, because

it limits the criteria of reliability to what the evaluator already believes,

If a forecast tells us no more than we already know, it is rather a waste

of time; if it does tell us more than we now believe, it is apt to be judged

as unbelievable, or implausible, and so rejected.

2. .Imp roving Relevance

As previously discussed, the relevance of anything may only

be determined by its position in a given set of human values. The reason

a particult•r set of values must be specified is because human values are

not universal; the same situation or set of facts may represent a positive
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value or "good" to one corporate actor, and the exact opposite to another. -

Thus, the first requirement of improving relevance is to identify not only

positive and negative values, but the actor who holds these values (Fig-

ure 18).

Very few modern forecasting operations are purely academic or

scientific activities; they are initiated and conducted specifically as a

means of providing decision information for the planners and executives

of an agency, corporation, military command or national government.

Thus. the relevant subject areas are those from which these particular

planners need forecasts, and it is the mission of that specific organiza-

tion which will determine their criticality.

While it is impossible to list relevant subject areas without indi-

cating the needs of a particular actor, it is appropriate to discuss the

characteristic needs of planners and decision makers in general.

a. Characteristics of ,Normative Correlation (Planning and

Decision Making) (Figure 19)

Both planning and decision making are normative activities;

that is, all plans and decisions are made by correlating knowledge of

facts with knowledge of values. What is must be weighed against what

ought_ to be, and what can be done is balanced against what should be done.

By use of economic terminology, a number of factors pertaining to

knowledge of values may be subsumed under their more general equiva-

lent, demand. These include such considerations as ends, objectives.

requirements, etc. Similarly, knowledge of facts pertaining to means,

capabilities, resources, etc. ; may be clustered under the term supply

(Ref 57). Knowledge of both demand and supply factors is required for

optimum decision, but neither is sufficient because of the characteristics

of their correlation.
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Demand information determines the relevance of any Mens8 en

bilities or resources, present or future. Where demand informaticn is

lacking or invalid, the relevance of any supply is indeterminate.

Supply information determines the practicality of any ends, objec-

tives or requirements, present or proposed. Where supply information

is lacking or invalid, the practicality of any demand -- or of any policy

based on demand -- is indeterminate,

For example, a forecast is designed to supply information de-

manded by a particular set of planners. The forecast is irrelevant if it

does not address these specific demands, and the plan is impractical if

it is not supplied with a reliable forecast.

With this correlation in mind. we will turn to an analysis of the

sorts of information planners need in both demand and supply, in order

to identify the basic elements of the relevance problem.

b. Analysis of Demand (Figure 20)

Since planning is essentially concerned with the future,

planners require information in regard to both present and future ends,

objectives and requirements. Where present and future demands differ,

a change of policy is indicated; thus both are necessary.

The time range through which demand information is needed is

again a function of the particular agency or actor. Operational and tac-

tical units usually plan for one year; applied and developmental research

organizations look five to ten years ahead, and basic research, strategic

and general policy objectives range twenty years or beyond. Forecasting

at longer ranges than needed i's both costly and inefficient; forecasting at

overly short ranges leads to plans and policies with a high probability of

short-term gain long-term loss. The latter is by far the more common

case, with long-term "backfires" considerably in evidence.

Present ends. objectives and requirements are based on one's

own, or his agency's values. In many cases, these values are designted
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as the mission or objectives of an organization by its parent or con-

trolling agency. They are usually well recognized.

The most common method of ascertaining future demands is the

implicit assumption that inds, objectives and requirements will remain

essentially unchanged. For short-term forecasting, this assumption is

often adequate, and slight alterations can be met as they occur. For

longer-term forecasting, the assumption becomes progressively risky,

and since the sort of agencies typically interested in long-term forecasts

usually also have long lead times and slow response rates, they are not

only in danger of surprise, but surprise at a point too late for effective

correction.t

A second approach is to forecast future demand by extrapolation of

present and past trends. This technique is also adequate for short to

middle ranges in many cases, but again, the assumption of continuance

becomes hazardous at longer ranges. This is because extrapolation is

Incapable of showing forthcoming discontinuities or inflection points, and

I its potential for surprise increases with range.

A third approach is to analyze the future demand of a given agency

for those factors which may cause it to change. These factors may then

be extrapolated individually, and by analogy to their known relationships

(sign and degree of causality), inflection of the whole may be indicated at

some future period. This type of projection is called trend correlation,

and is far more relevant to the needs of long range planners than are its

alternatives. It is when we are forced to analyze demand for such indi-

vidual factors that we discover the significant elements usually overlooked

or excluded by the other techniques.

The major factor excluded by most extrapolations of demand is the

influence of other agencies or actors. If this factor remains constant,

one's own ends are also likely to remain constant, and the assumption of
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.2 • similar requirements will prove to be valid. If changes in others' in-

fluence continue at the same rate as they have in the past, the teclnique

of extrapolation will provide adequate information. But if this factor has

been excluded, and subsequently changes at any other rate, surprise in

the form of drastically altered requirements is highly probable, and

whether or not a change of policy will have enough time to prevent drastic

loss is questionable. Delayed response and overcorrection are both

symptoms of inadequate anticipation.

Since this factor relates to actors or agencies, which agencies

must also be specified. The main division is between those which will

provide support or designate a change of values for the initial agency, and

those which will provide threats in one form or another. The former

include both subordinate and superior units or actors, and the latter in-

clude enemies and competitors. Any or all of these may influence the

ends., objectives, and requirements of one's own agency.

The direction of such influence depends on the values of these

relevant actors; the magnitude of threat or promise will depend on their

means, capabilities and resources. Because their future actions are also

based on normative decisions, both their demand and their supply must

be considered.

Taking only the demand line for this analysis, we find the pattern

continues through several stages, but finally rests on the various sets of

human values aligned or opposed to one's own or his agency's. Analysis

of demand will indicate which sets are relevant to any given actor's

future demands, but in every case, it is in the area of human values that

• •analysis stops. These are thus the basic problem elements of forecasting

demand. 'Information in regard to what specified groups of people value

is necessary if surprise is to be avoided in the forecasting of ends, ob-

Jectives and requirements, including those of future Air Force missions
and the needs future technology will be asked to fulfill.
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c. Analysis of Supply

Planners also require Information in regard to both pres-

ent and future means, capabilities and resources. Again, the range to

which such information is required will depend on their particular opera-

tion, with its characteristic delays, sequences and process lags.

(1) Present Supply information depends on knowledge of

facts. Pacts are realistic, in that they pertain to things which exist or

do not exist regardless of anyone's belief. You either have such a capa-

bility, or you do not. The hazards of assuming one has more capability

than he actually does, and the waste of assuming he has less, have led

most forecasters and planners to a detailed search for the facts. Inven-

tories, surveys, accounting systems, etc., serve the need for empirical

fact-finding in most agencies quite well.

Most forecasting and planning activities appear to be vitally con-

cerned that their perceptions of fact are accurate reflections of the actual

condition of their own and others' capabilities. However, it must be

stressed that decision and action are initiated on the basis of perceived

capabilities, rather than actual capabilities. Various actors' perceptions

are an important factor in projecting what they will attempt to do, as

their actual capabilities are important in forecasting how successful or

unsuccessful such an attempt is likely to be.

(2) Future Supply (Figure 21) shows to a greater degree

than any of these analyses the basic problem elements involved in rele-

vant forecasting, because more of them have to be considered.

The first division is between factors independent of all human

opinion, and those which depend on some other agency's decisions. Both

must be considered because the natural factors act as limiting or enabling

parameters, and the humanistic elements underlie potentials for change

within those parameters.
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On the natural factor side, there is also a perception filter; means,.

capabilities and resources will be fundamentally limited by natural laws,

known or unknown; however, choices will be limited within present

knowledge of these laws. The potential for nuclear energy manipulation

has always been within the bounds of natural laws, but only with increased

knowledge did it become a human resource or capability. Increasing such

knowledge is a major avenue for improvement of forecasting (by knowing

the limits), and for planning (increased latitude of choice). Here again, 15

massive efforts are under way.

On the other side of the division, more and more forecasts are

"taking into account the influence of others' decisions, but still exclude a

major portion. Others' decisions are also a correlation of their own

demand and supply. Where human decisions underlie such vital areas as

an agency's future budget, market, or threat, they contribute a highly

significant portion of the information needed to ascertain that agency's

future. means, capabilities and resources.

Tracing down the demand line underlying a given budget, market,

or threat leads again to the relevant sets of human values. Future capa-

bilities and the purse strings follow the same path.

Tracing out the supply side leads to an iteration of the.analysis,

through essentially the same series of actors, with the demand side re-

appearing at every iteration. Or. the supply side, the factor of perception

also continues to reappear as every agency will base action -- including

the decisions to allocate or withhold resources -- according to perception

rather than absolute fact. This then finalizes the analysis by completing

a list of basic problem elements.

d. Criteria of Relevance

Having again followed the nature of underlying causes

through a lattice of linked Implications, we find a set of considerations
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necessary for any forecast If it is to provide information relevant toi planners and decision makers. Of these, two are in the- area of realistic

knowledge and zoncern factors independent of differing human opinions.

and two fall into the area of humaistic knowledge concerned with what-

particular groups of people value or perceive. Together, they also pro-

S w vide useful criteria for the preparation and evaluation of forecasts.

- (1) A Forecast Must Consider Relevant Sets of Human

.Values, begiing with those of the using agency, and including those of

that agency's potential supporters or allies. and its potential competition

or enemies. The forecast need not consider the values of any agency or

actor unable to exert a significant influence for change in supply or

demand during the forecast period. Thus, short -range forecasts typically

need consider less actors than long range forecasts.

i (Z) A Forecast Must Consider the Perceptions of Relevant,

'Human Agencies. Here, the using agency may be excluded if efforts are If. under way to ascertain actual conditions. Other agencies whose percep-

tions of fact are relevant follow the divisions of relevant value2.

-1 (3) A Forecast Must Consider Actual Facts Insofar as

These MaY be Determined. This includes the actual capabilities of all

relevant actors, and is required to project the likely outcomes of conflict
I

and cooperation, as the humanistic factors are required for projection of

initiation or onset.

taa (4) A Forecast Must Consider the Limitations of Known

S Natural..Law essentially in conjunction with and for the same reasons

as its consideration of actual facts. Both of these relate to what can and

cannot be done -- or planned for with practicality-- within the forecast

period.
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I . 3 . Combined Improvement

When the criteria of relevance and reliability are applied

jcintly to a fairly representative sample of current social, economic.

political, military and technological forecasting efforts. (Ref 58) they-

reveal a major imbalance between relevance and reliability, as well as

the one between logical consistency and the validity of premises. In all

areas of forecasting, the present situation is that projections which are

acceptably reliable are only partially relevant, while those which are

acceptably relevant are only partially reliable. Essentially. the smaller

portion of the overall problem can be forecast fairly well, but the larger

portion hardly at all.

a. Relevance

Except for the prediction of purely natural phenomena, the

great majority of critical problem elements rests directly or indirectly

on various clusters of aligned or opposed human values, and differing

human perceptions. Forecasting is not only a normative activity designed

to supply information needed by planners and decision makers, but most
of its subject matter is also a normative combination of hufaitc values

and perceptions, and realistic facts or natural laws. Thus, the human-

istic factors are highly relevant to forecasting anything which can be

influenced by human beings. Such factors underlie:

(1) Any Forecast Involving Conflict. Cooperati•on Corn-

petition or Assistance. This includes relations between social strata.

economic classes, political entities such as factions, parties and nations.

military threats, and technological assistance. In essence, it pertains

to all relations between humanistic entities or corporate actors.

(2) Any Forecast Involving Ends, Objectives, Needs or

Desiresý This again includes all humanistic actors. A few examples

are the nature of needed research, development and technology transfer,
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the goals of social, economic and political planning. the nature and

urgency of future military missions and the social needs technology will

be asked to fulfill. These are all basically market forecasting.

(3) Future Allocations to any of these needs. This in-

cludes future research and development budgets, military manpower.

equipment and resource allocations, and their industrial equivalents;

hence, future military, technological and economic capabilities. These

are basically production forecasting.

b. Reliability

At the present time, the realistic realm of knowledge is

developed far beyond the humanistic. Knowledge of what any given group

of people values or perceives is of questionable validity, usually due to

ill-defined and untested assumptions.

Ignorance of humanistic factors makes effective forecasting im-

possible in any area influenced by human opinion, evaluation or belief.

Certitude is again the primary barrier to Improvement, under five

headings:

(I) The assumption that human behavior Is inherently

unpredictable.

(2) The assumption that study of humanistic factors is not

relevant to a particular area of forecastinx.

(3) The aussumption that all men perceive and evaluate

the same situation identically (rational man).

(4) The assumption that present theories will adequately

explain and predict human behavior, with a subsequent rationalization

rather than investigation of their failures to do so.

(5) The assumption that other people's val -ts and beliefs

are like one's own, already understood, and unchanging. This leads to

dismissing others as irrational when the assumption proves to be false.
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c. Typical Imbalances

(1) Technological Forecasting efforts tend to avoid the

relevance/reliability dilemma by excluding humanistic factors altogether.

assuming they will remain constant, or emphasizing only the impact of

technical capabilities on these factors. By confining themselves to those

aspects of technology dependent on the natural sciences, such forecasts

are often acceptably reliable, but suffer from a lack of relevance. The

excluded factors are the same ones which exert their influence over time

to render the forecast ineffective.

(2) Social, EcononAc and Political Forecasts tend to rely

on present theories without testing them, and to accept the opinions of

experts as authoritative. This is a condition similar to many points in

the history of natural science where development was arrested rather

than facilitated. Non-replicable methods, implicit assumptions and lack

of empirical validation make many forecasts in these areas of indeter-

minate reliability, even though they deal with highly relevant subjects.

(3) Military (threat) Forecasting efforts, although under

considerable pressure to confine themselves to the natural sciences and

technology, largely meet the criteria of relevance by including humanistic

factors. However, they also tend to accept theories and experts without

testing them; thus, they also suffer from indeterminate reliability.

d. Expectable Results of Imbalance

Either irrelevant or unreliable knowledge will lead to

ineffective forecasting, planning and decision making. The general im-

plication of ineffective forecasting, planning and decision making is sur-

prise. A second implication in the case of long range forecasting is

surprise at a point where it may be too late to take corrective action.

Because the presently lacking or invalid information pertains most

strongly to demand, the characteristics of decision making imply that
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surprise will concern the relevance of future capabilities. Thus, social,

I economic, political, military and technological surprise is most likely

to be seen as:

The belated discovery that capabilities are urgently needed, but

not available because the need was not foreseen.

The belated discovery that capabilities are available but no longer

needed, because the change of need was not foreseen.

Together, these two forms of surprise may be described as being

perpetually prepared to deal with the past, and perpetually unprepared

to deal with the future.

e. Indicated Avenue for Maximum Improvement

The area of knowledge presently the most relevant and the

least reliable is in the humanistic realm and concerns what other groups

of people value or perceive. Because the primary barrier is certitude,

we must first assume that we do not know what other groups value or

perceive. The second barrier is Ignorance; with the primary barrier

removed, this may be reduced by diligent and persistent gathering of

empirical observations, sequentially over time and precisely referenced.

concerning the physical, written and verbal behavior of numerous human-

istic actors. Which actors, and at what level, will have to be determined

for individual forecasting efforts.

Compiled behavioral data will have to be carefully studied for either

continuing trends, repetitious patterns, or preferably, both. Covariation,

or like response by two or more actors to the same stimuli, will also

prove valuable as a precursor' of potential alignment.

These hypotheses of variation or covarlation will have to be tested

through retrodiction, postdiction, iteration or simulation.

By inferring from tested patterns of hAmmge what a given actor is

working toward or away from, further insight as to that actor's goals
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(values), and beliefs (facts) may be developed. These may then be further

tested, and if supported, can be used for projection of long range objec-

tives, strategies, and directions of action.

A second approach would be to take existing social. political, and

economic theories as trial hypotheses, define them rigorously, and sub-

mit them to testing against empirical evidence. This also requires

elimination of certitude and reduction of Ignorance through compiling

sequential observations of behavior. It is likely that many such theories

would show acceptable predictive power under carefully delimited and

specified conditions. Others might be denied entirely, but at any rate,

their reliability would no longer be indeterminate.

Together, these two approaches niy be described as empirical

research in the human sciences; the first basic, and the second valida-

tion. Development of reliability in this area through application of the

process, but not the products, of the more developed sciences is the

primary avenue for improvement of long ra-ge forecasting, planning and

decision making in all areas investigated by this study.

VIII. CONC LUSIONS

This section is designed to restate in as concise a form as possible

the major findings of the study. Although many more insights were

developed in the course of the research and are included in the body of

the report, the following are considered to be fundamental.

1. Forecasting is a natural and universal activity of the human

mind, a system of mental or logIcal processes implicit in all planning and

decision making, applicable to any conceivable subject area, and capable

of producing information in regard to future conditions. As such, it is

essentially philosophical in nature, rather than being the exclusive

property of any given subject area.
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2. The mental or logical processes of forecasting include:
(1) de•pptive selection of subject areas relevant to the problem at hand
or dfeu e s•eleo the forecast, (2) inductive formulatiep of opinions

regarding patterns of change suggested by compiled observations made

sequentially In past or present time or process (3) transfer of such

opinions from generating to using individuals, agencies or memory banks,

(4) testing of induced or transferred opinions against further empirical

observations (S) deductive projection of logical consequent. into future

time by assuming patterns of change incorporated by these opinions wV'i

either continue (trend) or repeat (analogy), and (6) remembering, re-

cording, displaying, or transmitting these logical consequents.

3. The product of forecasting is called foreknowledge. but is

actually no more than the necessary consequent. of present knowledge

or belief, exists only in the pretent, and Is itself subject to change. It

is to this extent alone that men may know the future, since the future is

VAt amenable to direct observation and so presents no observable evidence.

4. The utility of foreknowledge Is that it forms a prerequisite of

effective power in the fullest sense of that term: the ability to consciously

direct change. Human beings are powerless to alter the past and rela-

tively powerless to alter the present. Only through the future effects of

present actions do they actually cause change. While men can predict

changes which they cannot cause, and cause changes which they cannot

predict, it Is only in those areas where they. can combine these two

abilities that they are able to control their environment.

S. 'Increased ability to'cause change, such as an advance In tech.

nology, provides increased alternatives for action and thus increased

latitude for choice. Increasing the alternatives requires an increased

ability to forecait the outcomes of each before deciding between them.
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Conversely, increased aLility td forecast can increase the latitude of

choice by disclosing otherwise unforeseen alternatives. Forecasting amd

the latitude of choice are directly related.

6. The two characteristics of an effective forecast are reliability

and relevance.

(1) Reliability in a function of logical consistency and the

validity of premises, wherein consistency may raise reliability up to,

but not beyond, validity. For this reason, the scale of reliability which

ranges from sheer guesswork through approximation and estimation to

high quality scientific prediction is most closely related to the objective

validity of entering assumptions.

(2) Relevance is the relationship between knowledge of facts

and knowledge of values. In forecasting it is seen as the ratio between

the information projected by a given forecast and the information desired

by the planners and decision makers that forecast is designed to assist.

This includes both subject areas considered and the causes of change

underlying these subject areas. Relevance may vary from completely

inappropriate considerations to a degree approaching but seldom attaining

the inclusion of all pertinent considerations.

7. The result of ineffective forecasting is surprise, the symptom

of belated recognition. Delayed response and overcorrection are also

symptoms of ineffective forecasting. Short run gain with subsequent long

run loss -- the "backfire effect"--is a symptom of overly short fore-

casting ranges. Where ineffective forecasting is due to unreliable knowl-

edge (logical fallacy or invalid assumptions), surprise will be constant

over time. Where Ineffective forecasting is due to a low degree of rele-

vance (exclusion of significant causes of change), surprise will increase

exponentially over time as the excluded elements exert their unaccounted-

for influence for change, For this reason, the number of relevant con-

siderations will increase in direct proportion to the desired range of forcast.
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- S. Forecasting includes four major modes of reasoning: induction,

verification, authentication and deduction. Induction and verification are

empirical and require the operational assumption of uncertainty. They

act to increase the quantity and quality of knowledge. Authentication and

deduction are rational and require the operational assumption of certainty.

They act to transfer knowledge from one memory bank to another, and

to apply it for the solution of practical problems. In all forecasts, the

projection stage is deduction over time, with foreknowledge being the

necessary consequent of present knowledge or belief.

9. The cause of ineffective forecasting is ignorance, a lack of

relevant and reliable knowledge. Where knowledge is not available,

forecasting is impossible; where it is incomplete, forecasts are mnly

partially relevant, and where it is invalid or fallacious, forecasts are to

-* the same degree unreliable. Ignorance is not knowing enough (quantity)

or not knowing well enough (quality).

10. The barrier to improvement of forecasting is certitude, the

assumption that present knowledge is adequately complete, consistent or

certain. Where ignorance is not knowing, certitude is believing one

already knows. It precludes the necessity of learning, and so the advance

of knowledge by quantity and quality, and the improvement of forecasting

by relevance and reliability. Because certitude is an habitual pattern of

thought, it may be reduced by the operational assumption of uncertainty.

This assumption marks the shift from ratlonal logic@ (deduction and

authentication) to empirical logics (induction and verification). Thus,

empirical reasoning is required for the improvement of forecasting, as

rational reasoning is required for its operational application.

11. The two major types of forecast are prediction and prescription.

which are combined in the procesd of planning or decision making. Pro-

dictions are based on and project knowledge of realistic facts essentially
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independent of human values. They deal with what can be (possibilities)

or can be done (capabilities) in the future. Prescriptions are based on

and project knowledge of humanistic values entirely dependent on the

varying perspectives of individuals, corporate actors or agencies. In

each case, every question of value must specify an actor -- value to

whom? -- because human values are not universal. Prescriptions deal

with what should be (ideals) or should be done (ethics) in the future,

according to particular actors.

A relevant forecast of what will be (conditions) or will be done

(actions) in the future must consider the predictions and prescriptions of

the agency which will use the forecast for decision informnation, that

agency's potential allies or customers, and its potential enemies or com-

petitors. It must also include predictions based on natural laws, as they

pertain to these actors. The prescriptions apply to the intentions and

directions of effort of all actors, and hence to the initiation of conflict

and cooperation. The predictions apply to capabilities and the likely

success or failure of intended efforts by all actors, and so to the potential

outcomes of cdnflict and cooperation; hence, the resultant future condi-

tions. Future conditions in any area aflected by hurnan actions cannot be

projected by realistic prediction alone.

12. -The two basic techniques of projection -- whether applied to

facts or values -- are extrapolation and prognostication. Extrapolation

is the projection of trends on the assumption that patterns of change

observed in the past and present will continue into the future. Its major

weakness is the inability to predetermine an inflection point or dis-

continuity. Its major strength is ease of application. Prognostication

is the projection of analogies on the assumption that patterns of change

observed in the past and present will repeat under similar conditions in

the future. Its major weakness is the inability to project at ranges
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longer than those of the observed pattern. Its major strength is the poo-

sibility of continuing refinement over many trials.

Trend correlation combines these two techniques in a manner that

tends to reduce the weaknesses of both. Complex systems are analyzed

to underlying causes, which are extrapolated individually and then re-

I comnbned by analogy to their known interrelationships. The extrapolations

provide preconditions for the analogies, and the analogies allow the com-

bined projection to show inflection points and discontinuities.

1 13. The testing of forecasts may be accomplished against either

present or future evidence. Testing against future evidence requires

waiting for the passage of time to make evidence available. In the case

of long range forecasting, this involves a paradox wherein the forecast

may be employed for decision and action, or tested against unbiased

evidence, but not both. Testing forecasts against present evidence is

I possible because of the logical identity (deductive) of retrodiction, post-

"diction and prediction, which reason from present assumptions to the

past, present, or future unknowu.. The requirements of such testing

are: (I) replicable methods, (2) adequate definition, (3) explicit state-

ment, and (4) relevant observable evidence. A forecast produced by

such non-replicable methods as prophecy, intuition or expert judgment"

must be accepted or rejected on faith in the source. Vague, ambiguous.

overgeneralized, or implicit assumptions, and those assumptions for

which no relevant evidence is available cannot be tested in advance; thus,

the reliability of forecasts based on them is indeterminate.

14. Reliable forecasts may be produced without consideration of

cause and effect linkages. However, such forecasts are not relevant to

the needs of planners and decision makers who will attempt to obtain or

I avoid the forecast condition, because they do not include the likely con-

sequences of alternative actions. These consequences must then be
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learned by potentially costly trial and error. Planners and decision

makers need to know the linked chains of effects their alternate choices

of action may cause. This is a major task of any relevant forecast.

15. While "self-fulfilling" and "self-defeating" predictions are an

ever-present problem in forecasting and are always to be expected, the

problem is not beyond remedy. Where such bias is a form of salesman-

ship, it may be reduced by use of independent evaluators. Where it is a

matter of national, cultural, or academic predispositions, it may be

reduced by diversification and dialogue such as interdisciplinary

research. Personal bias is amenable to the same approach.

16. Finally, the problems and potentials of long range forecasting

are those of organized knowledge. The effectiveness with which men

exercise their historical ability to forecast, plan and decide, and so to

consciously control the patterns of change, may be improved to a degree

approaching, but never attaining, complete and absolute certainty. The

quantity of knowledge which underlies degree of relevance may approach

but not attain total understanding. The quality of knowledge which under-

lies degree of reliability may approach, but so long as time and change

continue, never attain absolute validity. Thus, the manner in which long

range forecasting of any or all subject areas may be improved is first to

assumne that present knowledge is neither complete nor certain, and then

to systematically reduce uncertainty through the acquisition, organization.

exchange and empirical validation of knowledge. The systematic reduc-

tion of uncertainty is an inherently endless process, and requires the

concurrent realization that uncertainty will never be entirely eliminated.
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APPENDIX A

AN INTERROGATION MODEL FOR THE EVALUATION OF
FORECASTS AND FORECASTING METHODS

In keeping with the requirement for making methods replicable and

premises explicit, we have outlined a pattern of reasoning whereby

criteria of relevance may be developed and criteria of reliability applied

to estimate the potential effectiveness of forecasting in a given area, or

of a given or proposed forecast or forecasting methodology. It should be

stressed that such a model does not provide absolute answers, but only

assists in organizing inquiry and evaluation.

Because any forecast is a normative activity, it must consider both

values and facts, or as we have designated the terms, demand and supply.

Because forecasting is a function of organized knowledge, its demand

aspect involves what one needs to know and how well he needs to know It,

while its supply aspect involves what he actually knows and how well he

knows it. As in many normative situations, present practice tends to

concentrate on a realistic appraisal of supply, and to neglect the human-

istic appraisal of demand. Thus, in forecasting, we are more aware of

what we already know than we are of what we need to find onto This

model has been designed to incorporate both demand and supply aspects.

1. General Structure of the Model

The model has been designated as interrogation rather than

analysis because it employs a structured series of questions rather than

statements. This tactic was -chosen because it avoids the primary bar.

rier to all inquiry, which is certitude; the assumption that we already

know. Thus:

(1) The major premise of the entire model is that of uncertainty.

Like Clerk Maxwell and Socrates. we begin by assuming that we do not

know.
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The reason for asking a particular series of questions in a given

order is because the questions imply the criteria being used, and the

order acts to: (2) identify the problem initially, (3) investigate the sub-

ject area in detail and condense the volume of details into key problem

elements, (4) search for available knowledge by using the key problem

elements as criteria, and only then (5) test the reliability of knowledge

which is both relevant and available. This is the general structure and

process of the model.

2. Interrogation for Demand

Under the major premise of uncertainty, the first theorem is

that we do not even know what we need to know abott the future. Ques-

tions which follow from this theorem pertain to the purpose, goal or

€* objectives of the forecast. They attempt to identify the demand for

knowledge this forecast will supply or fulfill. Answers imply criteria

* of relevance by actor, subject, criticality and range. They are all

idealistic, in that they pertain to unfulfilled desires rather than to objec-

tive realities.

(1) WtLo needs this forecast? Because demand for anything

rests on humaa vaiues, and human values are not universal, it is neces-

sary to identify not only value, but value to whom. The knswer to this

question will identify a corporate actor or entity; an agency, company,

department, nation or ideology. It may also Include more than one such

actor. In most cases, it will refer to the initiating agency or the cus-

tomer of the forecast. In any event, all subsequent questions must be

explicitly relevant to this identified actor, which will be referred to as

, ,a"we. ,

(2) What are we interested in knowing about the future? This

will depend on the area of operation or activity of the actor. The answer

should be given in the most general terms possible to prevent unnecessary
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limitation of the subject area or areas. It should be strersed that this

question is designed to identify, but not to define. The su,'ject area may

well have to be modified if the next stage of interrogation discloses basic

problem elements tacitly excluded by the agency in its orn definition.

In some cases, the subject area may be narrowed, but most agencies

appear to exclude relevant parts of their problem by overly narrow deft-

nition. Hence, the need is to identify the broad subject area of concern.

(3) How badly do we need this forecast? This qutestion relates

the general subject area to the value-structure of the actor. It addresses

the criticality or elasticity of demand. Its answer will depend on what

the actor is seeking to avoid or obtain; that is, his overall ideals, ends,

objectives and goals. Some actors will hold corporate survival as pri-

mary goal; others will have service to a parent agency, nation or ideology

as their fundamental objective. In any case, it is these goals or objec-

tives which must be studied in order to ascertain the meaning of gain and
loss. the relative criticality of basic problem elements. the cost of error.

and the marginal utility of surveys, validation studies and basic research.

In essence, it establishes criteria of value which will be used to decide

how accurate this forecast has to be.

(4) Through what future time-rwnge do we need to forecast?

The answer to this question requires study of the operation in which the

actor is engaged, with specific attention to rates of change, sequences,

lags and delays inherent in such an activity. In general, it will identify

average elapsed time from information availability through planning,

decision making, programming, construction of facilities and production

to the point where a substantive output may be expected'to impact on
reality. Howz fae we need to look into the future depends on how long it

will take us to accomplish what we are trying to do.
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The answer to this question will be a number of years. the relevant

time range. It will be used to establish a cutoff for the scope of theI problem. Those elements which cannot be expected to exert a significant

influence for a change within this period may be projected as constant;

those which will may not be so projected. Since more elements will exert
an influence over longer ranges, the necessary scope of any forecast will
be proportional to its desired range.

3. Interrogation for Underlying Cause

The uncertainty theorem in this stage of the model is that we do

not know what may cause changes in the subject area of the forecast. An
t

additional assumption is that change is not entirely random, but caused.

This assumption is required by the purpose of the interrogation, which

is twofold: (1) to disclose otherwise hidden elements of the problem.

and (2) to establish the cause and effect linkages which are vital to plan-

ners and decision makers when they attempt to obtain or avoid a forecast

condition. Random factors are. by definition, those for which no cause

may be assigned. Therefore. it is more appropriate to isolate such

factors by inability to disclose their causes than it is to assume all fac-

tore are random from the start, and so fail to look for causal linkages.

Three major points should be stressed. (1) the line of this interroga-

tion runs backward, from effects to causes. This is because the general

subject area of the forecast is taken as a future effect, and the questions

look to see what. If changed, could cause it to change. (2) the interroza-

tion must be accomplished both exhaustively and sequenttally. Exhaus-

tively, to show all conceivable causes for each ,jffect, and sequentially.

to show linked chains of underlying causation which will lead to change
S~in the, general subject area. An~d (3)6 the interrontion to not looking for

answers or definitions, but for underlying problems. It seeks to identify

what we need to study in order to provide a forecast relevant to this actor.
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It should be noted that interrogation for cause follows the logic known

as a relevance tree, which it constructs specifically for the general

subject area and the actor "we." Like any such tree, it will expand in

number of details at each level. However, it is unlike most relevance

trees in that it enters with an effect and branches out to underlying

causes, where the more usual application enters with a cause and

_branches out to its subsequent effects. The latter is appropriate for

analysis or projection, but not for interrogation.

(I) In what ways can this general subLject area change? Here

the subject area identified by interrogation for demand is taken as input,

and questioned to identify its general dimensions of change. This is

necessary in order to give meaning to such terms, as 'Increase" and

"'decrease." Basic distinctions in this area are between changes of

demand and changes of a ,pply between changes of q!uantities and changes

of qualities. All conceivable types of change should be considered.

(2) Which of these changes do we see as desirable and which do

we see as undesirable? Increases and decreases along each dimension

of change should be labeled as of positive or negative value. In some

cases, we will not know whether a given change is desirable or not; here

we may give it the sign of uncertainty. "? Such question marks are a
valuable output, as they identify something we need to know.

(3) What can cause these changes? Here we are looking for the

nature of causes in very general terms. Each type of change will have to

be questioned exhaustively because most will have several necessary

causes of change, none of which are sufficient by themselves. One type

of change may have differing causes for increase and decrease. There

may be causes which are neither necessary or sufficient, but only con-

tributary. And again, many causes may be unknown calling for the

question mark and further investigation in the next sat&e of the model.
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In attempting to identify all conceivable causes -f change, a series

of secondary questions is necessary. These pertain to humanistic causa-

tion, and are often overlooked. However. they are highly critical. In our

own tpplications of the model, we find the great majority CI all changes

caused by humanistic factors.

(a) Can human actions ccuse any of these changes? This

question is used to discriminate between humanistic and natural factors.

Wherc change is not caused by human actions, one may ask "What can

cau.e this change?" However, where human actions do cause change, a

different question is required.

(b) Whose actions can cause this change? Here we attempt i

to identify the relevant actors. Answers will be in the form of individual

human beingr either within or outside the initial actor "we," groups.

factions, agencies, nations, etc. All of these are humanistic entities or

actors.

(c) What sort of change is this actor likely to cause'ý That

f is, without doubt, the most difficult question in the model. In almost 411

cases it will be unknown on initial ýnterrogatioP. The sort of change

caused by any given actor will depend on what he Intend, to do and whet

he is capable of doing. Both of these are items for further Investigation.

(4) In what ways can these factors themselves chbse? At this

point the interrogation for cause iterates to Lhe second level by taking

each identified factor of change (including the actions of relevant actors)

as a future effect and searching for underlying factors of chang.. Ques-

tions (I) through (3) are repeated, with special attention to the causes

underlying charge of behavior by the relevant ictors. As the iterations

continue. causes of changed behavior will be found to lia in the way each

actor pezceives reality and the values he assigns to wsat be perceives.

Other actors may be identified at the second and subsequent levmls, as
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their actions influence the demand or supply of those on higher levels.

In all cases of humanistic causation, however, the final question will

be: "How do they see things, and wha, do they value?" The question

cannot be answered in this stage of the model.

Interrogation for cause continues to iterate through as many levels

as necessary, with the relevant actors, their perceptions of fact and of

value, their capabilities, and various nonhuman or natural factors falling

out at every level. While these are usually the inputs for another intera-

tion, they are not reentered if: (1) they are not identified; i. e., the

question marks, (2) they cannot be expected to contribute significant

change to the general subject area within the relevant time range, (3) they

are found to be noncritical, or, (4) when the most recent level of inter-

rogation has disclosed no new elements, but only repetitions of those

previously identified. To speed operation of this stage, an arbitrary

cutoff criterion may be established at each level, and only the more

critical factors taken into subsequent iterations. When the tree has been

exhausted by any or all these cutoff criteria, one question remains.

(5) What are the key elements of this subject area? This

question may be answered by compiling like causes of change that repeat

many times across the lowest levels of the tree. This includes those

actors whose influence underlies many branches, the natural factors

which do the same, and the question marks. These may be rank-ordered

by the number of times they appear, or the proportion of the tree they

affect. They are the key problem elements, causes with many effects,

and they represent both the inputs and the preferred sequence for the next

stage of the model.

4. Interrogation for Suppl-

The uncertainty theorem in this stage is that we do not know

what information is available concerning the question marks and key
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problem elements identified in the previous stage. 'he assumption is

necessary, because if we assume we already know what is and is not

availaile, we are likely to overlook significant sources of information.

Taking each qr gation and key element individually. we ask the following.

(1) What do we know about this area? We direct the first

question to the most immediate sources of information; those which are

i -- on-hand or in-house, because it is more efficient to do so than to go

immediately to external sources. Answers will be in the form of con-

cepts, methods, principles, properties, functions, causal relationships,

etc. As these are located, the problem elements we have taken from the

relevance tree are used as criteria to determine both the relevance of

what we know and the availability of what we need. to know.

The results of matching what we know with an identified problem

element will fall into one of three classes: (a) knowledge which is both

: relevant and available, (b) knowledge which is relevant but not available,

aud (c) knowledge or expertise which is available, but not relevant to this

particular problem. The first may go directly into interrogation for

reliability; the second represents an unfulfilled demand, a requirement

for additional surveys; and the third is a surplus capability which may

remain in storage pending identification of a problem to which it applies.

(2) Who should know something about this area? The elements

of unfulfilled demand now become the criteria for surveys of external

sources. libraries, data banks, the accessible literature, experts from

other departments, agencies, disciplines, etc. The surveys may be

accomplished in many ways, from personal conversation to specifically

designed survey contracts. The object is merely to locate potential

sources of the needed information. Cutoff criteria for such surveys come

from a balance between the criticality of the problem element and the time
or money available.
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4 ,(3) What is known about this area? Regardless of where rele-

vant sources are located, they must be mined for their information. This

is the "buy, borrow, beg or steal" aspect of research. At times, the .

information will have to be paid for in cash, at other times it may be

recompensed with nothing more than a footnote or a word of thanks in the

introduction. Often it is not paid for at all. In any event, one will never

-be able to collect everything that is known about any particular problem

element. The best he can do is to make himself acquainted with the funda-

mental principles and recent developments. If he later is called upon to

construct a forecast for this subject area, he will have to go into far

greater detail, but at least he will know where to look.

Information found in these surveys will take the same forms as that

found in answer to question (1), and will fall into the same three classes:

(a) relevant and available, (b) still needed but not available, and (c) en-

countered along the way, but not relevant to this particular problem.

The first goes into interrogation for reliability, and the third represents

an identified capability that can be stored for future reference, but the

second is now a residual demand for information, a problem for basic

research.

The decision whether or not to initiate basic research may now be

made on the basis of an identified need. The worth or utility of a study

proposed by such a process may be estimated by the potential effect that

discoveries in this area would have on the overall subject of the forecast

and the operation of the initial actor. If this impact is minor, research

may be deferred and the restiltant errors in the forecast accepted. If it

is not, the subject, the relevance, and the criticality of a new basic

* research project will have been established.

Only at this point in the model does the sort of information necessary

0 for basic research allocations become available. At this point we have a
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fairly good idea of what we need to know, why, how important or un-

important such a study would be, and we are fairly confident that it will

not be a duplication of something already available. Consideration may

now shift to estimating the potential costs of the study, the probability

of success through its potential for support from other areas, and by

comparison to the criticality estimate, to cost effectiveness. So far as

we are able to determine, this is the only way other than intuition by

which the cost-effectiveness of basic research may even be approached.

S. Interrogation for Relevance

'There is an alternate ihannel at this point in the model, which

is used when evaluating a preexistent forecast or forecasting methodology.

Because the information is already available in tde forecast, we are only

concerned with its relevance. Because the first question in ascertaining

the relevance of anything is '"relevance to whom?" and this is identical

with the first question of interrogation for demand, it may be seen that

-.vhat .•z actually do is .to lay the forecast aside and begin from the begin-

ning of the model. We go through interrogation for demand and interroga-

tion for underlying cause, to the point where we have identified the key

questions and problem elements. These then become our criteria of

relevance.

The key problem elements are then matched with the topics or sub-

*ect areas included in the forecast or accounted for in the methodology.

This comparizon will fall into the stame threke classes as interrogation

for supply; () those topics found to be both relevant and included,

(b) key problem elements overlooked or excluded by the forecast, and

(c) topics which are included in the forecast, but are not found to be

relevant to the overall problem. Disposition of elements that fall into

these classes is also the same, with only the first being taken into inter-

rogation for reliability.
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6. Interrogation for Reliability

From whatever source it is obtained -- personal opinion, local

expertise, external surveys, preexistent forecasts, or newly developed

by basic research -- all information found to be both relevant and avail-

able must be interrogated for reliability. The uncertainty theorem here

is that.we do not know how well we know. We cannot afford to accept this

information at face value.

(1) Are the methods replicable? A replicable method is .simply

one in which the pattern of reasoning can be followed from beginning to

end. this question applies to forecasting methodologies and to the pat-

terns of reasoning by which laws, principles, assumptions, etr., are

-applied. Prophecy, intuition and much of expert judgment will fall out

here, as being of inr.eterminate reliability. "Black box" predictions

and assumptions, like those obtained from a crystal ball, must be

accepted or rejected on faith alone, rather than by systematic evaluation.

VW&le faith -has: its place and purpose, it cannot be recommended for this

role.

(2) Are-the logics formally consistent? This is the only useful

questionwhich may be asked of the methodology itself, once it has been

found replicable. -It applies only to the rational logics; deduction, pre-

diction, evaluation, etc. It does not apply to the empirical logics such

as induction. This is because the prime criterion of formal consistency
is that the conclusions must be necessary consequents of the premises or

assumptions employed. This does not apply to empirical logics because

their consequents do not necessarily follow from but are only suggested

by the data.

The rules of formal logic which follow from the prime criterion may

be applied at this point for the identification of fallacies. If found, a

formal fallacy will render unreliable all conclusions from that point in the s

methodology onward. *
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(3) What are the assumptions? Under assumptions, we include

all laws, principles, axioms, hypotheses, theories and premises. We

take all of these as being merely assumptions because of the uncertainty

theorem which leads ua to question them. This is another antidote for

certitude, which would tend to accept or reject them out of hand.

This question leads us to search for implicit assumptions, which

must be dug out and made explicit beforq any evaluation of their reliability

may be accomplished. Answering this question will consume a great deal

of time because it requires us to reason backward from a number of con-

clusions or predictions to their implied premises or assumptions. The

most vital of these is, of course, the initial major premise of the method

or methodology.

(4) Are the assumptions adequately defined? By adequate

definition we mean that a particular assumption specifies the conditions

to which it does and does not apply, and the evidence necessary for

affirmation or denial. Here, vague, ambiguous and overgeneralized

assumptions will fall out as being untestable. An inadequately defined

assumption will render all conclusions or predictions deduced from it of

indeterminate reliability.

In several recent forecasts nearly all of the major assumptions were

inadequately defined. Because of this, reliability of the entire forecast

was indeterminate, even though its logics were formally consistent and

most assumptions made explicit.

Some secondary questions which will assist in determining whether

definitions are adequate are a's follows.

(a) Is this a static or dynamic assumption? Static assump-

tions refer to states or conditions, and must specify a particular point in

time. While we find a large number of assumptions which imply eternal

constancy because they are given as static and do not specify a point
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in time, ("The nature of man is..." "All Frenchmen are... "), such

assumptions appear to be inadequately defined. If eternally constant

phenomena actually exist, it would be pointless to forecast them. Within

dynamic (changing) systems, no condition or state may be defined without

giving a specific point in time or in a process.

Dynamic assumptions involve a rate, acceleration, sequence, delay

or-causal linkage. In this context, the assumption of "ýno change" is

dynamic rather than static, because "no change" means "zero rate over

time. " All dynamic premises must specify a dimension of change, and

an interval of time.

(b) Is this a realistic or humanistic assumption? Realistic

assumptions are tho, c concerning phenomena essentially independent of

fdiffering human opinions. Most of these are found in the natural sciences,

but they also include the past or present behavior of human beings. Such

assumptions must specify the phenomena to which they apply.

Humanistic assumptions refer to the values, perceptions, future

actions, intentions, goals, etc., of human beings. Each of these assump-

tions must specify the particular group of people -- the corporate entity

or actor -- to which it applies, because it may be completely irrelevant

to another group or actor. Any assumption of value, worth, cost or risk

must also state value to whom.

(5) How valid are the assumptions? There are two ways in

which the answer to this question may be approached, although they

rapidly converge. These are submission to authority and submission to

evidence.

(a) Is this assumption a necessary consequent of authorita-

tive laws, principles, axioms, or their embodiment in the opinions of

authoritative persons? This is submission to authority, and as may be

seen, it merely sets the problem of establishing validity one level back
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into abstraction. One must either accept the validity of the authority

on faith, or submit it to empirical evidence. This holds whether the

authority is a set of axioms or a person. Thus, submission to authority

does not actually establish valieIty; it only assists in disclosing the

parent assumptions whose validity must be established.

When such parent assumptions are disclosed, it is they and not their

deductive consequents which must be questioned, and the questions are

identical to those necessary when assumptions are not deduced from

authoritative axioms. Only in those cases where the axioms have pre-

viously met the requirements of empirical validation may their conse-

quents be validated by their authority.

(b) What evidence is available to support or deny this

* assumption? This question is necessary because even when an assump-

tion is defined so as to tell us what evidence to look for, how, where, and

what sort of observations will constitute affirmation or denial, that

assumption is still not valid, but only testable. If no evidence is avail-

able, its vlikdity and so the reliability of all conclusions deduced from it

are still indeterminate.

The problem in answering this question is sufficiency of evidence.

Because the sort of assumptions used in forecasting contain a time func-

tion or rate (dynamic premises), the evidence necessary for absolute

confirmation or denial will not be in until the forecast period has expired.

Thus, the only available evidence will lie in the present or past, and this

will never be sufficient for absolute confidence. For this reason, the

sufficiency or insufficiency of-evidence is always a matter of Judgment.

flowever, this judgment may be assisted by employing a few more

questions.

(6) Is the evidence relevant to this assumption? As always.

relevance is the relationship of supply to demand. In this case, it is the'
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* relationship between the type of evidence available and the type of evidence

* demanded by a given assumption. In general, the nature of evidence

required follows the divisions noted for adequate definition of assumptions,

* Criteria are:

(a) Evidence to support or deny a static assumption must

derive from the particular point in time specified by that assumption, or

* Ithe particular stage of a dynamic process. If an assumption refers to one

point in time or process, and the evidence is drawn from another, the

evidence is irrelevant and cannot be used for validation. A good deal of

the errors in forecasting and the difficulty in evaluating forecasts comes

from failure to specify the exact time at which observations have been

made. Temporal precision has long been mandatory in the natural

sciences, and is an obvious avenue for improvement of forecasting in

other areas.

(b) Evidence to support or deny a dynamic assumption must

* be gathered sequentially in time or process. Because dynamic assump-

tions refer to an interval of time, they cannot be validated by evidence

taken from only one point in time. Such evidence must be gathered by

sequential observations, each precisely referenced in time, for a period

and at a frequency of observation relevant to the particular assertion

being validated. Fast, short-period changes require many observations

in a brief span of time: slow. long period changes require less frequent

observations but over a longer period. Where such observations have rnot

been made and recorded, dynamic assumptions cannot be validated for

lack or relevant evidence.

(c) Evidence to support or deny a realistic assumption (fact)

must be gathered from sources, processed and presented as free from

human evaluation and prejudices as possible. This is because what people

V do or do not believe is irrelevant to matters of fact and only serves to
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bias the facts if it is included. This 4Lowx the specific utility of being

objective, and of using replicable methods. Only when any person who

makes an observation or performs an experiment according to specified

procedures can come up with the same information, may differing human

opinions be removed and the evidence considered to be realistic.

--- Realistic evidence may be obtained from any observable phenomena

independent of human opinion, including those which are not normally

observable but have been made so by our technological extensions of the

human observational capacity. This includes most of the subject matter

in the natural sciences, the biological sciences, and past or present

human actions. In any of these, however, phenomena which are not

observable may only be validated by deducing from testable assumptions

(trial hypotheses) those necessary consequents which are observable.

These observable consequents then provide the criteria for relevant

evidence.

(d) Evidence to support or deny a humanistic assumption

"(value, perception) must be obtained from physical, written or verbal

behavior of the particular corporate entity or actor to whom the assumption

refers. This is because different groups of people may perceive the

same facts in differing ways, and because human values do not refer to

A reality but to a desired or undesired condition which exists only in their

minds. Thus, realistic facts are irrelevant for ascertaining the validity

of an assumption in regard to what people believe or value. Further,

evidence gathered from one group or actor may be irrelevant to an

assumption concerning another group or actor.

Because the subject-matter of humanistic assumptions exists only

in human minds and not in objective reality, all humanistic phenomena

are nonobservable. As assumptions in regard to such nonobservable phe-

nomena as energy fields are validated by observing the patterns of a
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observable behavior they cause (such as the tracks energized particles

make through cloud chambers), so humanistic assumptions may only be

validated by observing the behavior patterns of specific humanistic

actors.

V. There is no other source of evidence relevant to assumptions in

__ gard to human perceptions, values or beliefs than through observations

of the past and present behavior of human beings. In this sense, behavior

must include verbal, written and physical; i. e. , what they say, what they

write, and what they do. These are the observable consequents by which

humanistic assumptions may be validated. If information of this sort is

not available, no humanistic assumption may be validated, for lack of

relevant evidence.

(7) How accurate is this evidence? This question also relates

to how well we know what we think we know, but at the level of data rather

than assumptions or premises. Here, we may distinguish between un-

certainties of observation or measurement, and conscious or unconscious

distortion.

f (a) Uncertainties in observation are, in the firet instance,

an inherent property of any sensor, human or nonhuman. They include

distortion of the field by the sensor itself, the exclusion of data to which

the sensor is not receptive, and the limited degree to which a given

sensor can detect small gradations of condition or change of condition.

As shown by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, these distortions can-

not be entirely eliminated. They can, however, be significantly reduced

by use of sensors (or people) specifically designed (or trained) for sensi-

tivity to a particular field, and the use of multiple sensors which include

a wider span of data and tend to cancel out each other's distortions. In

the social sciences, some data gathering techniques such as sample sur-

veys by questionnaire show a la-ge tendency to distort the field they
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attempt to observe. How evidence was gathered and by whom, are im-

portant items in ascertaining the quality of data.

- (b) Uncertainties in measurement are not uncommon even

when observed data are fairly precise. They may occur when numerical

data are aggregated and'presented with a single figure, rather than with

a confidence interval. For instance, population figures are usually given

in this way, when it would be more ccrrect to present them as estimates,

with plus and minus confidence intervals. Numerical precision, like

temporal precision, must be built from the bottom up. Where figures

are not certain, they disguise distortions if they are given as certain.

In looking for the quality ,of data, what was dropped out or hidden by

-measurement and aggregation can be significant.

(c) Conscious distortion is a matter of prejudgment, where

the observations are distorted to fit preexisting human values. It tends

to preclude a representative sample because the human sensor or source

selects only such evidence as will -confirm his own prejudgment. The

indicated approach for estimating the direction and degree of such bias is

similar to that of identifying the intentions of humanistic actors. From

the patterns of earlier behavior on the part of a given source, one must

infer the source's predilections; i.e., '"What ax does he usually grind?"

""vWhat is he trying to sell? ti From such an assessment of the source's

motives, one may estimate the direction of likely bias. By how strongly

he holds these views, one may infer the likely magnitude of distortion.

There is nothing new in this technique of inferring motives from

patterns of behavior. Decisi6n makers do so constantly on an ad hoc or
Sin-head basis. To be more specific, they do it every time someone walk*

4 • into the office with a sales pitch. The only difference in the matter of

biased evidence is that the salesman may not be recognized as such, and

especially in numerical data, the distortion overlooked. Because
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conscious distortion is a humanistic problem, a humanistic approach is

required. One needs to check the predilections of the data source.

f (d) Unconscious distortion is a function of the philosojPhy,

culture, and especially the academic discipline of the human sensor.

While several observers may -test and correct each vther for individual

biases, it is very difficult to identify a pervasive bias or predilection

-which they all share. The origin of such unconscious and unintentional

I distortion lies in the "self-evident truths" of the culture, the unchallenged

axioms of the discipline, or the implicit assumptions of the common phi-
losophy. These are used in both selection and classification of data;

thus, they show up as an implicit bias in the evidence.

Once the presence of conscious or unconscious distortion is identified

or suspected, the means of reducing it are similar to those employed for

nonhuman sensors. Several sources may be consulted, with -varying

biases, in order to cancel out the distortion. This is why students are

urged to reference more than one source in the preparation of any re-

search paper. Even though any one source of evidence may be distorted,

the forecaster and evaluator of forecasts may reestablish a representative

I�sample ,- and so a basis for estimating the validity of assumptions in

that area -- by balancing the bias of his sources.

Cancelling of both conscious and unconscious distortion is a major

asset of the consensus of experts (DELPHI) technique, and of inter-

discili-a•ry research. Interagency and international seminars. etc.,

U ... also assist in this regard.

Another approach is similar to selecting one's sensors for minimum

distortion of the field. Since many of our sensors are human beings, we

may employ them only in those areas where each is the least likely to be

biased. When we know that a particular individual is highly biased in

regard to -- let us say -- politics, while at the same time maintaining
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-. cientific objectivity as a biologist, we are more likely to obtaiA tunbiased
SInformation in the latter than in the former area. Application and sys-

tematization of this line of reasoning may be found in a modification to

-the selection of experts, called TORQUE. It was develo0,ed by a tri-

ser--Ace ad hoc -committee assembled by the Department of Defense

I • (DDR&E). In this approach, experts are only called on to present evidence

or opinions in the areas where they are likely to be most expert and least

biased. -This would appear to be a sound and needed refinement.

(8) Does the preponderence of evidence tend to confirm or deny

-this assumption? It-is-at least potentially .possible to .absolutely confirm

or deny any assumption which -refers to past or present conditions, pro-

vided it involves only observable phenomena. 'Assumptions in regard to

zonobservable phenomena (including all humanistic assumptions), -and

-those -which refer to future changes or conditions may .never -be •absolutely

-confirmed or denied. 'In these cases the best.one can hope for -is a level

of confidence somewhere in between. Whether or not this level -of con-

-idence is acceptable will depend on the criticality of a particular -as sump-

S-tion: -the more critical, the more confidence is required. This Is -also a

.matter of judgment.

19) The outputs of interrogation for reliability do -not fall into

absolutely distinct classes, but rather fallalong a spectrum that ranges

from reliable (+I), -through indeterminate (0), to unreliable -(l1.

Those areas of a forecast affected by a logical fallacy or an assump-

tion absolutely denied by the evidence are unreliable and cannot be

employed.

Those areas affected by non-replicable methods, an inadequately

defined a"sumption, or an assumption whose validity is Indeterminate for

lack of relevant evidence, are of indeterminate reliability. These may

-provide information in regard to needed research in much the same
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manner and with the same sort of details .as -that identified byinter-oga-

tion -for supply. R.ather than strictly basic xesearch, -h1owever, these

.call -ox more rigorous definition, gathering of -relevant evidence, .and

empirical testing. 'The indeterminate assumptions may fill the r-ole of

-trial hy otheses.

Those areas of knowledge which have survived interrogation for

-- reliability by -meeting all of the questions successfully :may nowbe -viewed

-as relevant, available, .and acceptably reliable. They may be employed

"-in Iorecasting with a reasonable degree of confidence.'

7.. Estimation of Potential Effectiveness

'The -simplest and most direct way to estimate the potential

-effectiveness of forecasting in a given subject area is -to-take the number

of key problem elements ,(which are already weighted by degree of impact

-and -criticality -to the actor) for which knowledge -was -found relevant,

available and reliable, and divide it by the total -number of weighted -prob-

lem elements. On the ..illustrations, -this would be to divide all informa-

-tion which had survived through interrogation for reliability (connector V•
by the -total information coming out of interrogation for underlying ,cause

-(connector K).

The potential effectiveness of a forecast or forecasting methodology

.may be estimated in exactly the same manner. -However, It is often use-

ful -to note whether lack of effectiveness is due to exclusion of significant

elements (irrelevance) or to weak power of prediction (low reliability).

This differentiation can provide an indication of needed improvements.

Degree of relevance is a decimal between 0-and I .which is obtained

by dividing those elements for which relevant knowledge was found avail-

able ,(A or A,) by the total of key problem elements (IQ.

Degree of reliability is another decimal between:0 and 1, obtained by

dividing the positive side of interrogation for reliability outputs (R) by

the total inputs to this stage (A or All).
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Sthe -estim ation of overall effectiveness, the degree of -relevance

may.be multiplied by the degree of reliability .to show a -final .decimal

between 0 and :1, degree of potential effectiveness. Again, these are

only rough estimates and not precise figures. They are, however,

systematically arrived at by a replicable method.

A.'-Lnterrogation Model Read-Outs

Inithe course of-trying to estimate -the potential effectiveness of

forecasting in.a given subject area, or of a particular forecast or fore-

Scastinginethodology, -we find a.new additional pieces of information which

can be -valuable.

":Read-outs of the 'model include:

S(X) Informationuin regard to needed basic research, -with its

:subject area, relevance, criticality, and a fair degree of confidence that

i it will -not be a duplication of informati on already -available.

SI2) nformation in -regard -to -needed validation studies, with-the

Same sortof details as those listed above.

i(3) Information in regard to sources, expertise, etc., -which ac-

cumulates throughout the mode! and -is organized -for -further reference.

S(4) Metimated degree of relevance for a given forecast or fore-

casting methodology.

'(S) Estimated degree of availability for information required to

forecast in a -given subject area.

.(6) Identified areas or subjects where power of prediction is

acceptably-high, or unacceptably low.

f(7) fairly rigorous estimate of how effective a given forecast

or methodology will be.

": A8) A fairly rigorous estimate of, how well present state-of-the

;art can be expected to forecast in a given subject area.
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APPENDIX B

,CUSTOMER'S CHECKLIST

:Decision makers are the primary consumers of forecasts, but they

rarely have time to go through a detailed interrogation model such as

the one presented.for evaluators. Therefore, we suggest an abbreviated

-version which covers the major points. While the specific questions

-may vary for particular operations and decisions, -the lollowing appear

-to be basic.
1. -Why do-we need this forecast? The answer to-tbis question

should include overall relevance of the .forecast by subject area, -range,

scope, and criticality in terms of the operation and values of the cus-

tomer "we. " To answer this question adequately -requires study of that

operation and those values.

2. -What portion of our decision information does this forecast

-project? ýThis question leads both forecaster and decision maker to

consider the total context and basic problem elements. it also implies

-that some elements may have been excluded; an awareness of the total

context will indicate what additional information will be _xequired for

decision. Basic considerations here will be demand and supply aspects,

to include the influence of other agencies or actors.

-3. What method was used for projection? A one-word descriptor

will not suffice to answer this question. Extrapolations -analogy, or corn-

binations of the two should be identified, and whether -the processing was

done by intuition, expert judgment, consensus of experts (DELPHI),

optimum selection of experts (TORQUE), a relevance -tree (PATTERN),

etc. The decision maker needs to know the limitations inherent in the

-method employed, including whether or not it is replicable.
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-4. 'What are the assumptions on which this forecast is based?

While the answer .to .this question may be voluminous, it .directs attention

-to the fundamental input problem and requires explicit statement of

-premises. It also allows the forecast to be analyzed and evaluated in

detail, rather than accepted or -rejected as a whole.

13. How we have-these assumptions been-tested? This implies

a requirement for adequate definition and empirical evidence. Appeal -to

-the authority of axioms or experts is not an acceptable answer,- unless

the authorities .themselves can show they have successfully withstood

empiricaltesting. The predictive -power of each assumption must be

:demonstrated.

--6. What are the sources? Annotation of sources will assist in

-determining if evidence is relevant (realistic, humanistic, -specific-point

in-time, or time -series), -and.whether humanistic -evidence was .gathered

-Irom -the actor or agency -specified. -T-his is a -requirement of :replica-

bflity, .-and for the -reduction .of bias.

ýThese -are -the sort of questions which we feel any decision maker

=should expect a forecast to answer before'hebases decision and action
on :its-projected conclusions. They are also questions which any fore-

caster -should -be prepared to answer before. he -presents .his :conclusions.

f
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